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I. DETAILS OF SCOPE AND ARRANGEMENT OF BIBLIOGRAPHY

Scope

The bibliography lists more than 400 Australian Jewish periodicals as well as over 100 annual reports and yearbooks of Australian Jewish organisations currently held in some 20 libraries and Jewish resource centres in Australia. Some New Zealand material is also included.

Arrangement

The listings are arranged alphabetically, initial articles being disregarded. In the case of title changes, each sequence receives its own entry with title cross references. Subject to availability of details, periodical annotations include: place of publication, the responsible body, dates and length of run, size, frequency, editorship, content, the name of the printer, as well as where these periodicals are to be found. Titles of some periodicals mentioned in articles were also included, even when actual copies were not found. When it was possible to trace starting dates, these were added to Annual Reports of organisations.

The plus sign "+" indicates that the periodical is still being published (shown at the end of runs) and "imp" at the end of a run shows that some issues are missing. The symbol nd means undated.

II. LOCATION SYMBOLS AND ADDRESSES

This list gives a key to the symbols for contributing libraries and synagogues to this union list of periodicals, annual reports and yearbooks. Names and addresses are listed under each state.

Australian Capital Territory

ANL National Library of Australia
CANBERRA ACT 2600
Tel: (02) 6262 1111
http://www.nla.gov.au

New South Wales

NGS Falk Library
Great Synagogue
166 Castlereagh St
SYDNEY NSW 2000
Tel: (02) 9267 2477
admin@greatsynagogue.com.au

NJHS Australian Jewish Historical Society Inc.
385 Abercrombie St
Darlington 2008
Tel: (02) 9518 7596
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| NSL:M Mitchell Library | State Library of New South Wales  
Macquarie Street  
SYDNEY NSW 2000  
Tel: (02) 9273 1414  
http://www.sl.nsw.gov.au |
| NSS Rev. Katz Library | North Shore Synagogue  
15 Treatts Road  
LINDFIELD NSW 2070  
Tel: (02) 9416 3710  
Fax: (02) 9416 7659 |
| NTEM Temple Emanuel | 7 Ocean Street  
WOOLLAHRA NSW 2025  
Tel: (02) 9328 7833  
Fax: (02) 9238 8715  
info@emanuel.org.au |
| NU Fisher Library | The University of Sydney  
SYDNEY NSW 2006  
Tel: (02) 9351 2222; Fax: (02) 9351 2890  
http://www.library.usyd.edu.au |
| NU Archive of Australian Judaica | C/- Rare Books and Special Collections  
Level 2, Fisher Library  
The University of Sydney  
SYDNEY NSW 2006  
Tel: (02) 9351 4162  
Fax: (02) 9351 7765  
mdacy@library.usyd.edu.au  
http://judaica.library.usyd.edu.au |
| NUN:SH Shalom College | The University of New South Wales  
PO Box 1  
KENSINGTON NSW 2033  
Tel: (02) 9633 1366  
shalom@hillel.com.au |
| NWAV Waverley Municipal Library | Central Library  
14-26 Ebley Street  
BONDI JUNCTION NSW 2022  
Tel: (02) 9389 1111 |
Queensland

QSL  State Library of Queensland
     P.O. Box 488
     SOUTH BRISBANE  QLD  4101
     Tel: (07) 3840 7880
     http://www.slq.qld.gov.au

South Australia

SSL  State Library of South Australia
     GPO Box 498
     ADELAIDE  SA  5001
     Tel: (08) 8223 8441
     http://www.slsa.sa.gov.au

Tasmania

TSL  State Library of Tasmania
     91 Murray Street
     HOBART  TAS  7000
     Tel: (03) 6233  7462
     http://www.tased.edu.au

Victoria

VJHS  Australian Jewish Historical Society
      PO BOX 255
      CAMBERWELL  VIC  3124
      Tel: (03) 9882 2600

VKAD  Jewish Cultural Centre and National Library
      Kadimah
      7 Selwyn Street
      ELSTERNWICK  VIC  3185
      Tel: (03) 9523 9817
      Fax: (03) 9523 6161

VKHC  Kew Hebrew Congregation
      53 Walpole Street
      KEW  VIC  3013
      Tel: (03) 9861 9243
      Fax: (03) 9853 1354

VLBC  Leo Baeck Centre
31 Harp Road  
KEW EAST VIC 3102  
Tel: (03) 9819 7160  
Fax: (03) 9859 5417

VMAK          Makor Library & Resource Centre  
              306 Hawthorn Rd  
              CAULFIELD SOUTH VIC 3162  
              Tel: (03) 9272 5611  
              jlibrary@vicnet.net.au

VSL           State Library of Victoria  
              328 Swanston Street,  
              MELBOURNE VIC 3000  
              Tel: (03) 9669 9888  
              http://www.slv.vic.gov.au

VU            Baillieu Library  
              University of Melbourne  
              PARKVILLE VIC 3052  
              Tel: (03) 8344 4000  
              http://www.lib.unimelb.edu.au

Western Australia

WLB           State Library of Western Australia  
              Alexander Library Building  
              Perth Cultural Centre  
              PERTH WA 6000  
              Tel: (09) 8427 3111  
              http://liswa.wa.gov.au
II. PERIODICALS

AFIMA News. Melbourne (Australian Fellowship of the Israel Medical Association)
Mar 1994- Mar 2004
Continues AFIMA Newsletter
21-29cm; 8-12pp approx
Frequency: 4-6 times per year
To keep members informed of relevant developments in Israeli medicine, and to publicise AFIMA functions. The Australian Fellowship was founded in the 1950s.

NU Mar 1994- Mar 2004
VJHS Mar 1994-Mar 2004
VSL Mar 1994-Mar 2004

AFIMA Newsletter. Melbourne (Australian Fellowship of the Israel Medical Association)
v.1 (1975) - July 1993
Continued by AFIMA News
21-29cm; 8-12pp approx
Frequency: 4-6 times per year
Editor: Dr Shirley Prager. In 1990 edited by Dr Jacob Boon and Dr Peter Prager.
To keep members informed of relevant developments in Israeli medicine, and to publicise AFIMA functions. The Australian Fellowship was founded in the 1950s.

NU no 4 (Nov 1980); May 1985+ imp
VJHS v.1 (1987) - July 1993
VSL Apr 1982 - July 1993

AICE newsletter. Sydney (Australia Israel Cultural Exchange)
No 1 (Oct 2004)+
30 cm; photos; 8pp
Inaugurated as The official newsletter of the Australia Israel Cultural Exchange. The organisation was launched two years previously and promotes significant cultural projects in Israel and Australia in the arts and film.

NU no 1 (Oct 2004), no 2 (Nov 2005+)

AIR. Australia/Israel Review
v.31, no 5 (May 2006)+
Continues Review. See also Australia/Israel Review

ANL v.31, no 5 (May 2006)+
NJHS v.31, no 5 (May 2006)+
NSL:M current year only
NSS
NU v.31, no 5 (May 2006)+
NUN:SH v.31, no 5 (May 2006)+
NMAV v.31, no 5(May 2006)+
SSL v.31, no 5(May 2006)+
TSL current year only
VJHS v.31, no 5(May 2006)+
VMAK v.31, no 5(May 2006)+
VSL v.31, no 5(May 2006)+
VU v.31, no 5(May 2006)+
WLB v.31, no 5(May 2006)+

**A.I.J.A. Briefing.** Melbourne (Australian Institute of Jewish Affairs)
no 1 (Feb 1991)-no 36 (autumn 1997)
28cm; 4pp
Frequency: monthly
Aims to provide academics, journalists and policy makers with up-to-date and authoritative reports and analyses on vital issues in the Jewish world, Israel and the Middle East which might not otherwise be accessible.

NJHS no 1 (Feb 1991)+ imp-1997
NSL:M no 1 (Apr/May 1986)
NSS nos 4, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13 (1991)-1997
NU no 1 (Feb 1991)-1997+
VSL no 1 (Feb 1991)-1997+
VJHS no 1 (Apr-May 1986)-1997
VMAK no 1 (Apr-May 1986)-1997
VSL no 10 (1990)-1997

**A.U.J.S. News Service.** Melbourne (Australasian Union of Jewish Students)
32cm; 22pp approx
A variation of *Massada*

NU Sept 1979; Feb 1980
(From AUJS archives, Archive of Australian Judaica)

**A.I.J.A. Survey.** Melbourne (Australian Institute of Jewish Affairs)
no 1 (Apr-May 1986)- no 21 (Sept 1996)
41cm; 8pp; ill; photos
Frequency: irregular
The journal undertakes to publish research on contemporary Jewish affairs and matters of concern to the Australian Jewish community such as anti-Semitism, education, inter-communal relations and immigration, as well as subjects of interest to Jewish communities in the Asia-Pacific region.

NU no 1 (Apr-May 1986)-no 21 (Sept 1996)

**A.Z.A. Reporter.** Sydney (Official Organ of North Shore A.Z.A.)

A zionist youth magazine, issued by the North Shore Synagogue *Australian Zionist Association.* The group continued to function till the late 1980s.
NJHS  June 1972

**A.Z.Y.C. Bulletin.** Melbourne (Australian Zionist Youth Council)
June/July 1950; nos 1-5 (1952) + 1 undated issue; nos 1-2 (1963)
27cm; 19-24pp approx; ill; roneoed
Organ of the Zionist Youth movements. Short articles and educational material.

ANL  June/July 1950
NU  nos 1-5 (1952) + 1 undated issue; nos 1-2 (1963)

**A.Z.Y.C. Sydney (Australian Zionist Youth Council)**
1988
30cm; 19pp; ill.
Edited by Richard Klipin
Contains a feature article on the plight of Ethiopian Jews, Jewish vegetarians, and news of local zionist youth groups: *Netzer, Betar, Hineni and Habonim.*

NU  July 1988

**Academy Life.** Sydney (Board of Jewish Education)
1994-5+?
29cm; 16pp; ill; photos
Published by the N.S.W. Board of Jewish Education. Short reports, and poems by pupils from public schools.

NU  v.2, no 1 (Dec 1995)

**Academy News.** Sydney (Australasian Union of Jewish Students)
1975-1985/6
28cm; 4-6pp; ill.
See also under entries for each name.


**AcadeMay Update.** Sydney (Australasian Union of Jewish Students)
A variation of *AcadeMay News*

NU  nos 1, 3 (1984)
(From AUJS archives)

**Adass Israel Congregation Newsletter.** Melbourne
nos 1-6 (1984-Sept/Oct 1985); Sept 1988
28cm; 4-6pp; ill.
Frequency: irregular
News articles, reprints of journal articles, religious and community news.

NU no 2 (Oct 1984); nos 5-6 (Sept-Oct 1985)
NJHS Sept 1988

**ADC Briefing.** Melbourne (B'nai B'rith Anti-Defamation Commission)
v.1, no 1 (1997)+
28cm; 4pp; ill; photos
Frequency: 10 issues per year
Editor: Mark Briskin
Information about racism, and activities of the B'nai B'rith Anti-Defamation Commission.

NU v.1, no 3 (July-Aug 1997)+ (imp)

**ADC Online.** Melbourne. B’nai B’rith Anti-Defamation Commission
v.1, no 1 (2000)+
28cm’: 2pp;
Frequency: monthly
Editor: Benseon Apple

NU v.2, no 2 (Feb 2001)+

**Adelaide Hebrew Congregation. Community Bulletin**
v.1, no 1-v.6, no 8 (Aug 1941-Mar 1947)
Superseded by *Yarchon*
Size varies from 20-33cm; 4-8pp approx; roneoed
Frequency: monthly
Editor: Dr Alfred Fabian
Community information.

NJHS v.1, no 1-v.6, no 7 (Aug 1941-Feb 1947)
VJHS no 10 (May 1942) (circular)

**Adelaide Hebrew Congregation. Newsletter**
1950s
30cm; 2pp; roneoed
Community circular.

VJHS 26/11/58; 26/11/58 (2)

**Ahavat Shalom.** Rose Bay, NSW (South Head and District Synagogue)
v.1 (Sept 1985) - Sept/Oct 1987
Supersedes *South Head Bulletin*
24cm; 16pp
Editors: Rochelle Frankfurter, Jaki Gluck and Betty Kraus
Community news, and articles on religion, Jewish culture and international Jewry. Ceased after a few issues.
See also: From the Rabbi's Desk
NU v.1, nos 1-2 (Sept 1985 - Apr 1986); June 1986; Apr 1987; Sept/Oct 1987
VJHS v.1 (Sept 1985)

Aishes Chayil: Newsletter. Balaclava, Vic (Kollel Beth Ha Talmud Women's AcadeMay)
v.1, no 1 (Aug 1990)
29cm; 4pp; ill.
Religious articles and communal affairs.
NJHS v.1, no 1 (Aug 1990)

The AJAX News. Melbourne
1931-1953
Newsletter issued by AJAX - Australian Judean Athletic Clubs, Victoria. Originally the sporting groups of each state had different names. In 1957 the Australian Judean Sports Council was formed to promote Jewish sport in Australia. In 1960 it became known as the Australian Maccabi Council, and in 1974 as The Australian Maccabi Federation.
See also: The AJAX Pennant
No copies located

The AJAX Pennant. Melbourne
v.1, nos 1-3, no 4 (1953-Dec 1972)
Editor: Brian Kino (1970-1972)
AJAX took the name AJAX Maccabi in 1974, becoming the Victorian affiliate of the Australian Maccabi Federation. In 1986 the organisation was reconstituted as AJAX Maccabi (Victoria). Every other state has adopted the name Maccabi.
No copies located

Akivon (Hebrew). Melbourne (B'nei Akiva)
os 1, 3 (1960), nos 1, 4, 6-8 (1967)
26cm; 18pp; ill.
Copies located in the Central Zionist Archives, Jerusalem. No copy located in Australia.

Aleph-tav. The Australian Friends of Tel Aviv. University review, Melbourne
v.1 (1979)+
Frequency: irregular
The Australian Friends of Tel Aviv University is the main fund-raising organisation for Tel Aviv University. Similar organisations of Friends exist for Bar-Ilan University and the Hebrew University.
No copies located

Aliya Newsletter. Melbourne (Israel Aliya Centre)
nos 1, 3 (1966), nos 1, 4, 6-8 (1967)
26cm; 18pp; ill; roneoed
News of people entering Israel, employment, discussion.

VSL v.1, no 1; v.2, nos 1, 2 (all undated)

**Alon-Limud.** Sydney (Bnei Akiva)
March 1961
26cm; 5pp; ill; roneoed
This was the Purim issue, and a Passover edition was to be issued.
Copy seen in the *Central Zionist Archives, Jerusalem.* No copy located in Australia.

**Alon Lanoar.** New Zealand Jewish Magazine. Auckland
v.1, no 1 (Sept 1970)-June 1985
25cm; 24pp; ill.
Frequency: quarterly
Edited by Rabbi G.M. Korda
Contains letters, news, and articles on religion and culture.

NJHS v.7, nos 67-8? (June 1985)

**Altalena.** Edgecliff, NSW (Hanhaga Artzit, Betar, Australia)
v.1, nos 1-9, no 21 (1959-1969)
34cm; 11-20pp approx; roneoed
Frequency: irregular, approximately monthly
Title in Hebrew and English
Betar is a right-wing Zionist Youth organisation whose headquarters rotate between Melbourne and Sydney, and hence the magazine's publication. Includes editorials, world Jewish news, and activities of Betar. In Brisbane the organisation is called Betar Machoz.

NSL:M v.8, no 1-v.9, no 21 (Aug 1965-1969)

**The Antipodean: Newsletter.** Tel Aviv (Hitahdut Olei Australia and New Zealand)
v.1, no 1 (1984)-?
24cm; 4pp; ill.
Edited by Dena and Jonathan Lester
The newsletter gives news of Australians and New Zealanders who have emigrated to Israel.

NJHS v.2, no 1 (June 1985)

**Artzeinu: Our Land.** Sydney (South Head Synagogue)
29cm; 12pp
Frequency: irregular
Edited by Rabbi Benzion Milecki
News about Israel and the peace process and commentaries.
ARZI Australian Reform Zionists. Sydney
Spring 1989
30cm; 4pp
Editor: Jean Whitmont
The magazine was issued by a group of Australian Jews who wished to ensure that religious
inghts exist in Israel, and were particularly concerned with the building up of Progressive
Judaism and the pursuit of religious pluralism in Israel. Only one issue has been published.

NU Spring 1989

Atara: Journal Kollel Beth Hatalmud Women's Committee, Melbourne
Sept 1983-Mar/Apr 1984
Continued by Journal of Kollel Beth Hatalmud Women's Committee (see below).

NJHS Sept, Dec 1983; Mar/Apr, Sept 1984

Auckland Judean
nos 1-8 (1940 –1941)
Superseded by Judean Bulletin
21.5 cm; 8pp; Roneoed
Frequency: monthly
Zionist news and local news of various Jewish events.

NU no 1 (Jy 1940); no 5 (Nov 1940); no 6 (Ja 1941); no 8 (Mar 1941)

The Australasian Hebrew
v.1, no 1-v.2, no 26 (Nov 22, 1895 - Nov 13, 1896)
Frequency: weekly
Editors: Jacob Goldstein for six months, and then (Sir) Daniel Levy
Although of good literary standard with contributions by Rev. Alexander Bernard Davis, J.H.
Landau and Dr Joseph Abrahams, the paper closed down in November 1896 for lack of
community support. The paper treated principally of Jewish matters, but also had columns on
finance, theatre and society, and reviews of recent publications.

NJHS v.1, no 14-v.2, no 26 (Feb 21, 1896 - Nov 13, 1896) imp
NSL:M v.1, no 1-v.2, no 22 (Nov 22, 1895 - Nov 13, 1896)
NU v.1, no 1-v.2, no 22 (Nov 22, 1895 - Nov 13, 1896) [microfilm]

The Australasian Jewish Student. Sydney (National Union of Australian Jewish Students)
v.1, no 1-v.4, no 2 (Autumn 1954 - Jan 1958)
28cm approx; 12pp approx; roneoed
Frequency: irregular
Editor: Lionel Sharp
Topical articles. Australian and international Jewish student news.

NJHS v.1, no 1 (Autumn 1954); no 3 (Summer 1955); v.2, nos 2, 3 (Autumn, July 1955); no 4 (1956); v.3, no 2 (Feb 1957); v.4, no 1 (Aug 1957); no 2 (Jan 1958)
NU v.2, no 3 (1956)

Australia-Israel Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Sydney
no 1 (1965) - 198-?
25-29cm; 4pp; photos
Frequency: irregular
News of Australia's trade with Israel, and of trade and industrial developments in Israel.

NU no 66 (Aug 1981); no 74 (Apr 1984)

Australia/Israel Review. Melbourne
v.1, no 1 (Nov 1976)-v.24, no 2 (29 Jan - 28 Feb 1999)
28cm; 8pp
Frequency: fortnightly, except monthly in April, June, October and December (no edition in January)
Continued by Review till v. 31, no (Apr2006). Name changed to AIR: Australia/Israel Review v. 31 no 6 (May 2006)+

Editorial Committee: Keith Beville, Michael Danby, Professor Rufus Davis, Gary Herz, Jeremy Jones, Rabbi John Levi AM, Miriam Lasky, Justice Howard Nathan.
Printed by York Press.
Begun on 22 November 1976, with Sam Lipski as editor, the Review aims to provide the Jewish community and political leaders with information regarding Australian government actions and Australian media reports related to Israel, the Middle East and the local Jewish community.

ANL v.1, no 2 (1976)- v.24, no 2 (29 Jan - 28 Feb 1999)
NJHS v.1 (1976)+ imp- v.24, no 2 (29 Jan - 28 Feb 1999)
NSL:M current year only
NSS v.13, no 6 (1988); v.15, no 10 (1991); v.16, nos 4-22; v.17, nos 1-18 (1992)-v.24, no 2 (29 Jan - 28 Feb 1999)
NU v.1 (Nov 1976)+ imp- v.24, no 2 (29 Jan - 28 Feb 1999)
NUN:SH v.3, no 6+
NMAV v.4, no 1 (Feb 1969)- v.24, no 2 (29 Jan - 28 Feb 1999)
SSL v.5, no 1 (Mar 1980)- v.24, no 2 (29 Jan - 28 Feb 1999) -
TSL current year only
VJHS v.1, no 1 (Nov 1976)- v.24, no 2 (29 Jan - 28 Feb 1999)
VMAK v.1, no 2 (Dec 1976) - v.24, no 2 (29 Jan - 28 Feb 1999)
VSL v.1 (Nov 1976)- v.24, no 2 (29 Jan - 28 Feb 1999)
VU v.4 (1979)- v.24, no 2 (29 Jan - 28 Feb 1999)
WLB v.5, no 1 (Mar 1980)- v.24, no 2 (29 Jan - 28 Feb 1999)

Australia/Israel Trade. Sydney (Australia/Israel Chamber of Commerce)
Dec 1989- v.5 issue 2(June1994)
Supersedes Australia-Israel Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Frequency: irregular

The Australian and New Zealand Union for Progressive Judaism: Newsletter
Melbourne (St Kilda Temple Beth Israel)
no 1 (Apr/May 1962)-no 3 (1964)?
33cm; 10pp; roneoed

Australian Alumni Newsletter. Hebrew University of Jerusalem. South Caulfield
(Australian Friends of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
July 1994
30cm; 4pp; photos
Frequency: 3 times a year
The alumni group aims to facilitate further involvement and participation of students who have studied at the Hebrew University and have returned to Australia, and to provide a channel of communication for the activities and developing programs as well as an opportunity for Alumni to meet with visiting academics from the University.

Australian Association of Jewish Holocaust Survivors: News Digest. Maroubra, NSW
Superseded by The Association of Jewish Holocaust Survivors & Descendants INC: Newsletter.
28cm; 7-15pp
Frequency: irregular
Editor: Albert Halm, then George Foster

The Association's inaugural meeting was held on May 1, 1983. The first edition contains the first annual report and financial statement. It changed its name to Zachor in 1991, running for two more issues in October 1992 and April 1993. In 1985 the Association organised an international conference of Jewish Holocaust survivors in Sydney, and the papers from the conference (edited by Albert Halm) have been published as a monograph.

Australian Association for Jewish Studies: Newsletter. Melbourne/Sydney
Oct/Nov 1989+
30cm; 39 pp
Edited by Dr Hilary Rubinstein, Dr Suzanne Rutland, Dr Jennifer Dowling, Anna Rosenbuam (from 2007).
News of the activities of the Association, Jewish bibliography, courses on Judaism in Australia and Jewish learning in general.

NU Oct/Nov 1989; no 2 (Apr/May 1990)+

no 1 (Mar 1973)-no 2 (Apr/May 1973)
34 cm; 11-13 pp
Editor: Robert Goot

NU no 1 (Mar 1973)-no 2 Apr/May 1973
See SZC Archives Box 22:2

Australian Friends of the Tel-Aviv University. Aleph-Tav Review. NSW Division: Newsletter. Sydney
v.1, no 1 (1979)+
Frequency: irregular

VJHS v.1, no 1 (1979); 1989/90; 1990/91

Australian Hebrew Times
Jan 5, 1894; Feb 9, 1894 - Dec 1894
38 cm approx; 12-16 pp approx
Frequency: weekly
Editor: Maurice Abraham Cohen, Headmaster of the Hebrew Schools at Sydney, then Coleman P. Hyman
The paper ceased publication after 12 months.
Educational and cultural.
Original held by the Mitchell Library.

NSL:M Jan 5, Feb 9 (1894)
NU Jan 5, Feb 9 (1894)

The Australian Israelite. Melbourne
v.1, no 1-v 4, no 44 (1871 - May 1875)
Frequency: weekly
Editor and owner: Solomon Joseph, subsequently the editor and proprietor of the Tamworth News
The first number is dated Friday, 11 Tammuz, 5631, June 30th, 1871, priced at six pence and consisting of eight pages about 38 cm x 30 cm. Not successful financially although attempts were made in 1873 to form a limited company to take over the paper. Includes the first list of subscriptions to the new Sydney Synagogue, traces the foundation of the St Kilda and
Sandhurst Synagogues, and discusses the appointment of Saul (later Sir) Samuels as a Minister in the government of Henry (later Sir) Parkes.

**NJHS** v.1, no 1-v.4, no 44 (June 30 1871 - May 1875)

**NSL:M** v.1, no 1-v.3 (June 30 1871 - June 1874) + microfilm

**NU** v.1, no 1-v.3 (June 30 1871 - May 1875)

**VSL** v.1, no 1-v.4, no 44 (June 30 1871 - May 1875)

**The Australian Jewish Chronicle.** Sydney

v.1, no 1-v.9, no 23 (Mar 9, 1922 - June 23, 1930); new series v.1, no 1-v.11, no 77 (June 30, 1930 - Feb 25, 1931)

50cm

Frequency: fortnightly prior to 1929, then weekly. Irregular number of parallel series from July 3, 1930 ending on February 25, 1931, with old series 4, no 57, and new series 11, no 77. Reduced format in 1931 after Israel Horwitz resigned the managing editorship at the end of 1928.

Editors: Rev. Adolph T. Chodowski, 1922-1925. Taken over by Zionist leaders in 1925, with I.K. Sampson and Israel Horwitz as editors. After 1928 managed by a company consisting of a number of Zionist leaders. Rabbi Leib Aisack acted as co-editor of *The Australian Jewish Chronicle* for most of its existence. It became the official publication of the Zionist Federation of Australia. Articles on local and international Jewry, Zionism, Jewish culture, literature and religion. Rising costs aggravated by the Depression led to the paper's closure. Two issues of the newspaper have not been recovered [v.10, nos 60 & 61 - October 30 and November 6, 1930].

**Australian Jewish Democrat: a journal of Independent Jewish Thought.** Fairfield, Melbourne (The Australian Jewish Democratic Society)

v.1, no 1 (Mar 1990) v. 4, no 4 (1994)

22cm; 18pp; photos

Editorial committee.: Philip Mendes

In its first issue *The Australian Jewish Democrat* stated that the aim of the journal is to provide an open forum for discussion and debate on all issues affecting contemporary Jewish life. It hopes to reflect a pluralistic Jewish community, concerned with interrelationships within Australian society, racism, peace social justice, *tikun olam* (healing the world) and freedom of expression.

**NU** v.1, no 1 (Mar 1990); v. 4, no 4 (Summer 1994)

**VJHS** v.1, no 1(Mar 1990); v.1, no 4 (Feb 1991); v.2, no 1 (June 1991); v.2, no 2 (Sept 1991); v.2, no 3 (Summer 1992); v.2, no 4 (Autumn 1992)

**VSL** v.1, no 1 (Mar 1990)
Australian Jewish Forum. Sydney
v.1, no 1-v.9, no 77 (Feb 1941 - Sept 1949)
21cm approx; 30-40pp
Frequency: monthly
Editorial committee: included its founder, Dr I.N. Steinberg, and Julius Karpin as secretary, 1941-46; Maurice Isaacs as secretary from 1947, Solomon Stedman and M. Kushner.
A journal which expressed the views of the Freeland League, a branch of the Jewish Territorial Organisation seeking to establish a Jewish settlement in the Kimberleys. Articles on Jewish culture and society. The February 1941 issue is called "A Symposium of current Jewish thought".

ANL v.1, no 1-v.5, no 39; v.5, no 41-v.9, no 72, 75 (Feb 1941 - Sept 1949)
NJHS v.1, no 1-v.9, no 77 (Feb 1941 - Sept 1949) imp
NSL:M v.1, no 1-v.9, no 77 (Feb 1941 - Sept 1949)
NU v.1, no 1-v.9, no 77 (Feb 1941 - Sept 1949)
VSL v.1, nos 4, 7, 8 (May - Oct 1941)

Australian Jewish Gazette. Melbourne
v.1 (1926)
No copy located

The Australian Jewish Herald. Melbourne
v.1 (1920-1933); ns v.1-90 (1935 - Aug 2 1968)
Supersedes The Jewish Herald
38cm
Frequency: from 1920-1933 fortnightly and from 1935 weekly
Between 1933 and 1935 amalgamated with Di Oistralier Leben to become The Jewish News.
In 1935 The Australian Jewish Herald resumed as a separate publication with Newman Hirsch Rosenthal as editor. Another distinguished editor was Nahum Barnet. A Yiddish supplement was issued in 1936, and edited by Gedaliah Shaiak, which ran for 7 issues. In 1949 a new Yiddish supplement, The Australian Jewish Post, was added, and continued to be issued until the paper's closure in 1968. The new series, a pro-Zionist publication, became the official organ of the Victorian Jewish community.

ANL v.1 (1920-1928); ns v.1-90 (1935-1968) [microfilm]
NJHS v.1 (1920-1928)
NSL:M v.1 (1920-1926); ns v.1-90 (1935-1968)
NU v.1 (1920-1928) [microfilm]
VSL v.1 (1920-1928); ns v.1-90 (1935-1968)

Australian Jewish Hineni Times. Sydney
v.1, no 1-v.4, no 1 (June 1978 - Mar 1981)
Superseded by Hineni News
21cm approx; 40pp approx
Frequency: quarterly
Editors: Hineni High School students
Sponsored by the Central Synagogue, Bondi
No copies located

**Australian Jewish Historical Society: Journal and Proceedings.** Sydney
v.1 (1939)+
21cm; 80pp approx; v.1-2 as its journal
Frequency: half yearly
Editors: edited successively by Sydney B. Glass, David J. Benjamin, Maurice H. Kellerman and Morris Z. Forbes
Sub-title changed to *Journal of Proceedings* with v.8, part 1, 1975. This was dropped with v.10, part 1, 1986, the periodical being called *Australian Jewish Historical Society Journal*. With v.10, in 1989, the Victorian Branch of the Society began issuing numbers alternatively with the Sydney Branch. Articles of interest to Australian Jewish history. The Society was established first in 1938 in Sydney by Percy Marks, and till now has housed its archives in the Great Synagogue precincts.

ANL v.1 (1939)+
NGS v.1 (1939)+
NJHS v.1 (1939)+
NSL:M v.1 (1939)+
NSS v.10, nos 1, 2, 5 (1990/1); v.11, nos 3, 4, 5 (1992/3)+
NU v.1 (1939)+
NUN:SH 1980+
NMAV v.2, no 6 (1946)+
SSL v.1, (1939)+
TSL v.1 - (1939-1979)
VJHS v.1 (1939)+
VMAK v.1 (1939-1983)+ imp
VSL v.1 (1939)+
VU v.1 (1939)+
WLB v.1 (1939)O+

**Australian Jewish Historical Society: Newsletter.** Sydney
nos 1-4 (Dec 1968 - Apr 1970); ns no 1 (Aug 1985)+
28-34 cm approx; 3-9pp
Frequency: quarterly
Editor: Maurice H. Kellerman; new series by Dennis Bluth. Suzanne Rutland.
Items of Jewish historical interest. Purpose is also to inform members of happenings between meetings.

NJHS nos 1-4 (Dec 1968 - Apr 1970); ns no 1 (Aug 1985)+
NU nos 1-4 (Dec 1968 - Apr 1970); ns no 1 (Aug 1985)+
QSL no 1 (Aug 1985)+
SSL nos 15-17, 21, 23-25, Index+
VSL Apr 1986+
WLB no 2 (Nov 1985)+

**Australian Jewish Historical Society (Vic) Inc.: Newsletter**
June 1982+
Supersedes Australian Jewish Historical Society, Victorian Branch

NJHS June 1982+
VJHS June 1982+

**Australian Jewish Life**
April 1951
Editor: T. Trevaks
No more information available
No copy located

**Australian Jewish News.** Melbourne edition
v.1 (May 1935)+
Supersedes *The Jewish Weekly News*
50cm approx
Frequency: weekly
Editors have included: Joachim Chaim Rubinstein and Hans Licht. Currently edited by Sam Lipski, who is the national editor.


ANL Sept 12 (1947)+
NJHS v.40, no 48 (Sept 6 1974)+ imp
NSS current year only
VKAD current year only
VSL v.1 (May 1935)+

**Australian Jewish News.** Sydney edition
v.95, no 27 (Apr 13 1990)+
Continues the *Australian Jewish Times*
43cm approx
General Editor: Dan Goldberg.

Although carrying the same name, the papers are separate, with only some shared editorials. Mona Klein remained on the Board of Directors as Publisher with Peter Klein as Managing Director till early 1996. In 1990 a Hebrew supplement entitled *Ivriton* was added, in line with the Melbourne paper, but it was short lived, running through sixteen issues until August 11. In May 1991, the Adler family of Sydney took up a majority investment in the Australian Jewish Press. The Klein family retained a major interest, while Sam Lipski also retained an equity interest. Mrs Bobby Adler, Mrs Kathy Shand and Ms Roxanne Adler joined the Board of Directors. Mrs Kathy Shand also commenced a more active publishing role in the company. In March 1996, a number of management and editorial changes occurred, with Vic Alhadeff becoming the national Sydney editor till 2004, with Peter Klein and Susan Bures leaving the company. Management changes resulted in separating the newspaper's ownership from its management. Since 2004, both the Melbourne and Sydney editions have come under the editorship of Dan Goldberg.

The first volume of a Queensland edition was published on Friday February 28, 1992. In the first edition, the publishers announced that this represented the first stage in a commitment to present a local edition of the *Australian Jewish News* in Queensland, South Australia and Western Australia. These editions were published monthly for a few months, and were included with both the Melbourne and Sydney papers. After the appearance of the final edition of *South Australian Jewry* in June 1993, this too was merged with *The Australian Jewish News*. In April 1994 the Queensland edition was moved to a fortnightly cycle before ceasing. In January 1994, the Australian Jewish Press took over responsibility for publishing *New Moon* magazine, a Jewish arts and cultural magazine circulating to the 18-35 year old group of Jewish adults in Sydney every two months. It had started life in 1988 as a broadsheet and calendar published by the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies. See also *The Australian Jewish Times* and *Blue Moon*. *New Moon* ceased publication in April 1996 because of lack of financial support, after funding was not able to be continued by the Australian Jewish Press.

**ANL** v.95, no 26 (1990)+  
**NGS** v.95, no 26 (1990)+  
**NJHS** v.95, no 26 (1990)+  
**NSL:M** v.95, no 26 (1990)+  
**NSS** current year only  
**NU** v.95, no 26 (1990)+; v.95, no 26 (1990)+(bound set in Archive of AJ till 2005)  
**VMAK** c 1 year

**The Australian Jewish Outlook: a monthly review of Jewish affairs.** Perth  
v.1, no 1-v.2, no 5 (May 1947 - 1948)  
27cm; 20pp approx  
Frequency: monthly  
Editors: Harold Boas and Philip Masel. Peter Isaacson later became the publisher.  
Printed by Parkinson and Brooks, Victoria, from May 1947 to Sept 1948. Priced at six pence.

**ANL** v.1, no 1-v.2, no 5 (May 1947 - 1948)  
**NJHS** v.1, no 1-v.2, no 4 (May 1947 - Sept 1948)  
**NSL:M** v.1, no 10-v.2, no 4 (Feb - Sept 1948)  
**NU** v.1, nos 1-8 (May - Dec 1947)  
**SSL** v.1, no 1-v.2, no 5 (May 1947 - 1948)  
**VJHS** v.1, no 2 (June 1947)
The Australian Jewish Post. St Kilda, Vic
v.1 (1949 - Aug 1968)
45cm; 8pp
Frequency: weekly
Editor: Founding editor Reuben Havin
A Yiddish supplement to The Australian Jewish Herald, published by David Lederman. Contains community and general news.

ANL v.1 (1949 - Aug 1968)
VSL v.1 (1949 - Aug 1968)

The Australian Jewish Review. Melbourne
v.1, no 1-v.11, no 6 (1940 - Oct 1950)
Supersedes The Progressive Outlook
Continued by The Liberal Jewish Digest
27cm approx
Frequency: monthly
Editors: Dr Herman M. Sanger and Rabbi Max Schenk
Printed by Forward Press
Journal of Temple Beth Israel Liberal Congregation, St Kilda.

NU v.4, no 7-v.11, no 6 (1943 - Oct 1950)
NJHS v.1, no 3-v.11, no 6 (May 1940 - Oct 1950) imp
VJHS v.5, no 5 (July 1944); v.5, no 7 (Sept 1944)

The Australian Jewish Times. Sydney
v.61, no 48-v.95, no 26 (1955 - Apr 1990)
43cm approx
Frequency: weekly
Editors: Edited successively by John Shaiak, Harry Rosenthal, Ernest J. Burger, George Garai, Eve Symon, Victor Kleerekoper, and Susan Bures. The Australian Jewish Times is actually the longest established Australian Jewish newspaper, being a further continuation of the original The Hebrew Standard of Australasia, first published in 1895. When the Melbourne based The Australian Jewish News was bought by the Pratt Group in August 1987, a decision was taken to merge with The Australian Jewish News. See The Australian Jewish News. Sydney edition.

ANL v.61, no 48 (1955)-v.95, no 25 (1990)
NGS 1972+-v.95, no 25 (1990)
NJHS v.61, no 48 (1955)-v.95, no 25 (1990) imp
NSL:M v.61, no 48 (1955)-v.95, no 25 (1990)
NSS current year only
1985-6
30cm; single page
Eleven single page issues were printed, outlining social news and detailing events. The Society is currently known as Jewish Communal Services.

NJHS 1-11 (1985-1986)

The Australian Jewish Women's Newsletter. Sydney
29cm: 16-32pp; ill.
Frequency: quarterly
Editor: Sarah Baila Teleshevsky
The journal caters to the needs and demands of readers in other states and overseas. It also contains updates of news on congregations – Adath Yisrael, Bondi Mizrachi, Coogee, Emunah Women's Group, The Great Synagogue, and North Shore Synagogue. There are also educational articles and craft and cooking hints. The title varies slightly with every issue. v.1, issue 1 (undated) called The Australian Jewish Woman's Letter; v.2, issue 10 (June 1988) Jewish Women's Newsletter.

NJHS v.1, issue 1 [1988]; v.2, issue 10 (June 1988); v.1, no 3 (Mar 1989)

Australian Journal of Jewish Studies. Sydney (Australian Association for Jewish Studies)
v.5, no 1 (1991)+
23cm; 119-142pp
Frequency: bi-annual
The journal is devoted to the study of Jewish culture in all its aspects and in all periods, and includes book reviews.

NSL:M v.5, no 1 (1991)+
NU v.5, no 1 (1991)+
VJHS v.5, no 5 (1991)+
VMAK v.5, no 5 (1991)+

Australian Maccabi Federation: Newsletter. Melbourne
c.1974—no 35 (Apr 1989)
Continues Sportsnews: Australian Maccabi Federation, Sydney
28cm; 8pp approx; photos
Frequency: bi-annual
Editor: currently Phillip Kleid
Purpose is to disseminate news of the organisation's activities to members.
See: *Sportsnews*. See also *Maccabi Newsletter*.

**NU**
- v.28; 30 (July 1985)

**NJHS**
- v.29 (Dec 1984); v.31 (Dec 1985); no 34 (Dec 1988); (Gary Hartmann); no 35 (Apr 1989)

**Australian Zionist.** Bulletin of the Australian Zionist Federation. Northcote, Vic
-(Dec 1931 - Mar 1932)
- Size varies from 21-34cm approx; 4pp approx
International and Australian Zionist information.

**NJHS**
- v.1, no 3 (Mar 1932)

**NSL:M**
- v.1, nos 1-3 (Dec 1931 - Mar 1932)

**NU**
- v.1, no 2 (Feb 1932)

**Australian Zionist Pioneer.** Official organ of the Australian Zionist Federation. Sydney
- v.1, no 1 (Nov 1929)
Incorporated in *Australian Jewish Chronicle*
- 21cm; ill.
Only one issue appeared two years after the formation of the Australian Zionist Federation.

**NJHS**
- v.1, no 1 (Nov 1929)

**NSL:M**
- v.1, no 1 (Nov 1929)

**Australian Zionist Youth Council: Bulletin.** Melbourne
- June 1953; no 1 (July 1963)
Published by the *Australian Zionist Youth Council*, Melbourne.
A title variation of *AZYC Bulletin* (see below).

**NJHS**
- June 1953; no 1 (July 1963); no 2 (Dec 1963)

**NU**
- no 1 (July 1963)

**AZYC Bulletin**
See: *A.Z.Y.C. Bulletin*

**B.A. Cannon Ball**: Bnei Akiva newspaper. Sydney (Bnei Akiva)
- August 1966
- 28cm; 25 duplicated pages
- No copy located

**B.B. Bulletin**: official publication of B'nai B'rith in Australia and New Zealand. Sydney
- v.1, no 1-v.15, no 6 (1953 - July 1967)
Continued by *B'hai B'rith Bulletin*
- 23cm; 40pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Editors: Dr S.W. Krieger, E. Offner and Margaret Gutman
B'nai B'rith news, and articles on Jewish culture.

ANL v.1, no 9-v.12, no 11 (Dec 1953 - Dec 1964) imp
NJHS v.1, no 1-v.12, no 11 (Apr 1953 - Dec 1964) imp
NU v.3, no 9-v.7, no 11 (1955-1959); imp; v.8, no 2-v.15, no 6 (1960-1967) imp

B'Kesher. Sydney (Mount Sinai College)
v. 1, no 1 (2001)+
29cm; 4pp
News about different activities at Mount Sinai primary school.

NU v. 2, no 2 (2001)

Background Information. Sydney (Consulate General of Israel)
no 1 (1982)-no 28 (June 1985)
Superseded by For your Information
34cm; 1-3pp newsheet
Frequency: monthly
Israeli news

NU nos 4, 5, 7, 11, 14, 16, 26, 28 (Jan - June 1985)

Baderach ("On the Way"). Melbourne (Ichud Habonim, Zionist Youth movement)
v.1 (1960)
28cm; 18pp; roneoed
Possibly the only copy produced
Zionist youth news. Short articles.

NJHS v.1 (1960)
NU v.1 (1960)

Banatit. Organ of Australian Zionist youth. Melbourne
v.1, no 1-v.3, no 10 (June 1947 - 1950)
20cm; 32pp
Frequency: monthly
Editor: Ehud Lederberger, the first full-time youth "Shaliakh" (emissary) from Israel.
Printed by A. Maller; Excelsior Printing Works, Hawthorn.
The name was changed to Banativ, which more accurately reflects the Hebrew spelling of the title. The magazine was established primarily to bridge the gap between Israel and the "haverim" of the zionist youth movement. Its most important material described life in Israel, relating its problems, and endeavouring to explain the atmosphere of the nascent State. Emphasis on practical Zionism.

ANL July 1950
NJHS v.1, no 2 (1947); v.2, nos 8, 9 (Mar - June 1949)
Baneinu u'vnoteinu (Our Sons and Daughters). Sydney (Australian Parents of Olim Association)
no 1 (Aug 1986)
29cm: 11pp
Editor: Kayla Szumer
The journal includes an interview with Josie Lacey and articles dealing with the concerns of parents whose children have migrated to Israel.

Bankstown and District War Memorial Synagogue: Bulletin. Sydney
Nov 1984 – May 1989
Continues Bankstown and District War Memorial Synagogue: Newsletter.
34cm; 2-4pp approx
Editor: David Samuels
Following an act of arson, when the Bankstown synagogue was extensively damaged, and in view of difficulties in continuing operation, the community decided to disband in 1991.

Bankstown and District War Memorial Synagogue: Newsletter. Sydney
1960s – Aug 1984
Continued by Bankstown and District War Memorial Synagogue: Bulletin
34cm approx; 3-5pp approx; duplicated
Frequency: quarterly
Editors: Jack Lewis (deceased) and Lionel Alexander
As records have not been kept, no exact starting date of the newsletter can be traced. Essentially a report by the President and community notices.

Bar-Ilan Newsletter: Australian Friends of Bar-Ilan University. Caulfied, Melbourne
v. 1 (2000)?
29cm: 4pp; photos
Editor: Shirley Zauer
This version of the newsletter may have only appeared twice. Photocopied sheets entitled Friend of Bar-Ilan U. appeared on October 14, 2001.
**BBYA Times.** (B’nai B’rith Young Adults) St Kilda, Vic
1958 - 1966
Superseded by *BBYA Times Menorah*
Format varies: 25-32cm; 10-20pp
Frequency: monthly
Different editors
Contains social and general community news.

ANL 1958-1966

**BBYA Times Menorah.** (B’nai B’rith Young Adults) St Kilda, Vic
1967-1969
Supersedes *BBYA Times*
26cm: 4-8pp
Frequency: irregular monthly?
Mainly social news for the B’nai B’rith youth.

ANL 1967-1969

**Beit Chabad.** Melbourne (Yeshiva)
v.1, no 1 (Apr 1987)-?
30cm: photos
Yeshiva news and religious articles.

VJHS v.1, no 1 (Apr 1987)

**Beit Shalom Synagogue Magazine.** Adelaide
Sept? 1985+
Continues *Temple Shalom News and Views*
34cm approx; 20pp approx; ill.
Frequency: quarterly
Community news. Calendar of events.

SSL 1985+ (lack July 1986)
NTEM current year only
NU July 1989+
VKHC current year only

**Betar.** Melbourne (Netzivut Betar b’Australia)
v.1 (June 1948 - Sept/Oct 1948)
21cm; 24pp approx: ill.
Editors: Michael Klinger, Joseph Steiner and D. Efron
Title in Hebrew and English
A Zionist youth magazine. Betar was founded by Jews coming from such places as Shanghai after World War II (1946), first in Melbourne, and then in Sydney.
NJHS v.1 (June 1948 - Sept/Oct 1948)
NU July 1948

**B'nai B'rith AD Digest.** Melbourne. Anti-Defamation Commission
nos 1-6 (1996-7).
21cm; 7pp
Editor: Annette Gladwin
A newsletter designed to bring about increased communication between the Anti-Defamation Commission and the leadership of B'nai B'rith Lodges, Chapters and Units in the District.

NU issue no 4 (Apr - July 1987)

**B'nai B'rith Background.** Sydney (B'nai B'rith of Australia and New Zealand)
v.1, no 1 (Mar 1983)-v.8.no 5 (July 1991)
30cm; 15pp approx
Frequency: quarterly
Editor: Dr Egon Auerbach
Information on B'nai B'rith projects.

NJHS v.1, no 2 (Nov 1983)
NSS current year only
NU v.1, no 1 (Mar 1983)-v.3, no 3 (June 1985); v.5, no 2 (Sept 1987); v.8.no (4 July 91)
VJHS v.1, no 1 (Nov 1982)-v.3, no 3 (June 1985)

**B'nai B'rith Bulletin:** Official publication of B'nai B'rith in Australia and New Zealand
v.15, no 7 (1967)-v.34, no 8 (Nov 1992)
Continues *B.B. Bulletin*
21cm; 38pp [early editions]; 28cm; 8pp

ANL v.15, no 7 (1967)-v.34, no 8 (Nov 1992)
NJHS v.15, no 7 (1967)+ imp
NSL:M Apr 1953 - Nov 1974
NU v.15, no 7-v.26, no 11 (Aug 1967 - Aug 1983) imp; v.27, no 5 (Feb 1984); v.28, nos 5, 6, 8, 11 (1985); v.29, nos 1, 3, 4 (Sept, Dec, 1985 Feb/Mar1986); Apr 1986; v.29, nos 7, 8 (1986); v.30, nos 1-4 (Nov/Dec 1986 - Aug/Sept 1987); v.31, nos 1-2 (Feb/Mar-Apr 1988); v.32, no 1 (July 1988)-v.34, no 7 (Aug 1992)
VJHS v.4, no 9 (Oct 1956); v.21, no 12 (Feb 1974)-v.32, no 2 (Sept 1988) imp; v.32, no 3 (Nov 1988)-v.34, no 8 (Nov 1992)

**B'nai B'rith Communicator.** Sydney (B'nai B'rith Australia and New Zealand)
v.1, no 1 (Aug 1997)+
Supersedes *B'nai B'rith Reporter, B'nai B'rith Focus and B'nai B'rith Preview*
29cm; 8-16pp
Frequency: 10 times per year
Editor: Gary Fabian
Articles on Israel and the international scene, functions and calendar of activities.

NU v.1, no 1 (Aug 1997)+

**B'nai B'rith Focus.** Official Publication of B'nai B'rith District 21 of Australia and New Zealand
June 1996 - July 1997
Continues B'nai B'rith Preview
superseded by B'nai B'rith Communicator
29cm; 6pp; photos
Frequency: monthly
Editor: Gary Fabian
B'nai B'rith news of Adelaide, Auckland, Melbourne, Sydney and Wellington.

NU June, Aug, Sept, Nov, Dec 1996; May, July 1997

**B'nai B'rith Manayim.** Sydney
[1985]
21cm; 2-4pp
Frequency: monthly
Editor: Miriam Pollak
Newsletter detailing monthly functions of Ma Nayim
See also: Ma Nayim Newsletter.

NU Jan 1985; Apr - Sept 1985; Nov - Dec 1985

**B'nai B'rith Preview.** Melbourne (Official Publication of B'nai B'rith Victoria)
v.35, no 1 (1997)+
Continues B'nai B'rith Focus
Published with B'nai B'rith Communicator.
28cm; 8pp
Frequency: 10 issues

NU v.35, nos 8, 9 (Sept, Oct 1997); v.36, nos 1-4 (Feb, Mar, Apr, May) 1998+

**B'nai B'rith Reporter.** Sydney (Monthly news magazine of the B'nai B'rith in NSW)
v.1, no 1(1963)-v.[29], no 6 (July 1997)
29cm; 10-30pp approx. Early issues were 21cm and consisted of 8pp.
Frequency: monthly
Superseded by B'nai B'rith Communicator which also replaced B'nai B'rith Focus and B'nai B'rith Preview.

NJHS v.14, no 2 (Mar 1983)
NSL:M v.1-5 (1967-1983)
NU v.3, nos 1, 3, 5 (1965); v.4, nos 6-9 (1966); v.14, no 7 (Aug 1983); v.15, nos 3, 10 (Apr, Nov 1984)-v[29], no 6 (July 1997)
Bnei Akiva iton. Sydney
no 1 (1987)-v.3, no 3 (May 1989)
20 cm; 8pp; ill.
Editor: P.J. Schneeweiss
News and activities of Bnei Akiva Zionist Youth Group. Title also in Hebrew. B'nei Akiva was founded in Melbourne under the name Torah Ve-Avodah. It has links with the Mizrachi Zionist movement.

NU no 2 (Aug 1987)-v.3, no 3 (May 1989)

Bnei Akiva Religious Zionist Youth Movement: Newsletter. Sydney
1987
32cm; 4pp
Edited by Oshra and Shabbi Deutsch.

NJHS no 2 (Purim, Mar 1987)

Blue Moon: the Newsletter of the Jewish Young Adult Forum. Sydney (Australian Jewish Press)
Mar/Apr 1992 - Jan/Feb1994
Continued by New Moon
30cm; 8pp; ill.
Frequency: bi-monthly
Editors: Robert Klein and Mark Rotenstein
Supersedes Jewish Young Adult Forum
The magazine for young adults was the creation of Neil Korn, and incorporated the Jewish Young Adult Forum Calendar. The group merged with an affiliated group, Alternative Jewish Agenda, on 4 February 1992. Other groups affiliated were: Australian Jewish Genealogical Society, The Australasian Union of Jewish Students, Fellowship of Jewish Doctors, Food for Thought, Good Companions Group, Holocaust Descendants Group, Images, JCA Directions, Jewish Business Network, Jewish Vegetarian & Ecological Society, The Lost Tribe, Shades, Shammash, The Sydney Jewish Theatre, UIA Young Leadership, Yehudim ve Chaverim, and the Zionist Youth Council representing the four zionist youth movements in Sydney: Betar, B'nai Akiva, Habonim and Netzer.

In March 1994 the magazine changed its name to New Moon. In 1996 the Australian Jewish News was unable to continue subsidising the newspaper, and it was forced to close. It was succeeded by a broadsheet calendar J Net Calendar, thus coming full cycle from the original publication of the Jewish Young Adult Forum Calendar.

NU Mar/Apr 1992 - Jan/Feb 1994

At the Board: Working for the Political and Physical Security of the Community. Sydney (NSW Jewish Board of Deputies)
v.1 (2006)+
28cm; 4 pp; colour photos
Publicity magazine.

**Botz.** A.U. Jewish Student Association Publication. Adelaide  
no 1 (1970s)  
21cm; 12pp; roneoed  
A magazine from Adelaide University, with articles by David Ades and Gidi Gilboa. This may have been the only issue published.

**NU** no 1

**The Bridge.** Sydney (Australian Jewish Quarterly Foundation)  
v.1, no 1-v.7, no 3 (1964 - June 1973)  
25cm; 32pp approx  
Frequency: quarterly  
Editors: Haim Brezniak, Nate Zusman et al.  
Editorial committee: Alan David Crown, Wolf Simon Matsdorf, Joachim Schneeweiss and Lionel Singer  
Aimed to provide a reflection of contemporary Jewish thought and activities, and to deal with vital general issues.

ANL v.1, no 1-v.7, no 3 (1964-1973)  
NJHS v.1, no 1-v.5, no 4 (1964 - Dec 1970) imp  
NSL:M v.1, no 1-v.7, no 1 (1964 - June 1973)  
NU v.1, no 1-v.7, no 1 (1964 - June 1973)  
TSL Sept 1965 - Jan 1973  
VJHS v.1, no 1-v.2, no 1 (1964 - Sept 1965); v.2, no 1 (Sept 1965); v.3, no 2 (May 1967); v.4, no 3 (Aug 1969); v.5, nos 3-4 (Dec 1970); v.6, no 2 (Oct 1971); v.7, no 1 (Feb 1972)  
VSL v.1, no 1 (Autumn 1964)-v.7, no 3 (June 1973)  
VU v.1, no 1-v 7, no 1 (1964 - Feb 1972) imp

**Briefing from A.I.P.** St Kilda, Vic (Australia/Israel Publications)  
March 1976-1980  
21-28cm approx; 4-6pp  
Frequency: monthly  
Editor: Sam Lipski. Associate editor: Michael Danby  
Reports on Israel and the Middle East.

NU Mar 1976 - no 18, Apr 18, 1980 imp

**Brighton Hebrew Congregation.** Brighton, Vic  
VJHS Dec 1985

**Brisbane Hebrew Congregation: Newsletter**
pre 1984 - 1986
28cm; 1 page; offset print
Congregational news.

NJHS June, Nov, Dec 1984-1986 (imp)
VJHS Jan, Mar, May 1986

The Brisbane Jewish "Communal News". Brisbane (Judean Sports Club of Queensland)
Feb 1958 - [Dec] 1958
27cm; 14-15pp; roneoed with printed cover
Editor: L.M. Hoffman
The first issue also has a roneoed cover, the initial five issues bearing the title The Brisbane Jewish Communal. The title page states that the journal was produced by the Judean Sports Club of Queensland under the auspices of the Queensland Jewish Board of Deputies with the co-operation of the State Zionist Council. Contains news of the sports club's activities, zionist news, educational, religious and cultural articles.

NU Feb 1958 - [Dec] 1958. (See Rabbi A. Fabian Collection, Archive of Australian Judaica.)

The Bulletin. Sydney (The Association of Far Eastern Jews)
1976
29cm; 4pp
News items for members.

NU v.4 (Feb 1976). (See SZC Archives (Box 12:3), Archive of Australian Judaica.)

Bulletin of the Bund Organisation in Melbourne
1962-?
28cm approx
A Yiddish periodical printed by E.H. Gibbs, Melbourne. Other bibliographical details unknown and no copies located.

Bulletin of the Sydney Council to Combat Fascism and Anti-Semitism
1952-1953?
21cm approx; 4pp
Jewish Times print, Sydney
Details of run uncertain.

NSL:M no 11 (Sept 1953)

Bull-Iton. Melbourne (Caulfield Jewish Students' Society)
30cm; 6-11pp
Supersedes CAULJSS Newsletter
Edited by Barry Lehrer
NU v.1, nos 1-2 (1979). (See AUJS Archives, Archive of Australian Judaica.)
Campus News. Sydney (Australasian Union of Jewish Students)
Possibly the only copy produced
Zionist youth news. Short articles.
v.1, no 1 (Apr 1981) - Aug 1982
28cm; 8-25pp
First issue bears sub-titles: supplement to Jewish Students' Forum; the second: supplement to Massada; the third: Supplement to Jewsweek.

NJHS v.1 (1960)
NU v.1 (1960)
NMAK v.1, no 1, Apr 1981; June 1981; July 1981
NU Aug 1982 (from AUJS Archives, Archive of Australian Judaica)

The Caulfield Synagogue Congregational Review
v.1, no 1-3 (1966)
24cm; 14pp
Editorial board: S. Bennett, W. Homesaroff, J. Miller, S.Wiener
Articles on festivals, science and religion. Synagogue news. Logo of Star of David on cover and motto Keren Hakayemet Ahavat Shalom in Hebrew.

VJHS v.1, no 3 (Sept 1966)

CAULJSS Newsletter. Melbourne (Caulfield Jewish Students' Society)
v.1, no 1-3, 1975
34cm; 2pp
Superseded by Bull-Iton

NU v.1, nos 3-4 (June-Aug 1975) (from AUJS archives, Archive of Australian Judaica)

The Central: Central Synagogue Journal. Bondi Junction, NSW (Central Synagogue)
v.1, no 1 (Mar/Apr 1958-1965)
Continued by The Central Synagogue Journal
22cm; 11pp approx
Frequency: bi-monthly
Sub-title variation: Journal of the Central Synagogue
Synagogue news and, notes on the Feasts.

NJHS v.1, no 1 (Mar/Apr 1958 - 1965) v.imp
NU v.1, nos 1, 2, 4, 5 (Mar/Apr 1958 - Mar 1959); v.2, nos 9-12 (1960); v.5, nos 3-4 (Mar-May 1964)
VJHS v.1, no 5 (Mar 1959)

Central Synagogue Journal. Bondi Junction, NSW (Central Synagogue)
no 1 (1966)-no 142 (Sept 1988)
Continues The Central, continued by Kol Chaim
22cm; 12-20pp approx
The Centralite. Bondi Junction, NSW (Central Synagogue, Bondi)  
v.30, no 1 (Sept 1968)  
A title variation of The Central Synagogue Journal

NJHS v.30, no 1 (Sept 1968)

The Centre. Sydney (Strathfield and District Congregation)  
21cm approx; 28pp approx  
Frequency: bi-annual or annually; formerly monthly  
Editor: Rabbi M. Gutnick  
Contains annual general report, President's report, general articles and on Festivals.

NJHS v.4, nos 8/9-v.11, no 2 (Aug/Sept-Apr/June 1978); v.14, no 3 (Sept 1981)  
NU v.8, no 10 (Aug/Oct 1969)

Centre News. Elsternwick (Jewish Holocaust Centre)  
v.1, no 1 (Dec 1984) – v.13, no 2 (Sept 1996)  
29cm; 20pp approx; ill; photos  
Editor: Cyla Sokolowicz  
Articles in Yiddish and English on issues of concern for Jewish Holocaust survivors.

NU v.4, no 2 (June 1987)- v.13, no 2 (Sept 1996)  
VJHS v.1, no 4 (Dec 1985); v.3, nos 1-4 (Mar-Dec 1986) imp; v.4, no 1 (Mar 1987)  

Centre News. Wellington Jewish Community Centre, New Zealand  
Aug 1981+  
30cm; 12pp approx  
Editor: Mrs C.Durden  
New Zealand and international Jewish news, and religious articles. Public relations newsletter of the Wellington Jewish Community Centre.

NU Sept 1985+
VJHS May 1983; Feb 1986; May 1987+

Chabad House Caulfield Magazine
v.1, no 1 (Sept 1990)- v.2 no 2 (Sept 20, 1991)
30cm; 4pp; ill.
Anecdotes, Jewish culture and news.
VJHS v.1, no 19 (May 17, 1991); v.1, no 20 (May 31); v.2, no 1 (Sept 13 1991); v.2, no 2 (Sept 20, 1991)

The Chabad Magazine. East Bentleigh (Chabad House)
v.1, no 1-3 (Dec 1987-May 1988)
Supersedes The Mitzvah
30cm; 4pp; ill; photos
Editor: Laibl Wolf
Religious articles, stories, cultural activities.
VJHS v.1, nos 1-3 (Dec 1987-May 1988)

The Chabad Magazine. Malvern (Chabad House Newsletter)
v.1, no 1 (Dec 1987)-?
30cm; 4pp; photos
The journal reports on activities of the Chabad House at Malvern.
VJHS v.1, nos 1-3 (Dec 1987-Oct 1988); v.2, nos 1-2 (Feb-Apr 1989)

Chadashot. Auckland, NZ (Temple Shalom)
May-Nov 1985
21cm; 16pp; ill.
News of Temple Shalom in Auckland. The Congregation is affiliated with Progressive Jewish Congregations in Australia. Title in English and Hebrew.
NJHS May, July, Aug, Nov 1985

Chadasshot. Bondi. (Adass Yisrael Synagogue)
1987
30cm; 4-6pp; ill.
Synagogue news. Religious articles. Festival names in Hebrew on front cover.
NJHS (Purim) Mar, (Lag Ba'Omer) May, (Shavuot) June, 1987

Chai Today. Sydney (Yeshiva Centre)
Apr 1990-Apr 1993
28cm; 36pp; photos; ill.
The stated goal of Chai Today is to inject vitality into Australian Jewish life at every level. Articles on religion, culture, humour, topical and historical, women's issues, the Holocaust.
NJHS Apr 1990-Apr 1993
NU Apr 1990-Apr 1993

L’Chaim: Newsletter. Coogee, NSW (Coogee Hebrew Congregation)
Mar, Sept 1990
29cm; 4-8pp

NU Purim 1990, Rosh Hashana (Sept 20/21 1990)

CHAIN: Chabad House Activities Information and News (Chabad House of the North Shore)
Mar 1991
29cm; 6pp; photos; ill.
A short lived publication containing religious articles, and community news of Chabad House.

NU Mar 1991

Chaverim. Newsletter of the Hobart Hebrew Congregation (Feb 1995)-Ja/May 2002
Supersedes Newsletter of the Hobart Hebrew Congregation
29cm; 8-12pp approx; ill.
Frequency: monthly
Editor: David Clark
Communal news, religious articles, politics of Israel and the Middle East.

NJHS Feb 1995- Ja/May 2002
NU Feb 1995- Ja/May 2002
VJHS Feb 1995- Ja/May 2002

Chayenu. Issued by Bnei Akivah, Australia for "Tomchim Shevet"
v.1, no 1 (1954)
Social news, religious articles, poems.
26cm; 18pp; ill.

The Central: Central Synagogue Journal. Bondi Junction, NSW (Central Synagogue)
v.1, no 1 (Mar/Apr 1958) - no 143 (Apr 1989)
Continued by The Central Synagogue Journal
22cm; 11pp approx
Frequency: bi-monthly
Sub-title variation: Journal of the Central Synagogue
Synagogue news and notes on the Feasts.
COA News. Sydney (Sydney Jewish Centre on Ageing)
April 1983+
21cm; 8-12pp approx
Frequency: quarterly
News of the Centre's activities, founded in 1982 to fill in gaps for domiciliary care of Jewish persons.
Changed name to COA Newsletter in January 1994.
NJHS Feb 1984- 1993
NSL:M May 1991-1993

COA Newsletter. Sydney (Sydney Jewish Centre on Ageing)
Continues COA News
30cm; 12pp approx
Frequency: quarterly
News of the Centre's activities, founded in 1982 to fill in gaps for domiciliary care of Jewish persons.
NJHS 1994+
NSL:M 1994+
NU 1994+ imp.

Child Survivors' Newsletter. Sydney
Apr 1990+
25cm; 1-4pp
Edited by Litzi Hart
Frequency: irregular
News of international meetings and events connected with holocaust survivors, usually on a single sheet.

Christian Jewish Scene. Sydney (Australian Council of Christians and Jews)
no 1 (Mar 1985)+
25cm; 8pp
Frequency: twice a year
Editor: Kathleen Keely (1985-1990); Susan Bures (July 1991-1995); Henry Mendelson 1996+

The newsletter was published about three times a year, from March 1985 - April 1991, by the "Shalom" Centre for Christian-Jewish Relations of the Sisters of Our Lady of Sion, in close consultation with the Victorian Council of Christians and Jews (founded in 1985). Kathleen Keely (NDS) was the main editor, with Mary Lotton (NDS) and then Shirley Sedawie (NDS) for the first issue of 1991. In July 1991, the publication was taken over by the Council of Christians and Jews, NSW, with Susan Bures as editor. From April 1992 it was adopted as an official publication of the Australian Council of Christians and Jews (inaugurated in December 1991). The number of pages was increased from four to eight pages in July 1992. Featured in the newsletter are international and local events affecting Jewish-Christian relations, and feature articles on issues of historical interest to both Jews and Christians. From 1992 till 1995, a Christian and Jewish Calendar of principal feasts and fasts was issued annually with the newsletter. From 1997-1999 “and” was added to the title for issues 33-40 dropped, then added again from issue 41. No 37 was not issued. No 67 was issued in December 2006. The newsletter now appears “on line” at <http://www.Jcrelations.net> as well as in hard copy.

ANL no 1 (Mar 1985)+
NJHS no 19 (July 1991)
NU no 1 (Mar 1985)+

The Chronicle. Sydney. (Cremorne and District Hebrew Congregation)
v.1, no 1 (Aug 1960)+
21cm; 8-16pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Community news and religious items.

NJHS Dec 1961+ imp
NSS current year only
NU no 1 (1967); May/June 1981; May/June 1983+

The Chronicle. Melbourne (St Kilda Hebrew Congregation)
v.1, no 1 (1967)-v. 17, no 11 (May 1999)
22cm; 30cm from May 1985; 8-16pp approx
Frequency: quarterly. From 1993, twice a year at Passover and New Year, being supplemented by Chronicle Newsletter to supply community information before Chanukkah, Purim, Shavuot and possibly before New Year.
Articles of religious and communal interest.
ANL v.1, nos 1, 11-20, 22-24, 27; v.2 nos 1,4; v.4, no.3; v.16, no 2+
NJHS v.2, no 4 (Apr 1976); v.6, no 2 (Sept 1981)
The Chronicle. The Moorabbin and Districts' Hebrew Congregation Newsletter
no 1 (July 1966)-ns v.1, no 1 (Aug 1979)-?
22-30cm; 4pp approx
News and articles of interest for the Moorabbin and Districts' Hebrew Congregation.

NJHS May 1972
VJHS nos 1-3 (July 1966-Mar 1967); Mar 1977-no 4 (1978); May-June 1979; ns v.1, no 1 (Aug 1979)

Chutzpah. Kensington. (New South Wales Union of Jewish Students)
1987-1992
28cm; 20pp
Frequency: irregular

NJHS 4, 1991

The Clarion: a progressive Jewish monthly. Melbourne (Jewish Council to Combat Fascism and Anti-Semitism)
v.1, nos 1-5 (Mar 1952-1952)
28cm; 16pp
Frequency: monthly
Published by E. Biderberg. Capricorn Printing
Articles on Zionism, contemporary Jewish issues including anti-semitism, religious and cultural articles.
Copies owned by Isi Leibler.

NJHS no 2 (May 1952)
NU no 3 (June 1952)

The Communal Opinion. Perth
v.1-12 (Oct 13, 1913-1914)
28cm; 18pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Continued by The Jewish Observer
Editors: Maurice E. Zeffert, assisted by Harold Zeffert with two successive business managers, Moss Hart and B. Cohen
A Perth monthly communal publication.
Original copy owned by Mrs E. Luber Smith
Copies may be owned by Alex Rosenwax of Perth. Information from the late Roy Shilkin, and Ken Zeffert of Perth.

NJHS v.1, no 9 (June 1914)
NU v.1, no 9 (June 1914)
WLB v.1, no 9 (June 1914)

Confidential Briefing. Melbourne (Zionist Federation of Australia)
Apr? 1981-1986
30cm; 30pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Reports on Israel and the Near East, supplied by the Zionist Information Service of the Zionist Federation of Australia.

NU Apr 1984-1986

The Connector: Newsletter (South Yarra Jewish Singles)
no 1 (Dec 1990); no 2 (Apr 1991)
30cm; 4pp
Produced by a group of Jewish male professionals and businessmen, which acts as a "match making" service. Profiles of singles seeking marriage partners or companions, and short articles.

NJHS no 1 (Dec 1990); no 2 (Apr 1991)

Contact. Bellevue Hill, NSW (Moriah War Memorial College)
no 1 (April 1983)+
28cm approx; average of 4 pages per issue
Frequency: monthly
Published by the College Board of Management to inform parents and the community about its activities.

NJHS v.1, no 1 (Sept 1984)+
VJHS nos 24-25 (Jan-Feb 1986); no 48 (Oct 1988); nos 51-53 (Feb-Apr 1989)
NU no 26 (1986); nos 34, 35, 36, 38, 39 (1987); nos 41, 42, 43 (1988); no 60 (Nov 1989); nos 61, 62, 66, 67 (1990)

Contact: a quarterly journal for Australian Jewry. St Kilda, Vic
v.1, no 1 (Feb 1961 - Mar 1977)
Size varies; 45pp approx
Frequency: irregular
The sub-title is "a bi-monthly journal".
Published by Arnold Bloch. Sponsored by the Zionist Federation of Australia and New Zealand.
An independent and non-partisan journal aimed at establishing an informed Jewish awareness and a closer and more meaningful identification with Israel and other diaspora communities. Articles culled from international journals.
Coogee-Randwick-Clovelly Hebrew Congregation Newsletter
June 1988
20cm; 12pp; photos
Editor: Rabbi Elozer Gestetner
Thoughts from the Rabbi's desk.

v.1 (1926)- v.73, no 2 (June 1999)
28cm; 8pp approx
Frequency: quarterly; formerly monthly
Editorial Committee: Dr Fanny Reading, Dora Abramovich, Rae Junerdan
Editor in 1986: Aimee Mazza
The Council of Jewish Women was founded by Dr Fanny Reading in 1923. By 1929 Councils had been established in Victoria and Queensland. At the first interstate conference in 1929 the National Council of Jewish Women of Australia and New Zealand was formed. Information on the programmes of the National Council of Jewish Women.

Council News. Sydney (Federation of Jewish Councils to Combat Fascism and Anti-Semitism)
no 1 (June 1949 - July 1956)
29cm; 4pp
Frequency: approx 5 times per year
Editor: Ernest Platz
Printed by L. Shaffel, St Kilda
Statements on Council policy, and social news.

36
Counter Stroke. Kensington (Australasian Union of Jewish Students)
July 1973-1983
43cm; 4pp
Frequency: irregular
Student magazine.

NU July 1973

Courage to Care. Newsletter. Sydney (B’nai B’rith)
v 1 no 1 (Nov 2002)-no 7 (Feb 2004).
25cm; 2pp
Continued by Jewish Care Matters Winter 2006

The newsletter is designed to keep members and supporters informed of plans and progress for the coming year.

NU v 1 no 1 (Nov 2002); no 4(June/July 2003); no 6 (Dec 2003); no 7 (Feb 2004).

Daf Harav. St Ives (Kehillat Masada)
no 1 (Spring 1990)+
21cm; 6pp
Frequency: half yearly
Editor: Rabbi David Freedman
Editorial, diary of synagogue services and background on Jewish feasts.
See also Daf Hashavua and Koleinu

NU no 4 (autumn 1992)

Daf Hashavua: a New Horizon (Kehillat Masada)
[Dec 1992]-?
29cm; 4pp; ill.
Frequency: half yearly
Religious articles, and notices.
Editor: Rabbi David Freedman

NU [Dec 1992]; [Mar 1992]

Days of Our Lives. Sydney (Women for Life)
Issue 1 (1987)?+
29cm;12pp
Frequency : quarterly?
Editor: Gavriella Aber
**Detail: official organ of NSW Association of Jewish Ex-Servicemen and Women.**
Darlinghurst, NSW
v.1, no 1 (1945)-Apr 2000
43cm; 8pp
Frequency: yearly. Earlier issues more frequent.
Editor: Lou Whitfield
News of Jewish Ex-Servicemen and Women, Israel Defence Forces and Anzac Day Commemorations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANL</th>
<th>v.2; v.3, nos 3-7, 9-10; v.11-22, no 8 (1966)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VJHS</td>
<td>Apr 1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJHS</td>
<td>Apr 1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSL:M</td>
<td>May 1950; v.6, no 8 (Sept 1954 - Dec 1954); v.7, no 5 (Sept 1955); v.10, no 1 (May 1958)-v.11, no 11 (Mar 1971); Mar, Apr 1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NU</td>
<td>v.6, no 3 (July 1954); v.7, no 2 (June 1955); v.13, no 7 (Nov 1961); Apr 1974; Apr 1977; Apr, Nov 1978; Apr 1979; Feb, Apr 1980; June 1982; June 1983; Apr 1984; Apr 1985-Apr 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Dialectic: Jewish Monthly.** Melbourne (Melbourne Jewish Literary and Debating Society)
May 1875 - November 1875
24cm; 16pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Seven issues published.
The title was followed by a quotation from Eccles. 12:13. Its primary object was to "give to the Essays, Lectures, Speeches etc., delivered at the Melbourne Jewish Literary and Debating Society, a local habitation and name". It also contained general Jewish news and reports of communal meetings.
Original owned by Mitchell Library.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NSL:M</th>
<th>May 1875 - Nov 1875</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NU</td>
<td>May 1875 - Nov 1875 (microform)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dunera News.** Sydney
v.1, no 1 (Sept 1984)+
21cm; 24pp approx
Frequency: quarterly
Editor: Henry Lippman was the founding editor, and the journal has been edited from Melbourne from late 1990 by the Hay-Tatura Association: Renate Heine, George Strauss and Eric Eckstein.
A newsletter to a free association of one-time escapees from Nazi Europe who were interned overseas during World War II, shipped to Australia, kept encamped and later released. To all who served with the Eighth Australian Employment Company. Private and confidential. Distributed to members only.

| NJHS    | v.1, no 1 (Sept 1984)+ |
NSL:M no 15 (Mar 1991); no 17 (Aug 1990); no 18 (Sept 1990); no 21 (July 1991); no 24 (June 1992)

NU v.1, no 1 (Sept 1984)+

Dvar. Bentleigh, Melbourne (Bet Hatikvah)
v.1, no 1 (Sept 1991)
Independent Liberal Congregation. Religious and cultural articles and synagogue news.

VJHS v.1, no 1 (1991)
July 1950-?
28cm approx; 24pp approx; duplicated
Official, notices and reports of the E.C.A.J. Further bibliographic details, not available.
No copy located

Echo. Melbourne (Mt Scopus Memorial College)
1954-1958?
Superseded Mount Scopus Memorial College Magazine

VSL 1954; 1957; 1958

Education Exchange. Sydney (Australasian Union of Jewish Students)
1981-1982
28cm approx; ill; roneoed
Appears to be a variation of Massada

NMAK Aug 1981; v.2 (May 1982)

Education News. Sydney (Public Relations Committee of the Board of Jewish Education)
no 1 (Feb 1963)
Editors: David Singer and David Isman
No copy sighted
The Australian Jewish Times reports that the first issue of the magazine was mailed to more than two hundred and fifty people, and featured information pertaining to Jewish education and associated communal happenings.

Embassy of Israel: Information Bulletin. Wellington, NZ
v.3 Mar 1981 - May 1983
34cm; 8-13pp; photos
Frequency: monthly

NMAK v.3 (Mar 1981) - Feb 1983
NU Aug 1981; May 1983

Embassy of Israel: Newsletter. Canberra, ACT
Mar 1968 - July 1970?
34cm; 2-12pp
Frequency: monthly
Israeli news
No more details available.

NU Mar, May, Aug 1968; Feb, Mar, Apr, May, July 1969; Mar, May, June, July 1970

Emet: the voice of Jewish students. Melbourne (Australasian Union of Jewish Students)
Jewish Students' news, Israel, cultural and religious articles, book reviews. The issue of July 1988 was in a 29cm format with title: Emet Hasbarah. Regular broadsheets are issued by A.U.J.S. each month with a covering title, Newsview. In August 1989, Emet was given a 28cm format.

Emunah News. Kensington (NSW State Emunah)
29cm; 8-12pp; ill.
Editors: Suzanne Kaye, Rose Mautner, Carole Romm
Emunah reflects the views of the women's section of the Mizrachi Zionist religious movement (middle of the road Orthodox).

Emunim (Hebrew): Official Organ of Senior Shvatim. Published by Bnei Akiva of Victoria Pre 1966
33cm; 12-13pp; roneoed
no 2 (Feb 1966); nos 4, 8 (1967); nos 5, 7 (1968); no 1 (1969)

Face to Face: Newsletter of Sydney's U.I.A. Family. Darlinghurst (United Israel Appeal)
v.1, no 1 (Nov.1988)
29cm; 6pp; photos; ill.
Frequency: projected as a quarterly
Editors: Janet Neustein, Ronnie Bartur, Jonathan Lester, Donny Lambert, Janet Simons, Vic Alhadeff.
A journal which set out to promote the interests of the United Israel Appeal. The second "face" in the title is written as a mirror image. Only one issue appeared.

Fax of Life. St. Ives, NSW (Chabad House)
no 1 (18 Jan 1991)-no 65 (17 Sept 1992)
Superseded by one issue of *Moshiach Matters*.
28cm; 1p; ill.
Frequency: weekly
This was issued as a single fax sheet, and disseminated material on the Baal Shem Tov and his followers, torah readings or Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson. There were two issues numbered no 65 on 1 and 17 September.

NU 22 May 1991-17 Sept 1992

**Fellowship of Jewish Doctors of N.S.W.: Newsletter.** Darlinghurst, NSW
v.1 (1982)+
21cm; 11pp; approx
Frequency: 3-4 times yearly
Editor in 1986: Dr David Golovsky
Purpose is to publicise news of the activities of NSW Jewish doctors and medical news.

NU v.4 (3) Nov 1985+

**Focus.** Melbourne (Victorian Jewish Board of Deputies, Jewish Defence Centre)
May 1982+
28cm approx; 12pp approx
Frequency: quarterly
Briefing about Jewish Middle East affairs.


**For your Information.** Sydney (Consulate General of Israel)
1987-28 June 1988
Supersedes *Background Information*
34cm; 3pp
Frequency: fortnightly

NU Sept 1987+ (imp) - 24 June 1988

**Forum Supplement.** Supplement to *Jewish Students' Forum*. Sydney (Australasian Union of Jewish Students)
1975-1977
33cm; 4pp

NU nos 3-9 (Apr-Nov 1976); nos 2-5 (Apr-Oct 1977) (From AUJS Archives)

**Foundations: national magazine of the B'nai B'rith Youth Organisation of Australia and New Zealand.** Melbourne
no 1 (1966)-?
25cm; 35pp
Editor: James Altman
In the editor's introduction of no 2 James Altman wrote: "The name Foundations derives from the inscription appearing on the marble wall at the entrance to the B.B. Building in Washington, and originally comes from *Pirke Avot, The Ethics of the Fathers*, chapter 1."
Cultural, religious and literary articles.
Details of print run unknown.

NU no 2 (1966)

**Freestyle.** Melbourne
1952
A sporting newsletter. Probably issued by *AJAX*.
See: *AJAX News*
No copy located

**Friends of Magen David Adom NSW Division:** newsletter
Spring 2001
29cm; 4pp; photos; ill

NU Spring 2001

**G.S.Y. News.** Sydney (Great Synagogue Youth)
v.1, no 1-v.24 (1956 - Aug 1979)
21cm; 16-30pp; approx
Frequency: monthly
Notices, youth news and activities, religious articles.

NJHS v.1, no 2 (Aug 1956)-v.8, no 6 (Feb 1960 - Dec 1963); Aug 1979 (imp)
NSL:M v.6, no 3-v.24 (Dec 1961 - Aug 1979)
NU v.7, nos 6-8 (Jan, Feb, Mar, 1963)
VJHS v.4, no 7 (Oct 1959); v.5, no 2 (Apr 1960)-v.9, no 2 (Sept 1964) imp; ns v.1, no 1 (Sept 1976)

**Ga Ga Garin Haroe:** newspaper of the Australian B'nei Akiva Garin, Sydney
June 1974
20cm; 4pp; ill; roneoed

NU June 1974 (See *SZC Archives Box 12: Archive of Australian Judaica*)

**Gachelet.** Sydney (Brit Ivrit Olamit)
Frequency: 3 times a year
In Hebrew
Galil Australia: News Report. Sydney (Jewish National Fund of Australia and New Zealand)
no 1 (Mar 1983)
26cm; 4pp; photos
News of projects of the Jewish National Fund in Israel.

Geserd Tribune. Melbourne
nos 1-2 (June 1932, Nov 1932)
16pp
Published in Yiddish by the Melbourne radical left-wing Gezerd Organisation in 1932. See also: Dos nai Vort.

Generation: a Journal of Australian Jewish Life, Thought and Community. Melbourne
no 1 (Oct 1989)-v.8,no 4 (Dec 2000)
30cm; 30pp approx
Frequency: quarterly
Edited initially by Alan Charak and currently by Mark Baker. Generation is an independent quarterly which aims to provide a forum for a wide range of views spanning different ideologies and forms of Jewish commitment. While having an emphasis on youth, it seeks to explore the contemporary Jewish situation, Jewish history, culture, thought and tradition, and promote activities which serve to strengthen Australian Jewish life.

Gesher - Bridge. Melbourne (Council of Christians and Jews)
v.1, no 1 (Oct 1990)+
28cm; 54p, ill.
Frequency: usually annually
Edited by Gad Ben-Meir till 2003. Editor from 2004: Morna Sturrick
The aim of the journal is to educate Christians and Jews to appreciate each other's distinctive beliefs and practices, and their common ground, and to promote study and research into causes of conflict and ethical teachings common to Christianity and Judaism.

Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation: newsletter. Surfers Paradise, Queensland
Apr/May 1987
32cm; 3pp
Edited by Frank Rosenfeld

Gold Coast Jewish Chronicle. Surfers Paradise, Queensland
c. 1997-1998+?
28cm; 16pp

The Good Companion Group: newsletter. Sydney
5th Oct 1989 - 18th July 1990
30cm; single sheet
A sheet that gave information on the group's activities – outings, lunches, social occasions, and the Tuesday Group meeting.

The Grapevine, Sydney (Australasian Union of Jewish Students, NSW)
May 2002
21cm; 8pp; ill; photos
Edited by Talia Ross and Ali Wolfsohn
News of social events.

Great Synagogue Journal. Sydney
v.1 (1944)+
25cm; 8-12pp; approx
Frequency: monthly
Editor: Rabbi Raymond Apple
Community news and articles on Jewish religious and historical subjects.

GSY Newsletter. Sydney.
Ha-atid: Magazine of the Melbourne Hebrew Congregation
25cm; 60pp approx. superseded by Destiny (December 2004)
Frequency: quarterly; photos; ill.
Editor: David Lissauer
Community news, book reviews, articles on religious and various topics.


Haboker. Melbourne (Brighton Hebrew Congregation)
v.1, no 1-v.7, no 1 (1970 - Jan/Feb 1976)?; 1980s+-?
29-34cm; 4-18pp; ill.
Frequency: bi-monthly
Editor: Rose Fleischer
Religious and cultural activities and synagogue news. The format was changed in the eighties.

ANL v.1, nos 1-6 (1970-1975)
NJHS v.3, no 3-v.6, no 5 (Mar/June 1972 - Sept/Oct 1975)
VJHS Dec 1985; Sept, Dec 1986; Apr 1987; Apr, Sept 1988; Apr 1989

Haboneh: iton for Giborim and Isofim of Habonim. Australia
March 1959-?
26cm; 24pp; ill; roneoed
Articles of topical interest for Jewish youth.
From Yehuda Feher's collection of Zionist Youth magazines.

NU March 1959

Habonim: Zionist Youth Magazine. Sydney
July 1944 - May/June 1947
27cm; 16pp approx; ill; roneoed
Frequency: irregular
Editors: Edited by Margot Segal in 1944 and Fred Blanks in 1947.
Title varied. The first was entitled: Magazine for Zionist Youth, the second: Habonim: Zionist Youth Magazine, and Habonim from November 1944.
In Hebrew and English.
Habonim Shomrim Bulletin. Sydney
nos 1-2 (Mar, Apr 1943)
Superseded by Habonim.
34cm; 4pp; ill; roneoed
From Yehuda Feher's collection of Zionist youth magazines.

HaChodesh: the Monthly Publication of SU AUJS. Sydney
v.1, issue 1 (Mar 1997)-v.3, issue 4(June/July 1999)
Frequency: monthly

Hadashot. Perth (Perth Hebrew Congregation)
v.1, no 1-v.6, no 2 (1966 - Mar 1972)
19-27cm; 4-6pp
Frequency: monthly
Incorporated in The Maccabean (WA Jewish Board of Deputies)
Calendar of events. Newsheet of the Perth Hebrew Congregation.

Hadassa News. Sydney (Hadassa Kosher Butchery)
29cm; 2pp
Frequency: two were issued
This innovative butchery in O'Brien Bondi was established in 1940, and continues to be a
centre of Kosher meats and poultry in New South Wales.

Haderech: Jewish National Youth Journal. Melbourne
(Betar-Hatzeira in Australia)
v.1, no 1-v.3, no 7 (1950-1953)
28cm; ill; roneoed with printed cover
Israel and the diaspora, religious articles and news of the world Betar organization as well as
local events.
**Haddibur: Yeshiva Journal.** Bondi, NSW (Yeshiva College Institutions)
v.1, nos 1-9 (1972-1980)
21cm; 16pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Editor: Prepared and edited by Rebbetzin Pnina Feldman

NJHS v.1, no 1-v.4 [no.6] (Sept 1972 - Aug 1977) imp
NU v.2, no 1 (6) (Jan/Feb 1974); v.2, no 2 (7) (Mar/Apr 1974); v.2, no 6 (11) (Nov/Dec 1974); v.4, no 5 (Aug 1977)

**Hagesher - The Bridge.** Auckland, New Zealand (Education and Youth Department of the Zionist Council of New Zealand)
v.1, edition 1 (1951)-v.11, edition 2 (Dec 1961)
27cm; 8pp; ill; photos
Frequency: bi-monthly
Edited by Ilan
Issued for zionist youth, as a suppplement to the *New Zealand Jewish Chronicle*.

NJHS v.5, edition 5 (1956)
NU v.2, edition 7 (May - June 1953); v.2, no.9 (July-Aug 1953); v.4, editions 3-5 (Mar -Apr 1955 - May-June 1955); v.3, edition 7 (July 1954); v.3, edition 8 (Aug 1954); v.4, editions 3, 4, 5, (Mar/Apr 1955 - May/June 1955); v.5, edition 2 (Oct 1955); v.9, edition 2 (Dec 1959); v.11, edition 2 (Dec 1961)

**Hakazir.** [Sydney] (Zionist Youth League)
June 1951
26cm; ill; roneoed
Articles on local Jewish affairs, *Zionist Youth League*.
From Yehuda Feher's collection of Zionist youth magazines.

NU June 1951

**Hakesher.** Melbourne (Sephardi Association of Victoria)
no 1 (1969-?)
34cm; 22pp approx
Frequency: bi-monthly
Editor: Gad Ben-Meir, M. Jur
Cultural articles and news about Sephardic Jewry, on the international and local scene. Discontinued, but soon to be re-issued.

NU no 2 Jan -Feb 1970

**Hakoah Star.** Sydney
v.1, no 1 (1972)+
Details the social and cultural activities of the Hakoah Club and reports on community news. Changed name to **Hakoah News**.

**Hakoah News**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Volume/Issue</th>
<th>Date/Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NJHS</td>
<td>v.3</td>
<td>June 1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NU</td>
<td>v.5, no 2</td>
<td>(1981)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VJHS</td>
<td>v.8, no 9</td>
<td>(Oct 1984)-v.12, no 3 (June/July 1988)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hakol - the voice.** Bentleigh, Vic (Temple Beth Israel, Southern Liberal Congregation)

No 2 (1982)+

Continues *The Voice*

30cm; 12pp; ill; photos

Frequency: bi-monthly

Editors: Lee Lester; Horst (Peter) and Greta Eisfelder, Sol and Lea Braunstein

The title *Hakol* (the voice) is in Hebrew characters.

For contact and friendship among the members of the Congregation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Date/Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VJHS</td>
<td>Aug 1988+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VKHC</td>
<td>no 2 (1982)+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSL</td>
<td>no 2 (1982)+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hakol: The Voice of Jewish Students**

No 1 (Summer 2002)-?

21cm; 18pp; ill; photos

Frequency: quarterly?

Editors: Lauren and Leah

A small glossy magazine for Jewish students on campus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Date/Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NU</td>
<td>No 2 (2002)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Halapid. The Torch.** Sydney

July, Aug, Sept, Nov 1943

26cm; 10pp approx; ill; roneoed

Frequency: monthly

Title in Hebrew and English

From Yehuda Feher's collection of Zionist youth magazines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Date/Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NJHS</td>
<td>Nov 1943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NU</td>
<td>July, Aug, Sept (1943)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hamadrich.** Sydney (Ichud Habonim)

Aug 1952

25cm; 21pp; ill; roneoed

Articles reviewing education within the Habonim Zionist Youth movement.

Title in Hebrew only

From Yehuda Feher's collection of Zionist youth magazines.
Hamafil Habonim. Melbourne (Habonim Youth Organisation)
Feb - v.2, no 1 (Feb - Sept 1945)
Supersedes Habonim
26cm; 20pp approx; ill; roneoed
Title given only in Hebrew
From Yehuda Feher's collection of Zionist youth magazines.

Hamagshim. Melbourne (Hechalutz l'Australia)
no 1-v.2, no 1 (1945-1946); June 1959
26cm; 18-21pp; ill; roneoed
Frequency: irregular
Title in Hebrew and English. The last listed has a printed title page: Hamagshim: iton l'shomrim u'l'vatikim.
Published by Ishud Habonim Australia Zionist youth magazines.
From Yehuda Feher's collection of Zionist youth magazines.

Hamakasher. Bnei Akiva, Caulfield, Vic
v.1, nos 1-7 (1970)
33cm; 14pp; roneoed
Frequency: monthly
Issued by Bnei Akiva, a religious Zionist youth organisation.
Political news.

Hamerkaz: Journal of the A.C.T. Jewish Community. Manuka, ACT
no 1 (1968)+
30cm; 16pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Community news, as well as articles on Israel, and Jewish culture and religion.

Hamoreh. Sydney (Jewish Educators Network)
v.4, no 1 (Feb 1993)-v. 11, no 1 (Mar 2000)
Continues Jewish Educators' Network: Newsletter for Jewish Studies Teachers
30cm; 6pp
Editor: Suzanne Rutland
Frequency: monthly
News items for Jewish educators.

NU v.4, no 1 (Feb 1993)- v.11, no 1 (Mar 2000)

**Haoved.** Sydney (Zionist Labour League of Australia)
October 1943
21cm; 20pp
Title in English and Hebrew
Reports on the Histadruth (Zionist Labour League), social and economic activities during the war years.

NJHS Oct 1943
NU Oct 1943

**The Harp Reflections.** Melbourne (King David School)
29cm:16pp

NU v.5, issue 1 (2005)

**Hasbara.** Sydney (State Zionist Council)
no 1 (June 1989) -17 Ja 1995.
Supersedes *State Zionist Council of NSW: Information Bulletin*
29cm; 10-20pp
Frequency: at first monthly, then irregular.
Edited by Ron Wiseman
Reports on the Arab/Israeli conflict.

NJHS no 1 (June 1989)-17 Ja 1995

**Hashavua - This Week**
v. 1, no 1, (6 Ja 1995)-v.5, no 51, issue 252 (18 Dec 1999)
Frequency: weekly
29cm; 2pp
Edited by Rabbi Raymond Apple
News events, diary items and short articles on religious matters. Also sent out as a fax.
Continued by a weekly torah study and "Ask the Rabbi" on email while retaining the weekly printed sheet.

NU v. 1, no 6 (Feb 10 1995)-v. 5, no 18 (27 Nov 1999)

**Hashofar.** Published in the interests of Auckland Jewry by the Auckland Jewish Association Inc
v.1, no 1-v.10 Apr/June 1959 - Dec? 1968
Frequency: monthly
Editor: E.P. Markham of the Auckland Zionist Society
Book reviews, articles on international Jewish culture and religion, local news, and calendar of events.

NJHS v.10, no 2 (May 5 1968)

**Hashomer Hatzair.** Melbourne (Zionist Youth movement)
v.1, no 1 (1963)-?
28cm; 34pp; ill; roneoed
From Yehuda Feher's collection of Zionist youth magazines.

NU v.2, no 2 (Sept 1963)

**Hatikvah. North Shore Temple Emanuel Newsletter.** Chatswood, NSW
v.1, no 1 (1964?)+
21cm; 20-30pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Editor: Rabbi Richard G. Lampert
Subtitle in 1974/75 was: Temple Emanuel News. Chatswood, Woollahra.
Community news and religious articles.

NTEM v.1, no 1 (1964)+
VJHS Nov 1981 - May 1988 imp; July 1988+

**Hatzair: The Youth.** Brisbane (Youth Zionist League)
v.1, nos 1-8 (1948)
37cm; 8pp
Editor: Arnold Newhouse
Official organ of the Young Zionist League, Brisbane.

NU v.1, no 8 (Nov 1948)

**Hatzofeh: a magazine for Jewish youth.** Bondi, NSW
v.1, nos 1-5 (1952); 1953 - Oct 1955?
28cm; ill; roneoed
Subtitle variation: Organ of Shichvat Hatzofim Habonim Australia
Volume 1, no 1 has also the title in Hebrew and date is given as "Chag Habikurim" (Pentecost).
Editor: 1952 - April 1953, Sophie Caplan
Published by Habonim for 14-16 year olds
From Yehuda Feher's collection of Zionist youth magazines.

NU v.1, no 1 (1952); v.1, no 5 (Oct/Nov 1952), Chanuka (Dec 1952); Aug/Sept 1955
**Hayad.** Balaclava (B'nai B'rith Unit 3247)
v.1, no 1(1989)- v. 2, no1 (Apr 1990)+
30cm;16pp; ill.
The journal appears at irregular intervals about four or five times a year. It features impressions, thoughts, ideas, reflections, reminiscences and opinions. Published by Eddie Komesaroff on behalf of Raoul Wallenberg Unit 3247. Title also written in Hebrew.

NU v.1, no 1 (1989); v.2, no 1 (Apr 1990)

**The Hebrew Standard of Australasia.** Sydney
v.1, nos 1-2 (Nov 1, 1895 - Dec 6, 1895); v.2, no 1-v. 60, no 15 (July 23, 1897 - Oct 9, 1953)
Continued by *The Jewish Times*
Frequency: weekly
Founded November 1, 1895, by Henry Harris and Son, with a second issue on December 6, 1895. Publication then suspended owing to the appearance of *The Australasian Hebrew* in 1896. The latter venture lasted only for a few months and publication was resumed on July 23, 1897. There were several editors, but most enduring was Alfred Harris, 1895-1908 and 1925-1944. The reader is referred to Suzanne Rutland's *Seventy-five years: a history of a Jewish newspaper*, Sydney, Australian Jewish Historical Society, 1970.

ANL v.1, nos 1-2 (Nov 1, 1895 - Dec 6, 1895); v.2, no 1-v.60, no 15 (July 23, 1897 - Oct 9 1953) [microfilm]
NJHS v.2, no 1-v.59 (July 23, 1897 - Oct 9, 1953) imp
NSL:M v.1, nos 1-2 (Nov 1, 1895 - Dec 6, 1895); v.2, no 1-v.60, no 15 (July 23, 1897 - Oct 9, 1953) + [microfilm]
NU v.1, nos 1-2 (Nov 1, 1895 - Dec 6, 1895); v.2, no 1-v.60, no 15 (July 23, 1897 - Oct 9, 1953) [microfilm]

**Hefker.** Melbourne (Australasian Union of Jewish Students)
no 1 (June 1973)
Supersedes *Survival*
42cm; 4pp; ill.
Articles on Israel, Jewish culture and local news. Title also in Hebrew.

NU no 1 (June 1973) (From *AUJS Archives, Archive of Australian Judaica*)

**Hillel: Jewish life on campus.** Melbourne (Jewish Students of Victoria)
21cm; 4pp
Hillel student activities. Director: Rabbi Laibl Wolf; President: Professor Ronald Taft.

NMAK v.2, no 1 (1983)
NU v.1, no 3 (1982)

**Hillel Graduates' Forum.** Sydney (Hillel Graduates' Society)
1966 - Dec 1974
Continues *Jewish Students' Forum, Graduates' Supplement*
21cm; average of 4pp; roneoed
Frequency: monthly
Editor: James Altman (1968-1971), Judith Szilasi (1972) and Barry Lewis (1973-1974)
Reports of activities of the *N.S.W. Hillel Graduates' Society of Sydney University*.


**The Hillel Herald.** Sydney (Hillel Foundation of NSW)
17 June 1992- v. 1, no 6 (Apr 1996)
29cm; 4pp
Frequency: irregular
Editor: Dr Hilton Immerman
The issue reports on the merger in 1991 of Shalom College and the Hillel Foundation of NSW, and outlines the aims of the Hillel Foundation which are to help ensure quality Jewish survival/continuity by providing excellent Jewish programs and services for 18-24 year olds, the most critical age group in the transitional period from late adolescence to early adulthood.

NU 17 June 1992; v.1, no 3 (May 1993); v.1, no 6 (Apr 1996)

**Hillel Newsletter.** Sydney (Hillel Foundation of New South Wales)
nos 1-2 (Jan-July 1985)
34cm; 8-9pp; duplicated
For members, Jewish community leaders, academics and students interested in the work of the Hillel Foundation – a member of the Jewish Communal Appeal. Organization devoted to religious, cultural and counselling activities among Jewish students at colleges and universities.

NJHS nos 1-2 (Jan - July 1985)
NU nos 1-2 (Jan - July 1985)
NUN:SH nos 1-2 (Jan - July 1985)

**Hillellight.** Potts Point, NSW
v.1, no 1-v.3, no 1 (June 1969 - Mar 1971)
21cm; 4pp
Frequency: irregular
Directors and editors: Drs Alan David Crown and G.L. Cohen
News of the Hillel programme on university campuses and other activities including symposiums, and cultural events.

NJHS v.1, nos 1-2 (June, July 1969)
NU v.1, nos 1-2 (June, July 1969); v.2, nos 1-2 (Feb, Aug 1970); v.3, no 1 (Mar 1971)

**Hillel's voir dire: or wine, women and Hillel.** Clayton, Vic (Monash University Jewish Students' Society)
v.1, no 1-v.2, no 3 (1968 - 1969)
**ANL**

v.1, no 1-v.2, no 3 (1968-1969)

**Hineni News.** Sydney (Hineni Youth Movement)

v.1, no 1 (July 1981)+

Supersedes *Australian Jewish Hineni Times*

28cm

Frequency: monthly

Also replaces the projected annual, *Hineni iton*

No copies located.

**Hobart Jewish News.** Newsletter of the Hobart Hebrew Congregation

no 1 Sept 1988 - Nov 1989

Supersedes *Newsletter of the Hobart Hebrew Congregation* (10 issues till March 1985),


29cm; 8-12pp; approx; ill.

Frequency: monthly

Editor: David Clark

Communal news, religious articles, politics of Israel and the Middle East.

**Honours Club: News Bulletin.** Sydney (Friends of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

no 1 (Oct 1992)

30cm; 1-7pp

The bulletin is designed to inform members of the community about the *Honours Club* agenda and activities designed for retired and semi-retired professional and business people. Activities are held under the auspices of the *Friends of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem*.

**NU**

Oct 1992; Nov 1992

**Ibaccam: Newsletter.** Brisbane (Maccabi)

1971

Maccabi sporting newsletter.

No bibliographical data available.

**Igeret Newsletter: Kingsford Maroubra Hebrew Congregation.** Sydney

v.1, no 1 (1978)+

Supersedes *Yeshurin*

29cm; 12pp approx
Frequency: bi-annual
Editors: Michael Cantor, Pnina Robinson and Bernice Tuch
Community news.

NJHS  v.3, no 2 (Sept 1980)+ imp
NU v.1, no 3 (Dec 1978); v.6, no 3 (Sept 1983)+

Ilana Bi-monthly Newsletter. Sydney (WIZO)
29cm; 3 pp.

NU February/March/April 2006

Insight. Melbourne (Melbourne Jewish Philanthropic Society and the Montefiore Home for the Aged)
(1982 - 1988)
Superseded by Montefiore Homes for the Aged: Newsletter
24cm; 4-8pp
Frequency: quarterly
Editor: Judith Verralls
Last page in Yiddish. Reports news of the Montefiore Home and fundraising projects. Also includes annual report.

VJHS Apr 1982 - 1988
VSL Apr 1982 – 1988

In Touch. Bondi Junction (Women's International Zionist Organisation)
16 cm; 4 pp ill.
Wizo State Council of NSW news.

NU July 1987, Apr/May 1988, July 1989
Involvement: the United Israel Appeal - Keren Hayesod of Victoria Newsletter.
Melbourne
198??
30cm; 10pp; ill; photos
News of Israel and UIA activities for fund raising.

VJHS Nov 1985; Mar, July 1986; Mar 1987

Ish Kabibel. Wellington Jewish Social Club
1921-1931?
4pp
Editor: Leon Cohen (1921)
The publication was a humorous broadsheet. Information from Goldman Lazarus Morris, *The History of Jews in New Zealand*, Wellington, 1958, p 204.
No copy located

Iton Bnei Akiva. Sydney (Australian Bnei Akiva)
August 1954; ns v.1, no 1 (July 1987)+?imp
An issue of August 1954 issue is preserved in the *Central Zionist Archives*, Jerusalem.

NJHS v.1, no 1 (July 1987) +imp

Itoneinu (in Hebrew). Melbourne (Montefiore Homes)
no 1 (1968-?)
27cm; 20pp; ill; photos
Editor: Carol Rosenberg
Cultural and religious articles. News of the Montefiore Home.

VJHS nos 15-17 (Mar, Sept 1975, Apr 1976)

Ittoneinu. Our Magazine. (United Jewish Education Board Correspondence Course)
1965-67, 1977
26cm; 14-16pp; ill; roneoed
School essays, news and letters.

NJHS Dec 1965; Dec 1966; Dec 1967; [Dec?] 1977

Ittoni. Sydney (NSW Board of Jewish Education)
1948-1953
Continues *The School Paper*
21cm; 16pp; ill.
Frequency: bi-monthly
Articles on religious culture for children, youth aliya, quizzes and games.

NJHS Dec 1949 - Sep 1952 imp
NU Oct 1951, Sep 1952, Apr, May, Sep 1953
Itony. Sydney (North Shore Youth Club)  
v.1, no 1-? (1962-?)  
21cm; 12pp; roneoed  
Editors: Sylvia Blaut and Carla Wyzenbeck  
Youth bulletin.  

NU v.2, no 9 (Aug 1963); v.4, no 6 (July 1965)

Ivriah: W.I.Z.O. and Zionist Journal of Australia. Sydney  
v.1, no 1-v.2, no 7 (Mar 1935 - Sept 1936); ns v.1, no 1 (Oct 1936 - Aug/Sept 1964)  
Size varies  
Frequency: monthly  
Editor: Reika Cohen, founder, and first leader of Ivriah; Women's Zionist Organisation prior to October 1938  
Prior to October 1938 subtitle is *W.I.Z.O. Journal Ivriah and Women's Zionist Organization, Zionist Youth Movement.*  
Ivriah: Women's International Zionist Organisation was founded in 1935. In 1937 *Ivriah* became affiliated with the Women's International Zionist Organisation (W.I.Z.O.) and took the name *WIZO: Ivriah.* In 1939 the name was changed to *Women's International Zionist Organisation (W.I.Z.O.)*

ANL v.1, no 4, v.15-26; v.27, no 1-v.36, no 11  
NJHS v.1, no 1-v.29, no 1 (Mar 1935 - Sept 1964) imp  
NSL:M v.1, no 1-v.2, no 7 (Mar 1935 - Sept 1936); ns v.1, no 1 (Oct 1936 - Aug/Sept 1964)  
NU v. 6, no 5 (February 1942); v.7, no 8 (May 1943); v. 8, no 9 (June 1944); v.12, no 1 (Oct 1947); v.20, no 2 (Nov1955)

The J.M.H.S. Chronicle. Melbourne (Junior Melbourne Hebrew Society)  
v.1, nos 1-2 (1938)  
28cm; 32pp; ill; photos  
Editor: Ronald Taft; Sub-Editor Will Kaye  
The journal aimed to bring readers into closer contact with the activities of a youth group. J.M.H.S. aimed to train young Jewish boys for the ultimate good of the Jewish community as a whole, and as good citizens. The group was run by the *Melbourne Hebrew Congregation's* Rabbi Brodie, later Chief Rabbi of Great Britain. Members of the group of fourteen or so included Zelman Cowen (later Sir), Arthur Heymanson, Charles Sussman, Sam Cohen, Alec N. Taft, Bill Goldman, and Ralph and Paul Freadman.

VJHS v.1, no 2 (Sept 1938)

The J Net-Network for Jewish Continuity. Sydney  
Mar/Apr 1997-1999 Supersedes *New Moon*  
Frequency: about 8 per annum  
28cm; broadsheet. Now published as an ejournal.
NU Mar/Apr 1997- Oct 1999

**JNF: The Link with Israel.** Sydney (Jewish National Fund) - Queensland Edition
v.1, no 1 (1950's)
Superseded by **Shalom**
44cm; 4-8pp; photos
This journal appears to have been the predecessor of **Shalom**, also an organ of the Jewish National Fund, and containing news of the local Jewish community in Queensland.

NU v.2, no 6 (Sept 1961); v.2, no 7 (Mar 1962)

**Jewidentification.** Sydney (The Jewish Identity Movement)
nos 1-5 (May 1975-Apr 1976)
29cm; 2pp; roneoed
Frequency: irregular
Produced by a radical Jewish student group, not affiliated with the Hillel student movement.
See also: **Kangajoo**

NJHS Aug 1975; Oct 1975
NU nos 1-5 (May 1975 - Apr 1976) (From **AUJS Archives, Archive of Australian Judaica**)

**Jewish Advocate.** Melbourne (Jewish Council to Combat Fascism and Anti-Semitism)
nos 1-5 (Apr 1956 - July/Aug 1957); ns nos 1-4 (Apr/May-Nov/Dec 1959)
36cm; 4pp
Editor: Ernest Platz
Reports on world anti-semitism.

ANL nos 1-5 (Apr 1956 - July/Aug 1957); ns nos 1-4 (Apr/May-Nov/Dec 1959)
NSL:M nos 2-5 (May 1956 - July/Aug 1957); ns no 4 (Nov/Dec 1959)
NU ns no 3 (Aug 1959); no 4 (Sept-Oct 1956); ns no 3 (Aug-Sept 1959)
VSL ns nos 1-4 (Apr/May 1956 - Nov/Dec 1959)

**Jewish Birthday Club of Australia: Newsletter.** Bondi Junction, NSW
v.1, nos 1-3 (1989-1990)
30cm; 16pp
The newsletter contains puzzles, letters and articles on religious culture, such as on **Simhat Bet HaShoevah** (Rejoicing in the House of Water Drawing).

NJHS v.1, no 3 (Sept 1990)

**Jewish Call.** Melbourne (New Zionist Organisation in Australia)
nos 1-20 (late 1930s - early 1940s)
28cm; 64pp approx
Editors: L. Levy, and J. Sallick
Printed by York Press
Half in Yiddish with title *Der Yiden Stat*. Articles by Rabbi Dr Friedman, Rabbi Leib Aisach Falk, N. Levy, Ze'ev Jabotinsky, and other prominent advocates of Zionism.

**JewishCare Matters.** Sydney
Winter 2005+
Supersedes *Courage to Care Newsletter*.

**Jewish Centre: Newsletter.** St Kilda
Nov 1986? -
30cm; 4pp; ill; photos
The Centre promotes family counselling services, alcohol and drug services, education programmes for use in schools, a *gesher* house to repair the damage of family crisis, and work initiatives for the unemployed.

**Jewish-Christian Study Centre: Newsletter.** Sydney
July 1980 - Nov 1989
26cm; 4pp
Frequency: quarterly
Issued first by the *Australian Council of Churches*, and then assumed by the *NSW Ecumenical Council*, in January 1983. The study group was founded in 1975 by Rabbi Raymond Apple, and since that date has met once bi-monthly at a lunch time meeting in the Great Synagogue. At the luncheon, Christian and Jewish speakers exchange ideas on issues such as bio-ethics, the family, or prayer and scripture. When the Council of Christians and Jews (NSW) was founded in August 1988, the study group became an affiliate of that body, and changed its name to the *Jewish-Christian Luncheon Club*. The club continue to meet on a bi-monthly basis.

**The Jewish Commentary.** Sydney
26cm; 120pp approx
Frequency: quarterly
Editor: Mark Braham
The purpose of the journal was to give a fair and full expression to all legitimate viewpoints within the authentic orthodox Jewish tradition.
NSS 1987; v.3, nos 1, 2, 3 (1988)
NU v.1, no 1 (Sept 1983)-v.3, no 4 (1988); Sept 1989

**Jewish Communal Report.** Sydney (Jewish Communal Appeal)
Format varies; 12pp approx
Editor: Peter Morrison, Public Relations Pty Ltd
The Jewish Communal Appeal supports organizations such as The Montefiore Home, Masada College and the Australian Jewish Welfare Society.
The next journal was called: *Community News: Journal of the N.S.W. Jewish Communal Appeal*, and then *Kesher*.


**Jewish Community Bulletin: official publication of Jewish Societies.** Adelaide
1936 - v.5, no 4 (Nov 1945)
20cm; 2-12pp; roneoed
Editors: Rabbi A. Fabian, and M. Hains, M. Adelson and M. Goldberg
Gives community news, news of societies and Jewish politics. The logo is a Star of David in a double circle, flanked by an olive branch and a menorah.

VJHS 1936; v.3, nos 11-12 (June - July 1944); v.5, no 4 (Nov 1945)

**Jewish Council News.** Melbourne (The Jewish Council to Combat Fascism and Anti-Semitism)
Special ed, July 1964
See: *The Jewish Advocate*

NSL:M Special ed, July 1964

**Jewish Council to Combat Fascism and Anti-Semitism: News Letter.** Melbourne
nos 1-16 (July 1948 - June 1951)
24cm; 4pp
Frequency: 4 or 5 per year
16 issues published
No 1 only bore sub-title: "Facts about the State of Israel".
From no 6, published by the *Melbourne and Sydney Jewish Council to Combat Fascism and Anti-Semitism*.
Printed by Moran Brothers
See also: *The Jewish Advocate*

NSL:M nos 1-16 (July 1948 - June 1951)
NU no 1 (July 1948); no 6 (Mar 1949); no 10 (Nov 1949); no 12 (June 1950)
Jewish Educators' Network: Newsletter for Jewish Studies Teachers. Sydney (Guild Centre, Uni of Sydney)

v.1, no 1 (1990)-v.3, no 10 (Nov 1992)
Continues Journal of the Jewish Educators' Network
Continued by Hamoreh
30cm; 6pp
Frequency: monthly
Editor: Suzanne Rutland
Newsletter for Jewish educators, with news of the N.S.W. Jewish Library Network, and the Jewish Educators' Network. Some irregularity in volume numbering.

NJHS v.3, no 1 (Feb 1992)

The Jewish Herald: devoted to the interests of Judaism in the Australian colonies. Sydney and Melbourne

v.1, no 1-v.40 (1879-1919)
Superseded by The Australian Jewish Herald
38cm approx
Frequency: fortnightly
Editors: Rev. Elias Blaubaum (1879-1904) and Moses Moses (1904-1919)
Established in Melbourne in December 1879 by Rev. Elias Blaubaum. Initially a monthly, then fortnightly, with a Yiddish supplement, Di Post, being added. A Sydney edition was published after 1883.

ANL v.1, nos 1-4 (1879-1882); v.6, nos 1-7 (1884-1885); v.10, no 1-v.40 (1888-1919) [microfilm]
NJHS v.1, nos 1-4 (1879-1882); v.6, no 1-v.7 (1884-1885); v.10, no 1-v.40 (1888-1919) [microfilm]
NSL:M Mar 29, 1889 - Sept 15, 1889; July 14, 1905; Nov 21, 1913; v.23, no 570 (Jan 3 1902)-v.41, no 1051 (Oct 1, 1920)
NU v.1, no 1-v.4 (1879-1882); v.6, no 1-v.7 1884-1885); v.10, no 1-v.40 (1888-1919) [microfilm]
VSL v.1, no 1-v.4 (1879-1882); v.6, no 1-v.7 (1884-1885); v.10, no 1-v.40 (1888-1919)

Jewish Holiday Gazette: a Publication of Chabad House of the North Shore, St Ives, Sydney.
v. 1, no 1 Oct 1998)
42.5 cm; ill.; photos; 16pp
Frequency: quarterly
Attractive colour newspaper with articles on Jewish tradition and Israel.

NU v.4, no 1 (Oct 2001)
The Jewish House. Dedicated to servicing our community: Newsletter. Bondi, NSW
Pesach 1985 - 5745
28cm; 4pp
Information on the social activities of the centre and future services. Only one issue appeared.

NU Pesach 1985

Dec 1988; Mar 1989
30cm; 4pp; ill; photos
Edited by Rabbi R. Apple
Published as a supplement to The Great Synagogue Journal

NJHS Mar 1989
NU Dec 1988

The Jewish Museum of Australia: Newsletter. Melbourne
Nov/Dec 1982 - Sept 1995
29cm; 9-18pp; ill; photos
Superseded by the Jewish Museum of Australia: The Journal
Frequency: quarterly
Edited by Helen Licht, Sarah Wein assisted by Jenny Worth and Kate Rotman
News items from Museum exhibits; items of interest, reflections on religious symbols and culture. Continued by Jewish Museum of Australia :The Journal

NJHS v.3, no 8 (Oct 1988); v.4, no 1 (Mar 1989)
NU Apr, June, Nov 1986; v.2, nos 1, 3 (Mar, Oct 1987)
VSL v.3, no 1 (Mar 1989-Sept 1995)

Jewish Museum of Australia : The Journal. Melbourne
v.10, no 2 (Feb 1996)-v. 1(Mar 1998)
Supersedes The Jewish Museum of Australia: The Newsletter
Frequency: quarterly
Edited by Sarah Wein until v.1 (Mar 1998)
29cm; ca 20pp; photos
News of the Jewish Museum's activities, and reflective articles.

**The Jewish Observer.** Perth  
v.1, nos 1-5 (1918-1921)  
Continues *The Communal Opinion*  
27cm; 24pp; ill.  
Frequency: monthly  
Editors: E. Zeffert (brother to H.E. and Leon Zeffert who edited *The Communal Opinion*), Sol Shilkin and Alex Masel  
Perth communal publication. News of topical interest, on world Zionism, and Western Australian Jewry.  
Original set owned by Mrs Doris Haimson, Israel.  
Photocopied by the Battyre and Archive.  

NU v.2, nos 1-12 (Mar 1920 - Feb 1921); v.3, nos 1-5 (Mar-Sept 1921)  
WLB v.2, nos 1-12 (Mar 1920 - Feb 1921); v.3, nos 1-5 (Mar-Sept 1921)

**The Jewish Pioneer.** Melbourne  
v.1, no 1 (Feb 1928)  
26cm; 8pp  
Editor: Rev. Leopold Goren  
Printed by Alshul  
This represented the first attempt at an English/Yiddish journal in Australia. The founder and editor was the Rev. Leopold Goren. The journal's stated aim was to provide current comment on Jewish ideals and social problems. It included social news, the Judean League and world Zionist information. Only one issue was published.  

NSL:M v.1, no 1 (Feb 1928)

**The Jewish Record.** Sydney (Young Men's Hebrew Association)  
v.1, no 1-v.7 (June 1932 - Dec 1936)?  
Supersedes *The Y Journal*  
Continued by *Y.M.H.A. News*  
28cm; 12pp  
Frequency: monthly  
Club "chatter", Jewish news and cultural articles. v.1, no 7 reported on the formation of a branch of the Y.M.H.A. in Hobart.  

NJHS v.1, no 1 (June 1932); v.1, no 7 (Dec 1, 1932)

**Jewish Review.** Elwood, Vic (York Press for the Committee "JR")  
Apr 1944 - Dec 1945  
Continued by *Review: a Jewish Monthly*  
Frequency: monthly  
See: *The Voice*  

No copies located

**Jewish Review.** Melbourne (Victorian Jewish Board of Deputies)  
v.1, no 1 (196-)?  
26cm; 6pp; ill; photos
News of Israel and Jews overseas, and home news.

NJHS v.1, no 8 (mid-Nov 1969)

**Jewish Review.** Wellington, New Zealand
Mar 1935 - 1939
Frequency: monthly
Editors: M. Pitt and A. Katranski
Copies in the National Library, New Zealand.

**The Jewish School-Fellow.** Adelaide
1873
Published by a group of Jewish school boys connected with the Jewish Sabbath School in Adelaide. It apparently lasted only a few weeks.
No copy located

**Jewish Society to Combat Fascism and Anti-Semitism: Newsletter.** Melbourne
nos 1-16 (July 1948 - June 1951)
Frequency: bi-monthly
See: *The Jewish Advocate*

ANL nos 1-16 (July 1948 - June 1951)

**The Jewish Students' Forum.** Sydney University Jewish Students' Union
v.1 (1961-1979)
27-33cm (1962-1968); 42cm (Mar 1969); 34-26cm (1969); 34-20cm (1970-1979): 7-25pp approx; ill; printed 1962, 1979; usually roneoed
Frequency: irregular, monthly
Editors include: Lawry (Lawrence) Doctors, Ted Whitgob, Agnes Forbet, Tom Chavoly, P. Milder, David Mendelssohn, Leon Simons and Nich Lorsch
In March 1967, and between Aug 1969 and Feb 1971 called *Forum*. The issues of September and October 1979 incorporated *Ha Kol, Jewsweek, MUJS Nuse* and *SUJSTION*, as in 1979. *The Jewish Students' Forum* was designated the general title for all journals issued by the Australasian Union of Jewish Students. no 4, June 1978, was entitled *National Jew* (Pirate Edition). *SUJSTION* is still current.
See also: *Campus News, Jewsweek, MOOJS Muse, MUJS Muse, The N.U.J.S. Nostril, New Dor, Newsweek, Sujstion, The Voice*.
There is also a graduates' supplement, which became the *Hillel Graduates' Forum* in 1968.

ANL v.23, no 3 (1972)
NJHS Feb 1963+ (imp)
NMAK 1 Sept 1979
NU v.2, nos 1-5 (1962); Feb-Aug 1965; v.5, no 8 Mar/Apr 1966; May, Aug, Sept, Dec 1967; Jan/Feb, Mar, June 1968; Mar, May 1969; v.22, no.5 (Sept 1971);
The Jewish Students' Forum. Graduates' Supplement. Sydney University Jewish Students' Union
v.1-v.6, no 2 (1963?-1968)
Continued by Hillel Graduates' Forum
21cm; 4pp
Frequency: irregular
Editor: James Altman
In 1968 the Sydney University Jewish Students' Union Graduates' Group re-named itself the New South Wales Hillel Graduates' Group.

NU v.6, no 2 (1968)

The Jewish Times. Sydney
v.60, no 16-v.61, no 47 (1953-1955)
Continues The Hebrew Standard of Australasia
Continued by The Australian Jewish Times
34cm
Frequency: weekly

ANL 1954-v.61, no 47 (1955)
NJHS v.60, no 16-v.61, no 47 (1953-1955) v.imp
NSL:M v.60, no 16-v.61, no 47 (1953-1955)

Jewish Times: Organ of New Zealand Jewry. Wellington
1926-1932
Superseded by Jewish Review
20pp approx + Zionist supplement
Frequency: monthly
Edited by Ben Green
Zionist supplement was the organ of the Wellington Palestine League. Information from Goldman, The History of Jews in New Zealand.
Copies in the National Library, New Zealand.

The Jewish Week. Perth (WA Jewish Board of Deputies)
v.1, no 1-v.1, no 6 (Feb 4, 1972 - Mar 10, 1972)
Incorporated by The Maccabean
Frequency: weekly

NJHS v.1, nos 1-6 (Feb 4, 1972 - Mar 10, 1972)
WLB v.1, nos 1-6 (Feb 4, 1972 - Mar 10, 1972)

The Jewish Vegetarian Society: Newsletter. Bondi
Aug 1988 - May 1995
29cm; 10pp approx
Edited by Tom Kramer
The newsletter, printed on unbleached paper, details social events, news, environmental issues, cultural articles and international news related to Jewish law and vegetarianism. The NSW Branch of the Society was formed in 1988.

NJHS Dec 1988 - May 1995
NU Aug 1988 - May 1995

The Jewish Weekly News. Melbourne
Oct 27, 1933 - May 1935
Superseded by Australian Jewish News
Frequency: weekly
Editor: H. Rubinstein
Formed by the amalgamation of The Australian Jewish Herald and Australier Leben. Its Yiddish supplement was Di Yiddishe Voch, which superseded Oistralier Leben.
See: Oistralier Leben
See also: The Australian Jewish Herald

VSL Oct 27, 1933 - May 1935

Jewish Young Adult Forum. Darlinghurst (NSW Jewish Board of Deputies)
July 1989 - Feb 1992
21cm; 4pp; ill.
Superseded by Blue Moon
Frequency: bi-monthly
The newsletter was designed as a calendar listing many of the things in Sydney of particular interest to Jewish young adults. Assisting in the project are the Jewish Board of Deputies, Hakoah Club, AUJS, Shalom College, Dashing Printing and The Australian Jewish Times.

NJHS July 1990 - Feb 1992
NU July 1989 - Feb 1992

Jewish Youth: Organ of the Melbourne Jewish Youth Council of Jewish Council to Combat Fascism and Anti-Semitism
v.1, no 1-v.2, no 4 (July 1946 - Mar 1947)
25cm approx; 40pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Various editors include: Aaron R. Blashki, Y. Birstein, Sonia Rosenberg, A. Millgrom, Judah Leon Waten and M. Kronenberg
Subtitle variations such as: Organ of Kadimah Jewish Youth Organisation, and: a monthly in English/Yiddish and Hebrew. Tri-lingual.
v.2, no 4 published with the support of the Victorian Jewish Services Association.
Articles on Jewish culture and news.

ANL v.1, no 4 (Oct 1946)
NJHS v.1, no 1 (July 1946)-v.2, no 4 (Mar 1947) imp
NU v.1, no 2 (Aug 1946)

**Jewsnews.** Melbourne (Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology Jewish Students' Society) Melbourne Institute of Technology v.1, nos 1-3 (Mar - June 1971) 32cm Frequency: irregular Social news.

ANL v.1, nos 1-3 (Mar - June 1971)

**Jewsnews: an organ of the N.Z. University Jewish Students' Society** v.1, no 1 (Mar 1980)? 34cm; 20pp; ill; roneoed Communications to Jewish Students on campus.

NMAK v.1, no 1 (Mar 1980); v.2, no 1 (Mar/Apr 1981)

**Jew's Week.** Sydney (NSW Union of Jewish Students) September 1980 - September 1983 Continued by N.U.J.S. Post 28cm; 7-21pp; ill. Frequency: irregular See also: The Voice


**JIPPA: Magazine of the Jewish Young Peoples' Association.** Melbourne v.1, nos 1-5 (Dec 1927 - June 1932) 22-25cm; 50pp approx Frequency: irregular Editors include: Grace Benjamin, Alma Alexander and M.J. Rosen Items of general social interest, literary and cultural comment, and religious articles.

NSL:M v.1, nos 2-5 (Jan 1929 - June 1932) VSL v.1, nos 1-5 (Dec 1927 - June 1932)

**Joseph's Coat.** Melbourne (Hillel Foundation in Victoria) v.1, no 1 (May 1982) 28cm; 6pp Only one issue appears to have been published. A journal for Australian Jewish enquiry, with articles by Isi Leibler, and Rabbi Israel Porush. Articles on Jewish poverty by Lionel Sharp and Rabbi Jacob Schreiber.
Joint Committee of Tertiary Studies: Newsletter.
Sep 1994- 2000
NU Sept 1994- 2000

Superseded by Joint Committee for Jewish Higher Education: Newsletter
Feb 2005+

NU Feb 2005

Journal of Jewish Educators' Network. Sydney
Continued by Jewish Educators' Network: Newsletter for Jewish Studies Teachers
29cm; 42pp
The first volume was edited by Linda Greenlees. Suzanne Rutland edited volume 2 and the continuing volumes.
The Jewish Educators' Network was formed in 1990, to inform the wider community of the vital role for its development and survival played by its Jewish educators, as well as to participate in leadership training programmes. The Network also produces a monthly newsletter.


Journal of Kollel Beth Hatalmud Women's Committee. Melbourne
September 1984
Continues Atara: Journal Kollel Beth Hatalmud Women's Committee
24cm; 32pp
Editor: Rivka Nojowitz
The Kollel Academy of Advanced Jewish Education, Beth Hatalmud was established in November 1981 and is dedicated to enhancing Jewish awareness in Australia.
See also: Kollel News

NJHS Sept 1984
NU Sept 1984

The Judean Bulletin. Auckland, NZ
v.1, no 1 (Sept? 1941)-v.4, no 32 (May 1944)
28cm; 12pp approx
For a time, this bulletin was the only Jewish periodical in New Zealand.

NJHS v.2, no 2 (Nov/Dec 1942)-v.4, no 32 (May 1944) imp
NU v.3, no 28 (Dec 1943)

Judean Sports & Social News. Brisbane
v.1, no 1 (Nov 1946) - July 1953 imp
21-26cm; 10-48pp; ill; photos
Frequency: irregular
Editor: Arnold Newhouse
Issued by the Judean Sports Club, predecessors of the Maccabi.
Issue 5 has a printed cover and roneoed pages, and the 1953 issue, in which Rabbi A. Fabian contributed a guest editorial, is roneoed. A roneoed bulletin of 4 pages (a single sheet folded and printed on both sides) appears to have replaced the journal. One issue dated August 1954 is preserved in the Archive of Australian Judaica.

NU v.1, no 1 (Nov 1946); v.1, no 2 (Nov 1947); v.1, no 4 (Nov 1948); v.1, no 5 (Nov 1949); v.1, no 6 (1950/12); July issue 1953. Judean Sports Club Bulletin Aug 1954
(See Rabbi A. Fabian Collection, Archive of Australian Judaica)

Junior Times. Sydney (Australian Jewish Times)
Chanuka 1986/7 - May 1988
28cm; 16pp approx
Supplement to Australian Jewish Times

NJHS Dec/Jan 1986/7 - May 1988

Kadimah Gardens Gazette, Issue 10 (Mar/Apr 2006)+
21cm ;4pp
Editor: Frayda Cooper and Irene Goldberg.

NU No 4-9 (May/Je2005 - 9 (Jan/Feb 2006).

Kadimah Gardens Gazette
21cm ;4pp
Editor: Frayda Cooper, Joe and Rhona Ligoff..

NU No 10 (Mar/Apr 2006)+

Kadimah (Forward). Perth (Ichud Habonim)
v.1, no 1 (Aug 1963)+?
28cm approx; 15pp approx; roneoed
No copies located.

Kadimah Habonim. Perth
v.1, nos 1-2 (1945)
28cm; 10pp approx; ill; roneoed
Frequency: irregular
Issued by Perth Habonim Youth Movement
From Yehuda Feher's collection of Zionist youth magazines.

NU v.1, no 2 (Sept 1945)
**Kadimah News.** Elsternwick (Jewish Cultural Centre and National Library "Kadimah")
no 1 (July 1972)+?
23cm; 8pp
Printed by E.H. Gibbs & Sons
News of the Centre's activities. Articles in English (3 pages) and Yiddish on Jewish culture.
Title in Yiddish, "Kedima" = "Yedios". May have been only issue. Sponsored by S. Burstin, R. Butlinski, B. Wajsman, B. Winer, J. Winkler and H. Rosenbaum.

**NJHS** no 1 (July 1972)
**NU** no 1 (July 1972) *(From Ben Zion Patkin Collection, Archive of Australian Judaica)*

**Kangajoo.** Sydney (Jewish Identification Movement)
ca 1975
20cm; 4pp; roneoed
Issued by a radical Jewish student group, not affiliated with Hillel or Zionism.

**NU** 1975?

**Keeping in Touch: Senior Citizen's Bulletin.** Darlinghurst (Sydney Australian Jewish Welfare Society in association with the Jewish Senior Citizen's Clubs of Sydney)
September 1984+
21cm; 25-32pp
Frequency: proposed as a quarterly
Edited by a team of volunteers
Issue no. 2 (published September 1985) has 27 pages. Issue no 1 bore the title: *Keeping in Touch for the Aged.*

**NJHS** Sept 1984+(imp)
**NU** no 2 (Apr 1984); no 3 (Aug 1985); no 4 (Dec 1986); [5] + (imp)
**VJHS** nos 3-17 (Aug 1985 - Mar 1989) imp
**Kesher.** Melbourne (Australasian Union of Jewish Students)
1981
34cm; 9pp
Only one edition seems to have been published. The journal aimed to aid Victorian campuses in their programmes, and to transmit information on various student activities. Title also in Hebrew.

NU 1981 (From AUJS Archives, Archive of Australian Judaica)

**Kesher - Connections: Newsletter.** Sydney (Jewish Communal Appeal)
no 1 (1991)-November 2000
30cm; 7pp
The newsletter is designed to keep the reader up to date with what is happening in the various divisions, committees and offices of the Jewish Communal Appeal. Supersedes Community News: Journal of the N.S.W. Jewish Communal Appeal

NU no 2 (Mar 1992); Nov 2000

**Kesser Torah College In-Review.** Sydney
Nov 2004
29cm: 12pp
The school magazine of Mount Sinai College.

NU Nov 2004

**Kew Hebrew Congregation: Newsletter.** Melbourne
1986-1987
30cm; 20pp; ill.
Cultural and religious articles and congregational news.

VJHS Rosh Hashanah 1986; Pesach 1987

**Kews News.** Melbourne (Kew Hebrew Congregation)
(1960)-?
20-25pp approx
Frequency: 2-3 issues yearly
Editor: Rabbi Schreiber
Information on congregational activities, with essays on religious and cultural topics and moral issues.

VKHC (1960)-?

**Kivun.** Melbourne (Australasian Union of Jewish Students)
v.1, no 1-v.4, no 7 (1979-1982)
28cm; 30pp approx; ill.
Frequency: irregular quarterly
Editor: Ilana Nayman
The journal focuses on Australian Jewish affairs, reflecting the views of students and young Jewish academics and thinkers. Title also in Hebrew.

ANL v.1, nos 1-4 (1979-1982)
NJHS v.2, no 2 (1980)-1982 (imp)
NU v.1, no 2 (Nov 1979); v.2, nos 1-3 (Feb - Aug 1980); v.3, nos 1-2 (Feb - May 1981); v.4, nos 1, 2, 7 (1982) (Box 13, AUJS Archives, Archive of Australian Judaica)
VSL v.1 (1979)-v.4, no 1 (Feb 1982)

Kol Chaim. Bondi, NSW (Central Synagogue)
no 143 (Apr 1989)-Apr 2001
Continues Central Synagogue Journal
28cm; ill; sometimes issued as a single sheet

NJHS no 143 (Apr 1989)- Apr 2001
NU no 143 (Apr 1989) –Apr 2001

Kol Ha Moreh (Hebrew): the magazine of the Association of Hebrew Teachers. Balaclava, Vic
26cm; 8pp; ill.
The title translated means "The voice of the teacher". The magazine was written in Hebrew and included teaching hints.

NJHS nos 1-3 (Apr, June, Sept 1955); v.1, no 4 (Dec 1955); v.2, nos 1-4 (Dec, Mar, June, Sept, Dec 1956); v.3, nos 1-2 (Mar - Sept 1957)

Kol Ha-na'ar: The Voice of Youth. Melbourne
v.1, no 1 (1943)-v.2, no 3 (Feb 1944)
Continued by Kol Ha-no'ar
21cm; 12-16pp
Frequency: monthly
Editor: Aaron R. Blashki
Contains brief biographies of famous Jews and overseas Jewish news.

NJHS v.2, no 3 (Feb 1944)

Kol Ha-no'ar: The Voice of Youth. Melbourne
v.2, no 4 (May 1944)v.3, no 5 (Apr 1945)
Continues Kol Ha-na'ar
Hebrew title corrected
21cm; 12-16pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Editor: Initially Aaron R. Blashki
Local and overseas Jewish news and information.
NJHS  
v.2, no 4 (May 1944); v.2, no 5 (June 1944); v.3, no 3 (Feb 1945); v.3, no 5 (Apr 1945)

Kol Hanoar. Melbourne (Zionist Youth Federation)  
1984  
28cm; 12pp approx  
Frequency: irregular  
Various editors from the Australian Zionist Youth Council  
News of the Zionist youth movement.  
File copy formerly held by Makor library, Sydney.

Koleinu: the Voice of Kehillat Masada. St. Ives, NSW (Kehillat Masada)  
v.1, no 1 (Sept 1991)+  
29cm; 24pp  
Frequency: twice yearly  
Edited by Rev. D.A. Freedman and S. Shapiro  
Features religious articles and community events. v 1, no 2 also features a guide to the Passover Seder. Kehillat Masada also produced two other periodicals, Daf Hashavua: a New Horizon and Daf Harav (see above). Title variation: Kehillat Masada Synagogue: Mar/ Apr, May 1994.

NU  
v.1, no 2 (Apr 1992); v.2, no 1 (Sept 1992)

Kollel News. Melbourne (Kollel Yeshivah Centre)  
Sept 1987  
30cm; 4pp  
News items of the centre and a calendar of events.

VJHS  
Sept 1987

The Kosher Koala. Newsletter of the Australian Jewish Genealogical Society. Sydney  
v.1, no 1 (1993)+  
Editor: Sophie Caplan, then Rieke nash.

NU  
v.1, no 1 (1993); v.1, no 2 (May 1994)+

Kovetz Haoros Hatmimim v'anash (Torah Essays and Discourses). Bondi (Yeshiva Gedola)  
May 1986-May 1988  
21cm; 37pp approx  
In Yiddish and Hebrew. Religious articles on evolution, infinity and other subjects, and from the Lubavitcher Rabbi Shlita.
The Lamplighter. Sydney (Yeshiva Gedola)
no 1 (1989)?-?
15cm; 4pp
Frequency: weekly
Torah portions and commentaries. The Yeshiva has been in existence for 41 years.

NJHS no 100 (Mar 22, 1991); no 135 (Nov 15, 1991)
NU no 104 (May 3, 1991)

Der Landsman. East St Kilda, Vic (Federation of Polish Jews)
os 1-19 (1964-1970)
27cm; 40pp approx; ill.
Frequency: irregular
Text in Yiddish

NU no 15 (Dec 1968)
VSL nos 1-19 (1964-1970) imp

Leo Baeck Centre, Kew: Newsletter
v.1, nos 1-13, v.2 (1966 - Feb 1972)
Continued by Olam

VSL v.1, no 11 (Dec 1969)-13 (May 1970); v.2 (1970-1972) imp

Le-an. Sydney (Australasian Union of Jewish Students)
os 1-3 (1982)
30cm; 12pp approx; ill; roneoed
Editor: David Ades
Only three issues appear to have been issued. A variation of Academy News.

NU no 3 (July 7, 1982) (From AUJS Archives, Archive of Australian Judaica)

Liberal Jewish Congregation of S.A.: Newsletter. Adelaide
May 1976 - Feb 1980
Superseded by Temple Shalom News and Views
Community news. Calendar of events.

SSL May 1976 - Feb 1980

The Liberal Jewish Digest. St Kilda, Vic (Temple Beth Israel)
v.11, no 7-v.12, no 9 (Nov 1950 - Sept 1952)
Continues The Australian Jewish Review
Superseded by Temple Time
29cm
Frequency: monthly
See also: The Progressive Outlook

NJHS Dec 1950 - Sept 1952 imp
NU v.11, no 7 (Nov 1950) - v.12, no 9 (Sept 1952)
VJHS v.12, no.3 (July 1951), v.12, nos 7, 9 (Mar, Sept 1952)
VU v.4, no 7-v.12, no 9 (1943-1951/2)

Link. Melbourne
July - Sept 1967
26cm; 28pp
Editors: David Burstin; Henry Rosenbloom (1967)
Sociopolitical and literary articles. Articles in English and Yiddish. A Bundist magazine.

NU July 1967

Literarisher Journal: supplement to "Australian Jewish News". Melbourne
nos 1-4 (1938)
21cm; 64-80pp
Frequency: monthly. Title transliterated from Yiddish.
Editor: Leslie Rubinstein, owner of the Australian Jewish News
Printed by York Press

It is, not clear whether it replaced Di Oistralisher Yiddishe Naes for a short time, or whether it was issued as a concurrent Yiddish supplement to the Australian Jewish News. A set was owned by Y. Taub, which is now lodged at the Jewish Museum, Victoria. Only four numbers appear to have been published.

NU no 4 (July/Aug 1938)

The Lost Tribe: Sydney's Jewish Outdoors Group for Ages 21-35: Newsletter
nos 1-5 (Feb 1989 - Sept 1989)
30cm; 2pp
News of outdoor activities for members.
Continued by Tribal Times

NU nos 1-5 (Feb 1989 - Sept 1989)
**M.U.J.S. News**

See: MUJS News

**M.U.J.S.S. Muse.** Melbourne University Jewish Students' Society. Melbourne
28cm; 14pp approx; ill; roneoed
Israel and world Jewish news
Title variation *MUJSS Muse* (see below).

NMAK v.18, no 1 (1981)

**Ma Nayim Newsletter.** Sydney (B'nai B'rith Unit Ma Nayim)
v.1, no 1 (1980)+?
30cm; 2-5pp
Frequency: monthly
Editor: Miriam Pollack
Information of B'nai B'rith Unit *Ma Nayim* projects and activities.

NU v.5, no 3-v.6, no 6 (Mar - July 1984); v.6, no 9 (Oct 1984); Feb 1985; Feb 1986; Dec 1986; Jan 1987; Apr - May 1987

**Ma Nishma.** Sydney (Emanuel School)
v.1, no 1 (ca 1993?)
29cm; 8pp
Frequency: quarterly
Newsletter of the school.

NU v.17, no 16 (Je 1999)

**Ma Nishma b'Sydney: Newsletter of Ichud Habonim Sydney - Australia**
no 1-? (Feb 7, 1965 - 1969?)
21cm; 25pp approx; ill; roneoed
Frequency: 16 issues per year approx
Title translated means: "How are you in Sydney?"
From Yehuda Feher's collection of Zionist youth magazines.

NU no 13 (July 25, 1965); no 92 (Apr 6, 1969)

**Ma nishma Minobah.** Sydney (Habonim-Dror)
May, July, Sept 1986
30cm
Frequency: quarterly
Editor: Barbara Wilmot
A newsletter for the NSW movement of Habonim, Zionist Youth. Title also in Hebrew. Only three issues seem to have been published.
NU July, Sept 1986

**The Maccabean.** Perth (Council of Western Australian Jewry)
v.11, no 5 (May 14, 1982)+
Continues *The Maccabean* (WA Jewish Board of Deputies)
28cm; 8pp
Frequency: weekly
Editor: Dr Oswald B.
News of Perth Jewish congregations

ANL v.11, no 5 (May 1982)+
NJHS v.11, no 5 (May 1982)+
NU v.11, no 5 (May 1982)- v.28, nos 6&7 (1999)
VMAK current year only
WLB v.11, no 5 (May 1982)+

**The Maccabean.** Perth (Maccabean League of Western Australia)
v.1, no 1-v.17, no 8 (July 1952 - Mar 1969)
Continued by *The Maccabean* (Western Australian Maccabi)
38-44cm; 6-8pp
Frequency: monthly
Editorial committee: The initial committee consisted of David Mossenson, Editor; H. Hyams, Ray Shilkin, social and communal Editors; M. Goulbourn, sporting Editor.
Maccabean sporting news, social news, congregational news and world Jewish affairs.

NJHS v.1, no 7-v.8, no 12 (Jan 1953 - July 1960)
NU v.1, no 1 (July 1952); v.9, no 7 (Jan 1961); v.15, no 12 (June 1967); v.16, no 10 (June 1968)
WLB v.1, no 1-v.17, no 8 (July 1952 - Mar 1969)

**The Maccabean.** Perth (Maccabean Youth Club of WA)
v.1, no 1-v.6, no 67 (Sept 1944 - May/June 1950)
21cm; 15-24pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Editor: Dr David Mossenson (1944 - 1946)
The club was affiliated with the Associated Youth Committees of the National Fitness Council, and in close relations with the Melbourne Jewish Youth Council. Activities included sports and debates.

NJHS v.2, no 15-v.2, no 33 (Nov 1945 - Apr 1948) imp
NU v.1, no 1-v.2, no 24 (Sept 1944 - Aug 1946)
VJHS v.1, nos 1-3 (Sept - Nov 1944)
WLB v.1, no 1-v.6, no 67 (Aug 1946)

**The Maccabean.** Sydney (NSW. Jewish War Memorial)
v.1, no 1-v.2, no 2 (Dec 13th 1889 - Jan 1930)
28cm; 8-12pp
Supported the ideals of the Maccabean Institute, "the nerve centre" of Jewish social, educational, philanthropic and recreational activities.

NJHS v.1, no -v.2, no 2 (Dec 13, 1928 - Jan 1930)
NU v.1, nos 9-21, 23-29, 31-39, 40, 42-48, 50-51 (1929); v.2, no.2 (Jan 3, 1930)
VJHS v.1, nos 3, 8-10, 13-14, 19, 21-23 (Jan - May 1929)

The Maccabean. Perth (WA Jewish Board of Deputies)
v.1, no 1-v.11, no 4 (Feb 1972 - Mar 1982)
Incorporates The Jewish Week (after Mar 10, 1972)
Incorporates Hadashot
Continued by The Maccabean (Council of Western Australian Jewry)
28cm; 8pp
Frequency: weekly
Printed by J. Pilpel and Co
News of Perth Jewish Congregations, Israel, Zionist news, Jewish organizations.

ANL v.1, no 1-v.11, no 4 (Feb 1972 - Mar 1982) imp
NJHS v.1, no 8-v.11, no 4 (Mar 1972 - Mar 1982) imp
NU v.1, no 1-v.11, no 4 (Feb 1972 - Mar 1982)
WLB v.1, no 8-v.11, no 4 (Mar 1972 - Mar 1982)
VJHS v.1, no 1-v.2, no 33 (Feb 1972 - Sept 1973) imp; v.7, no 7-v.17, no 47 (Apr 1978) imp +

The Maccabean. Perth (Western Australia Maccabi)
Continues The Maccabean (Maccabean League of Western Australia)
v.1, no 9, 1969 - Sept 1969
Frequency: monthly

WLB v.17, no 9-v.18, no 1 (Apr 1969 - Sept 1969)

Maccabean Digest: Official Organ of the N.S.W. Jewish War Memorial. Sydney
v.1, no 1 (May 1940)-?
See also: The Maccabea. Sydney

NJHS v.1, no 1 (May 1940)

The Maccabee. Melbourne (Melbourne University Jewish Students' Society)
v.1, nos 1-2 (1967)
Supersedes Situations
Frequency: irregular

VSL v.1, nos 1-2 (1967)
VU v.1, nos 1-2 (1967)
Maccabi Leisure and Sport. Melbourne
no 1 (Sept 1989)
29cm; 30pp; ill; photos
Edited by Hans Licht
The magazine is a re-vamp of former AJAX publications, covering recreational and sporting activities, and plans to feature communal and consumer interests of a general nature. See also Sport's News, Australian Maccabi Federation Newsletter and Maccabi Newsletter.

NU no 1 (Sept 1989)

Maccabi Newsletter. Abbotsford, Vic (Maccabi Australia Inc) 1992
42cm; 4pp; photos
Edited by Jason Steinberg
The newsletter covers recreational and sporting activities throughout Australia, and gives news of activities of the Maccabi overseas.
See also Sport's News, Maccabi Sports and Leisure, and Australian Maccabi Federation Newsletter.

NU June 1992

Maccabi Times. News and Views. Darlinghurst (Maccabi Monash, Maccabean Hall)
1953-1954?
26cm; 8pp; ill; roneoed
This issue relates the story of Passover. A journal for youth.

VJHS v.1, no 3 (Mar 1954)

Macquarie University Union of Jewish Students: Newsletter
1976
Superseded by MUJS News
34cm; 4pp; roneoed

NU no 2 (Mar 1976)

Magazine of Beth Shalom: Newsletter. Auckland, New Zealand
Sept 1989
Includes educational items, reviews, commentary and a children's section, as well as news and notices of the Congregation.

NU Sept 1989

Magazine for Zionist Youth. Sydney (Habonim Zionist Youth Organisation)
July 1944; Oct/Nov 1944
28cm; 18pp approx; ill; roneoed
Frequency: irregular
Editor: Margot Sega
Possibly the only copy produced. Zionist youth news. Short articles.

**NJHS v.1 (1960)**
**NU v.1 (1960)**
**NJHS July 1944**
**NU July 1944; Oct/Nov 1944**

**Magen David Adom Heartline: Bulletin.** Edgecliff
May 1984-1990
21cm; 10pp approx
International and local items of Magen David activities.
Frequency: irregular

**NJHS Aug 1985+ (imp)**
**NU May 1984; Apr, Aug 1986, July 1989, Feb 1990**

**Makor.** Perth (West Australian Union of Jewish Students)
April 1977 - May 1982?
28cm; 24pp approx
Editors: Ian Toffler (1977), Michael Levitt, Kirk Wisemayer
Title in Hebrew and English
Articles on Israel, politics, anti-semitism, short stories
Title variation: The Makorbean, v.5, no 2 (1979)

**NMAK [1981]**

**Masada.** (Melbourne University Jewish Students' Society)
1967?+
Frequency: 5 times per year
No copy located.

**Masada College Newsletter.** Sydney
v.1 Apr 1968 - Aug 1977
28-34cm approx; 3-11pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Editor: Sophie Caplan
Articles about college activities
See also: Masada Herald

**NJHS v.1-4 (Apr - Aug 1968; Nov 1968 - June 1977) imp**
**NU nos 7, 10 (Feb, July 1969); n.d. 1969; v.2, nos 1-3 (Oct - Dec 1969); July, Aug (1971); Feb, Apr, June, Aug, Oct, Nov (1972); Mar, May, Aug, Dec (1973); Mar (1974); Jan (1976) (From AUJS Archives, Archive of Australian Judaica)**
VJHS v.2, no 2 (Nov 1969); Oct 1972; Jan 1976

**Masada Herald** Sydney (Masada College, Lindfield)
v.1, no 1-v.1, no 9 (1970)
Superseded by *Yakhad*
3½ cm; 17 pp approx: duplicated
Articles, letters and school news. Children's compositions and drawings.

NJHS v.1, no 2- v.1, no 9 (1970)
NU v.1, nos 2, 10 (1970)

**Masada News.** Potts Point, NSW (B'nai B'rith Lodge No 2829)
(November 1974?)+
21 cm; 4 pp; illustrated first page
Notices and details of meetings.

NU Nov 1974

**Massada.** Melbourne (Australasian Union of Jewish Students)
28 cm approx; 15 pp approx; usually roneoed
Frequency: usually quarterly, sometimes monthly
Publication alternated between Melbourne and Sydney
From 1 July 1977 title also in Hebrew. Vol 11, no 1 called *Massada Quarterly* had 100 pages.
Issue of January 1978 also named *Massada Quarterly* and octavo size.
See also: AUJS News Service

NJHS no 18 (1974 - May 1972 (imp)
VSL nos 12, 13, 15-23; Oct 1973 - Sept 1974; June 1976

**Massada College: Newsletter.** Adelaide
v.1 (Feb 1985)+
28 cm; from a single sheet to 8 pp
Frequency: 3 issues per year
News of Massada College and the Adelaide Jewish community. Supplement to *Beit Shalom Synagogue Magazine*.

NJHS v.1 (Feb 1985)+
NU v.1, no 1 (Mar/Apr 1989)+
SSL v.1, no 1 (Mar/Apr 1989)+

**Mayim le Mayim: Yarkon News.** Sydney (Jewish National Fund of Australia)
No 1 (2004)+
40 cm; photos; 8 pp

82
A project of the Jewish National Fund to rehabilitate the Yarkon River in Israel after the tragic bridge collapse at the Maccabi Games in 1997, in which four Australians died and a third suffered serious illness.

**Media Focus and Trends in Australian Anti-Semitism and Anti-Zionism. Melbourne**
(Jewish Community Council of Victoria and Australian Institute of Jewish Affairs)

no 1 (February 1991)+
25cm; 4pp

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Page Range</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NU</td>
<td>No 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Medical Board News**: Wolper Jewish Hospital, Sydney

v.1 no 1 (Spring 2000)+
21cm: 4pp; photos
Frequency: quarterly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Page Range</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NU</td>
<td>March 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Melbourne Chronicle.** Elsternwick, Vic (Jewish Cultural Centre and National Library "Kadimah")

no 1 (Dec 1975)+
28cm; 50pp approx
Frequency: 5 issues per year
English and Yiddish
Yiddish section entitled *Melbournre Bleter*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Page Range</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANL</td>
<td>nos 3, 10, 11, 13-15, 17, 19, 41, 42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJHS</td>
<td>Dec 1977+ imp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NU</td>
<td>1(2) (Mar 1976)+ imp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VJHS</td>
<td>1(2) (Mar 1976)-5(11) (Dec 1977) imp; no 12 (Feb 1978)+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VKAD</td>
<td>no 1 (Dec 1975)+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSL</td>
<td>no 1 (Dec 1975)+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VU</td>
<td>no 1 (Dec 1975)+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Melbourne Hebrew Congregation: Newsletter**

21cm; 32pp
Frequency: quarterly
Editor: Ron Abel
Congregational news and articles of religious interest. Issues were also numbered consecutively from 1-90 till June 1997.
Melbourne Jewish Youth Council: Bulletin. Melbourne
no 1 (1942)
20cm; 4pp
Frequency: monthly
Issued by the Melbourne Jewish Youth Council for the benefit of all affiliated organizations and the Jewish youth of Melbourne generally. Also aimed to publish its decisions for the Jewish public.
From Yehuda Feher's collection of Zionist youth magazines.

NU no 2 (Jan 1943)

Melbourner Bletter. Elsternwick, Vic (Kadimah National Library and Cultural Centre)
no 1 (1975)+
28cm; 18-28pp approx
Editor: Moshe Ajzenbud
Yiddish section of a bi-lingual journal, Melbourne Chronicle in English and Yiddish established by The Melbourne Kadimah National Library and Cultural Centre.

NU no 1 (Mar 1976)+ imp
VKAD no 1 (Dec 1975)+
VSL no 1 (Dec 1975)+

v.1, no 1 (Aug 1987)-v.4, nos 1 & 2 (Dec 1990)
Continued by Australian Journal of Jewish Studies
23cm; 80-116pp
Frequency: twice a year
Editor: Evan M. Zuesse. Associate Editors: Alan Crown, Serge Liberman, Hilary Rubinstein, W.D. Rubinstein
Menorah, as well as its continuation is devoted to the study of Jewish culture in all its aspects and in all periods. It includes in addition to scholarly articles, literary works (poetry and short stories) relating to the Australian Jewish experience and to Jewish culture.

NU v.1, no 1 (Aug 1987)-v.4, nos 1 & 2 (Dec 1990)
SSL v.1, no 1 (Aug 1987)
VJHS v.1, no 1 (Aug 1987)-v.4, nos 1 & 2 (Dec 1990)
VMAK v.1, no 1 (Aug 1987)-v.4, nos 1 & 2 (Dec 1990)

The Menorah. Doncaster, Victoria (North Eastern Jewish War Memorial Centre)
v.1, no 1 (1963)+
28cm; 20pp approx; roneoed in the early years, then printed by F.A. Martin, Abbotsford
Frequency: quarterly
Editor: Currently edited by Ben Alexander
Cultural articles and community activities.

ANL Mar/Apr 1971; Mar/July 1972; Apr/May 1973
NJHS v.15, no 6 (June 1978); v.20, nos 3-5 (Mar - July 1983)+
NSS v.20, no 3 (Mar 1983)+
NU v.10, no 2 (Apr 1967); v.22, nos 1-2 (Feb 1985)
VJHS v.9 (July 1972); v.10, no 1 (Aug 1972)+

**Menorah: Monthly magazine for Jewish Children.** Hunters' Hill, NSW (Isabella Lazarus Home)
os 1-2 (Dec 1941 - Feb 1942)
21cm; 11-18pp; roneoed
Stories and puzzles for children.

NJHS nos 1-2 (Dec 1941 - Feb 1942)

**Merkos l'Inyonei Chinuch: Newsletter.** East St Kilda, Victoria (Central Organisation for Jewish Education)
o 1 (1982)+?
See also: *Talks and Tales*
21cm; 16pp
Editors: Rabbi J.I. Gutnick and Rabbi A. Serebryanski
Supplement to *Australian Jewish News*.

NJHS no 6 (1983)
NU nos 8-10 (July 22, 1983)
VSL no 1 (1982)+

**MEYDA.** Sydney (The Australasian Union of Jewish Students)
Apr 1977
Supersedes *A.U.J.S. Alternative News Service*
29cm; 20pp; roneoed
Editor: Clive Banks
Title in English and Hebrew. Reprinted articles on a wide range of sources on Jewish politics and Israel. May have been only issue.

NU Apr 1977 (From *AUJS Archives, Archive of Australian Judaica*)

**Mid-East Review.** Melbourne (Supplement to *NSW Jewish Board of Deputies Information Bulletin*)
o 1 (Nov 1974)+

NJHS no 1 (Nov 1974)+
The Middle East This Week. Sydney (Information Department, Zionist Federation of Australia and New Zealand)
1961-1962
28cm; 3pp approx; roneoed
Frequency: weekly
No copies located.

Mishmar. Sydney (Vatikei Habonim, Australia)
1949-1953
28cm; 28pp; ill; roneoed
Editors: Frank Golembowicz (1949), Sophie Caplan (1950-1952)
Title in Hebrew on cover page, but transliterated version on index page
From Yehuda Feher's collection of Zionist youth magazines.

NU v.1, nos 9, 10 (Mar, Apr 1950); v.2, no 1 (Aug 1950); 2 undated issues; June 1953

Mishpacha: The Sinai newsletter. Balaclava, Vic (Kollel Beth Ha Talmud - Yehuda Fishman Institute)
30cm; 4pp

NJHS issue 15 Apr 1990

The Mitzvah. East Bentleigh (Chabad House)
v.1, no 1-v.1, no 3 (Apr - Sept 1987)
30cm; 14pp; ill; photos
Superseded by The Chabad Magazine, East Bentleigh
Details activities of the Chabad House, East Bentleigh. Religious and cultural articles.

VJHS v.1, no 1 (Apr 1987); v.1, no 3 (Sept 1987)

Mizrachi Bulletin. Melbourne (Mizrachi)
nos 1-20 (Feb? 1949 - Oct 1951)
34cm; 14pp (approx); roneoed
The bulletin reported on the activities of the Mizrachi Organisation throughout the world.
The focus was on the newly founded State of Israel, and the promotion of the Hebrew
language and knowledge of Israel, as well as fund raising activities for the State. Exact run of
the bulletin unknown. English with a section in Yiddish.

NU no 11 (Jan 1950), no 13 (Mar 1950), no 3 (called Mizrachi Digest) (Mar 1950);
May 1950; no 21 (June 1951), no 20 (Oct 1951)

Mizrachi Centre: Magazine. Bondi NSW
**Mizrachi Message.** Bondi (Mizrachi Centre)
v.1, no 1 (Jan 1989)+
29cm; 4-8pp approx; ill.
Editors: Carole Romm, Stuart Romm, Sam Roden and Richard Seidman
The newsletter publishes the policies of the Mizrachi Centre, whose aim is to unite three different Bnei Akiva groups in educational, social and cultural activities.

NJHS v.1, nos 1, 2 (Jan, Apr 1989)
NU v.1, nos 1, 2 (Jan, Apr 1989)

**Modiin.** Caulfield (B'nai B'rith Youth Organisation, District 21)
v.1, no 1 (May 1978)
35cm; 34pp; ill; roneoed
Edited by Daniel Katz
Title in English and Hebrew. A pilot edition appeared earlier, which led to the establishment of an Educational Research Officer at the Commission level for B'nai B'rith District 21. Articles on B'nai B'rith, the Holocaust and the Zionist vision. Only this issue appears to have been published.

NU v.1, no 1 (May 1978)

**Montefiore Home News.** Hunters Hill, NSW
Continued by *Montefiore Life*
28cm; 4pp
Frequency: quarterly
Editor: Esther Morrish
Photographs and news of activities.


**Montefiore Homes for the Aged: Insights.** Melbourne
May 1987+
Supersedes *Insight*
30cm; 4pp; photos
Frequency: irregular
News of activities in the Home. The last page is in Yiddish. Issues from May 1989 lack the word: *Insight.*

NU May 1987; Aug 1988; May, Aug 1989
VSL Aug 1978+
Montefiore Life. Hunters Hill, NSW
v.12, no 1 (Feb 1996)+
Continues Montefiore Home News
28cm; 4pp
Frequency: quarterly
Photographs and news of activities.

NJHS v.12, no 1 (Feb 1996)+
NU v.12, no 1 (Feb 1996)+
VJHS v.12, no 1 (Feb 1996)+

Montefiore News and Views. Hunters Hill, NSW
Pesach - Shevuoth, 1979

NJHS Pesach - Shevuoth, 1979

MOOJS Nuse: A supplement to Jewish Students' Forum. Sydney (Macquarie Union of Jewish Students)
1979
4pp; roneoed
Frequency: irregular
See also: MUJS News.

NJHS May 1979
NU May 1979; v.1, no 2 (June 1979) (In AUJS Archives, Archive of Australian Judaica)

Moriah College Connections. Bellevue Hill, NSW: a Newsletter for Parents, Grandparents, Teachers, Students and Friends of Moriah College
Oct 1991+

NJHS Oct, Dec 1991; Feb 1992

Moriah Messenger. Sydney (Moriah War Memorial College)
December 1990.
Evidently a predecessor of Moriah College Connections. Whether this issue was the only one published has still to be established.

NU December 1990.

Moriah News. Sydney (Moriah War Memorial College)
v.1, no 1 (1953-1979)
Superseded by The Moriah Scene
Size varies; 28cm approx; 24pp
Various editors: including Lou Whitefeld and Suzie Gold
Information about the college.

**NJHS** v.1, no 1 (Dec 1953)

**The Moriah Scene.** Bellevue Hill, NSW (Moriah War Memorial College)
v.1, no 1 (July 1980)-v.2, no 4 (Sept 1982)
Supersedes *Moriah News*
28cm approx; 4pp approx; roneoed
Frequency: bi-annually
Editors: Founding Editor Sophie Caplan; Peter Morrison
Purpose is to keep parents and the community in touch with the events at the College.

**ANL** v.1, no 1 (July 1980)-v.2, no 4 (Sept 1982)
**NJHS** v.2, no 2 (Sept 1981)
**NU** v.2, nos 1, 2 (June, Sept 1981)
**VJHS** v.2, no 4 (Sept 1982)

**Moshiach Matters:** a Weekly Digest about Moshiach and the Imminent Redemption.
Sydney (Chabad House, St. Ives)
Superseded *Fax of Life*
v.1, no 1 (28 Jan 1993)
29cm; 1p; ill.
A facsimile publication distributed from St. Ives. The first and only issue was dedicated to
the complete and speedy recovery of the Lubavitcher Rebbe. The purpose was to provide
information on the Messiah, whose arrival was believed to be imminent.

**NU** v.1, no 1 (28 Jan 1993)

**Mount Scopus Chatter.** Melbourne (Mount Scopus College)
v.1, no 1 (Mar 1971)-v.4, no 6 (Dec 1982)
33cm; 12pp approx
School and educational concerns. From v.1, no 1 (May 1979) the format changed to being
22cm with 20 pages.

**VJHS** v.1, no 1 (Mar 1971)-v.4, no 6 (Dec 1982)

**Mount Scopus Memorial College Magazine**
1951
Superseded by *Echo*

**VSL** 1951

**Mount Scopus Memorial College Newsletter.** Melbourne
v.1, no 1 (Apr 1986)+
Educational and school news.

NJHS v.4, no 8 (Sept 1989); v.5, no 7 (Oct 1990)
NU v.4, nos 2-5 (Mar, June 1989); v.5, no 7 (Oct 1990)

Mount Sinai College News. Sydney
v.1, no 1 (May 1990)+
28cm; 1p
The newsheet is issued as an update about events in Mount Sinai College, and is distributed to those who take an active interest in the progress of the school.

NJHS v.1, no 1 (May 1990)+
NU v.1, no 1 (May 1990)

MUJS News. Sydney (Macquarie University Union of Jewish Students)
cia 1978+; 1985
28cm; 13pp approx; ill; roneoed
Frequency: irregular
Incorporated in Jewish Students' Forum in Sept 1979
Editors: In 1985 co-edited by Guy Vissel and Karen Stein
President's report, and news of Israel, Lebanon and local Jewish students' events; poetry.

NMAK July/Oct 1982
NU v.1, no 2 (1985)

MUJSS Muse. (Jewish Students' Society. Melbourne University)
no 1 (Apr 1970 - 1979)
Frequency: irregular
Also called M.U.J.S.S. Muse
Editor: Chaim Mehlman (1967)

ANL nos 1-5 (Apr - June 1970)
NU 1975; no 2 (1979) (From AUJS Archives, Archive of Australian Judaica)

The Muse. Sydney (Mandelbaum House)
v. 1 issues 1 (June 2005)+
Frequency: irregular
28cm; 4pp
Edited by Shana Kerlander

NU v.1 issue 1 (June 2005)+

At Your Museum: Newsletter. Sydney (Sydney Jewish Museum)
Apr 2006+
28cm; 800; photos
News of events at the Sydney Jewish Museum.

NU Apr 2006, Aug 2006

**N.S.W. Maccabi News.** Sydney
v.1, no 1 (1970-1971)?
21cm; 12pp
Editor: Bernie Gold
Sports club news and athletics.

NU v.1, no 6 (Feb 1971)

**The N.U.J.S. Nostril.** Sydney (Australasian Union of Jewish Students)
33cm; 6pp; roneoed
A variation of *Jewish Students' Forum*

NU June 1979 (From *AUJS Archives, Archive of Australian Judaica*)

**N.U.J.S. Post.** Sydney (NSW Union of Jewish Students)
Dec 1983 - 1984
Continues *Jews' Week*
Title variation: *NUJS Post*
28cm; ill.
Frequency: irregular.

NMAK Dec 1983, July/Aug 1984
NU n.d. 1984

**N.U.J.S. Nooz.** Sydney (NSW Union of Jewish Students)
Superseded by *Jewsweek*
28cm; ill; roneoed
Frequency: irregular.
Title variation: *N.U.J.S. News*

NU no 1 (Aug 1975); nos 1-2; v.2, nos 3-6, 8-9, 11-15 (Feb - Sept 1976) (From *AUJS Archives, Archive of Australian Judaica*)

**The N.Z. Judean Bulletin: the only Jewish journal in New Zealand.** Auckland
v.1, no 1-? (June? 1941 - 1950)
Supersedes *The Judean Bulletin*
Incorporated in *The New Zealand Jewish Chronicle*
28cm approx; 12-20pp; formerly duplicated. From v.2, no 21 (Nov/Dec 1942) printed.
Frequency: monthly
Sub-title variation: the only journal of Jewish and Zionist news in New Zealand.
Comprehensive coverage of local and overseas Jewish news.
NJHS v.2, nos 21-24 (Nov/Dec 1942 - May 1943); v.3, no 25 (June/July 1943); v.3, nos 27-28 (Nov - Dec 1943); v.3, nos 29-30 (Feb - Mar 1944); v.4, no 31 (Apr 1944)

**Dos Naie Vort.** Melbourne (Gezerd Organisation)
1937
Title transliterated from Yiddish
The journal represented a second attempt by the Gezerd organisation to publish a Yiddish paper. Like the previous attempt with the *Gezerd Tribune*, it too was short lived.
No copies located.

**The National Magazine of the Australia and New Zealand B'Nai B'rith Youth Organisation.** Adelaide
no 1 (Dec 1965)+?
28cm; 47pp
Editor: Robert Millington
Short lived. No more details known.

NU no 1 (Dec 1965)

**Nefesh Ha'am.** Melbourne (Chabad Campus Programme Centre)
v.1, nos 1-3 (1975)
45cm; 12pp
A journal with the religious orientation of the Chabad movement for Jewish youth.

NU v.1, no 3 (Sept 1975)

**Negev News.** Sydney (Jewish National Fund of Australia)
Oct/Nov 2005
41 cm; 8pp
News on care of the land in Israel by the efforts of the Jewish National fund in Israel. This may be the only issue.

NU Oct/Nov 2005

**The New Citizen.** Sydney
v.1, nos 1-9, no 5 (1946 - June 1954)
37cm; 16pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Editor: Dr S.W. Krieger
Represented the interests of recent immigrants to Australia.

ANL v.1, no 1-v.9, no 5 (Apr 1946 - June 1954) imp
NJHS v.1-6 (1946-1951) imp
NU v.1, no 1-v.9, no 5 (Apr 1946 - June 1954)
New Dor: a Jewish student magazine. Sydney (University of NSW Union of Jewish Students)
v.1, nos 1-3 (Mar-Sept 1973)
26cm; 34pp
Frequency: irregular
Editor: Geoff Gordon
Published by the University of NSW Jewish Student Activists Society. Issues published for specific reasons on campus. A Jewish Student Forum supplement.

NMAK v.1, nos 1,2 (Mar, May 1973)
NJHS v.1, nos 1,2,3 (Mar, May, Sept 1973)
NU v.1, nos 1,2,3 (Mar, May, Sept 1973)

New Moon. Sydney (Australian Jewish Press)
Mar/Apr 1994 - Mar/Apr 1996
Continues Blue Moon
The magazine for young adults was the creation of Neil Korn, and incorporated the Jewish Young Adult Forum Calendar.

NU Mar/Apr 1994 - Mar/Apr 1996

New South Wales Association of Sephardim: Newsletter. Woollahra, NSW
ca 1962 - Dec 1984
34cm; 2pp
Frequency: irregular
News of Syrian Jewry, Ethiopian Jewry and synagogue events. Details of run unknown.

NU nos 28, 29 (Mar, July 1969); nos 33, 34, 37 (Sept 1970; Feb, Sept 1971); ns nos 1-28 (Mar 1972 - Dec 1984)

The New South Wales Association of Sephardim: The Sephardi Synagogue: Bulletin. Woollahra, NSW
no 1-? (ca 1966-1973?) ns nos 1-28 (1974 - Dec 1984)
Continued by Sephardi Bulletin of N.S.W.
21cm approx; 28pp approx
Frequency: bi-annual
Editors: Sydney Cohen, Saul E. Saul and Myer Samra
From no 20 (September 1981) the word Bulletin was omitted from title page.
Community news, and articles on Judaism.

NJHS no 10 (Sept 1976)-no 28 (Dec 1984)
NU nos 8-28 (Aug 1975 - Dec 1984)
VJHS no 29 (July 1969); no 33 (Sept 1970); ns no 6 (Sept 1974)-no 42 (Sept 1988)+ imp

For use on Sunday, March 12, 1944 and at other times. Sydney, The Council, 1944
This may have been the only issue. The Council was in existence for part of the 1940s, largely through the efforts of Rabbi Dr. Israel Porush, who was Rabbi of the Great Synagogue, and Bishop Pilcher, the Anglican Bishop of Sydney. It had as its model the Council of Christians and Jews which was founded in England in 1942. It was hoped the council would help to combat anti-semitism and racism which were especially feared during the war years and its aftermath, when Jewish migrants were among those coming to Australia as refugees.

New South Wales Fellowship of Jewish Doctors: Newsletter. Sydney
1981+
Format varies; presently 21cm; 8pp
Frequency: approximately 3 times a year
News of Fellowship, calendar of events, conferences.

New South Wales Jewish Board of Deputies - Committee for Overseas Jewry: Bulletin.
no 1 (Feb 1946)
Only one issue appears to have been printed.

New South Wales Jewish Board of Deputies: Information Bulletin. Sydney
no 1 (1962)+
28cm; 12pp approx
Frequency: monthly
News briefs, reports of the Committees, minutes and matters arising from the minutes.

New South Wales Jewish Board of Deputies: Newsletter. Sydney
Sept 1983; Sept 1984
28cm; 4pp
Only two numbers appeared.
Briefing on the activities of the Board.
The New Zealand Jewish Chronicle. Wellington, NZ (The Zionist Council of New Zealand)
v.1, no 1 (1944)+
42cm; 12pp; ill; photos. Format varies: 28cm and 30pp in 197?
Frequency: monthly
Incorporated The N.Z. Judean Bulletin, Wellington, in April 1949, under the supervision of Mrs Alexander Astor.
Editors: Simon Hochberger (1944-1947); H. Pitt; David Zwartz (1986); Judith Clearwater, Mike Regan
New Zealand general Jewish news, reports on Israel, religious and cultural articles, and news on international Jewish matters. Later added a youth supplement, Hagesher, issued by the Education and Youth Department of the Zionist Movement. There is uncertainty as to whether Goldman is correct in saying the journal merged with the New Zealand Jewish Bulletin. It seems actually to have been the N.Z. Judean Bulletin See Goldman, The History of Jews in New Zealand.

NJHS v.2, nos 4-5-v.13, no 2 (1946-1956) imp
NU v.4, no 9 (Aug 1985)+
VJHS v.35, no 8 (Apr 1979); v.36, nos 1-2 (Sept-Oct 1979)

Newcastle Hebrew Congregation: Newsletter
1980s+
30cm; 1-3pp
Frequency: irregular
Editors: Lionel E. Fredman, and Mrs R. Shroot

NU Aug 1984; Apr, June 1986

News Scan: Publication of the Council of Western Australian Jewry. Perth
July, Aug, Sept 1982
26cm; 4-8pp approx
In July 1982, the journal was called News View.
Consisted of a digest of world Jewish news, but was short lived.

NJHS July, Sept 1982
NU July, Aug, Sept 1982

Newsletter of the Australia Israel Friendship Association - NSW. Sydney
29cm; 8pp
Frequency: irregular

NU Feb 1994

Newsletter of the Hobart Hebrew Congregation
nos 1-10 (1982? - Mar 1985)
Superseded by Tasmanian Jewish Times
Newsletter of the Hobart Hebrew Congregation (Mar 1990 - May 1994)
Supersedes Tasmanian Jewish times
Superseded by Chaverim (Feb 1995+)
29cm; 8-12pp approx; ill.
Frequency: monthly
Editor: David Clark
Communal news, religious articles, politics of Israel and the Middle East. After nine issues of a joint communal newsletter of the Hobart and Launceston congregations, it was decided to revive the former Hobart Hebrew Congregation newsletter.

NJHS  Mar 1990 - May 1994
NU   Mar 1990 - May 1994
VJHS  Mar 1990 - May 1994

Newsview. Melbourne (Australasian Union of Jewish Students)
v.1, no 1 (1984)-?
21-30cm; 17pp approx; ill.
A lighthearted student newsletter with interstate reports from the Australasian Union of Jewish Students. Newsview is currently (1989) used as a cover name for the sending out of broadsheets on different student events.

NJHS v.3, no 4 (Oct 1986)
NU  1 undated issue

Newsweek. Sydney (Jewish Students’ Forum)
Oct 1978
33cm; 4pp; roneoed
A variation of Jewish Students’ Forum
From AUJS Archives.

NU  Oct 1978

Newtown Chai: Bi-monthly newsletter of Newtown Synagogue Incorporated. Newtown, Sydney NSW
Oct/Nov 1997+
Supersedes Newtown Synagogue Newsletter
29cm; 12pp; photos
Edited by Rabbi Daniel Friedman
Articles on the Jewish tradition, news, letters and advertising.
Newtown Synagogue Newsletter. Sydney (Western Suburbs Synagogue)  
[Mar 1995]; Jan, Mar 1996  
Superseded by Newtown Chai  

NU [Mar 1995]; Jan, Mar 1996

The Newtown Synagogue Journal. Sydney (Newtown-Western Suburbs Synagogue)  
Mar - Apr 1993  
Superseded by Newtown Synagogue Newsletter  
29cm; 10pp; ill.  
Edited by Rev. Yoseph Wernick  
Synagogue news and events and advertising.  

NU Mar-Apr 1993

Noah's Ark. Melbourne (Victorian Union of Jewish Students)  
no 1 (1973)  
28cm; 56pp  
Editor: Harvey Bruce  
A literary magazine with illustrations by Adina Saaroni, photos and articles by Paul Forgasz and M.F. Klarberg on education, the Kibbutz experience by Isaac Brott, and poetry. Only one issue seems to have been published.  
Printed by York Press  

NU no 1 (1973)

Noo? Clayton, Vic (Monash University Jewish Students' Society, Hillel)  
34cm approx; 36pp approx; roneoed  
Frequency: irregular  
Jewish community news and press articles, politics and Jewish culture.  
Volumes 1-2 entitled Apsicaria  

ANL v.2, no 1, v.4, no 1 - v.10, no 6 imp; nos 2-3 (1980); 1,2 (1982)  
NU v.3, nos 3-4 (Aug-Oct 1968)  
VSL v.3, no 1 (Apr 1968-1974; 1980-no 2 (Sept 1982)

v.1, nos 1-2 (July - Aug 1964)  
Continued by North Shore Herald  
26cm; 8pp; roneoed  
Social news. Editorial comments on topics such as anti-semitism.
NJHS v.9, nos 1, 3, 4, 11 (Feb - Dec 1972); v.10, no 2 (May 1979)
NU v.1, nos 1-3 (July - Oct 1964)

North Shore Herald: official organ of North Shore Aleph Zadik Aleph and North Shore B'nai B'rith Young Adults. Sydney
v.1, no 3-v.10, no 6 (Oct 1964 - Aug 1973)?
Continues North Shore A.Z.A., B.B.Y.A. Herald
26cm; 10-12pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Name variation: Menorah (Aug 1970)

NU v.1, no 3-v.7, no 10 (Oct 1964 - Dec 1970); v.8, nos 1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 11 (Mar 1971 - Apr 1971); v.9, no 11 (Feb 1973); v.10, no 6 (Aug 1973)

North Shore Synagogue Bulletin. Lindfield
v.1, no 1 (Apr 1953)+
21cm; 28pp approx
Frequency: monthly
The word "digest" was subsequently added to sub-title with v.6, no 2.
Purpose is to inform congregants of synagogue activities.

ANL v.6 (1958)+imp
NJHS v.1, no 1-v.27, no 4 (Apr 1953 - July 1982)
NSL:M v.10, no 12 (Mar 1964)+
NSS v.1, no 1 (Apr 1953)+
NU v.5, no 7/8 (Sept/Oct 1957); v.13, no 4 (Feb 1968); v.17, no 6 (Feb 1972); v.32, no 11 (Aug 1987) imp; v.34, nos 1/2 (Sept/Oct 1988)+
VJHS v.1, no 1 (Apr 1953) - v.23, no 12 (1978); v.24, no 1 (1978) - v.25, no 13 (1980); v.26, nos 1-8, 10 (1981); v.27, nos 1/2 (1981)+

North Shore Villager: Newsletter of the Bb’nai B'rith Retirement Village, Wahroonga. Sydney
Issue no 1-3 (Jan 2005- March/Apr 2005)
21cm; 4pp
Editor: Frayda Cooper.
Changed its name to North Shore Villager Newsletter at third issue, and then to Kadimah Garden Newsletter with the fourth issue May/June 2005.

NU no 1-3 (Jan 2005-Mar/Apr 2005 )

Nu Ma Chadash. Sydney B'nai Akiva Iton
1974
20cm; 24pp; ill; roneoed
Appears to be a variation of Ga Garin Haroe (see above).
(See also SZC archives Box 12:3, Archive of Australian Judaica)
**Oifboy.** Melbourne
nos 1-26 (Sept 1945 - Jan/Feb 1948)
28cm; 30pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Editors: Herz Bergner, Ber Rozen, Victoria and Hans Kimmel, and Abraham Shulman
Title transliterated from Yiddish
Printed by A. Maller, Excelsior Printing Co, Melbourne
Published by L. Fink, "Oifboy" Publishing Co
A literary magazine written in Yiddish. Some pages were in English as demanded by the law during the war years.
cf also Solomon Stedman, *ibid.*
A set owned by the Jewish Museum, Victoria.

**Oistralier Leben.** Sydney
Jan 1931 - 1933
34cm; 8pp approx
Incorporated in *The Jewish Weekly News*

**Di Oistralisher Yiddishe Naes.** Melbourne
May 1935+
Supersedes *Di Yiddishe Voch*
42cm; 4pp
Frequency: weekly
Title transliterated from Yiddish: supplement to the *Australian Jewish News*
Social news, congregational announcements, communal news and comment, and world Jewish news.
See: *Australier Leben*

**Olam.** Kew, Vic (Temple Beth Israel, Leo Baeck Centre)
v.3, no 4-v.4, no 4 (Oct 1972 - Sept 1974)
Continues Newsletter
Superseded by Profile
28cm approx; 8-16pp approx.
Editors: A. Isaacs continued the editorship until 1973, and was succeeded by M. Dubard (1973-1974).
Contains community news.

ANL v.3, nos 4-8 (1972)
VKHC v.3, no 4-v.4, no 4 (Oct 1972 - Sept 1974)
VSL v.3, no 4-v.4, no 4 (Oct 1972 - Sept 1974) imp

Oleh. Melbourne (Zionist Federation of Australia and New Zealand)
no 1 (1968)-no 22 (Aug 1975)
28cm; 28pp
Editor: Yehuda Svoray
Title in Hebrew and English
Articles on Israel and Zionism.

NJHS v.2 (Apr 1971)
NU no 2 (Feb 1969); no 14 (Sept 1972); no 22 (Aug 1975)

The Only One. Melbourne (Yeshivah Gedolah)
1987?
30cm; 4pp; photos
Yeshiva news and religious articles.

VJHS Mar 1987

Opus. Melbourne (Mount Scopus College)
26cm approx; ca 30-40pp; ill; roneoed
A school magazine.

VJHS v.5, no 1-v.16, no 2 (1971-1982)
VSL v.9, no 3 (1975)-v.11, no 1(1977)

Or Hadash. Allawah, NSW (Illawarra Synagogue)
v.1, no 1 (Apr 1977)+
Format varies between a journal form of 4 pages (3-4 times a year) or a double page newsletter (7-8 times a year); duplicated
Frequency: monthly
Editor: H.L. Kahana
Sub-title: Journal of the Illawarra Synagogue and sometimes with an addition of "New Light" to title.
As the congregation is distributed over a large geographical area, Or Hadash has become an essential communication medium for religious, social and communal matters.
NJHS v.1, no 1 (Apr 1977)+ imp
NU July 1978+ imp

Orah-Na'amat Newsletter. St Kilda
Aug 1986+
29cm; 1-2pp
Newssheet of activities of Pioneer Jewish Women. Modelled on Women's Labour Movement of America.


Orb. Melbourne (Melbourne University Jewish Students' Society, Hillel)
1969
Frequency: irregular
No copy located.

OZ Torah. Sydney (Great Synagogue)
v. 6, no 1, issue 253 (I Ja 2000)+
29cm; 4pp
Frequency: weekly
Edited by Rabbi Raymond Apple
A comment on the weekly parashat.
Also issued “on line”.
Supersedes Hashavua.

NU v. 6, no 1, issue 253 (I Ja 2000)+

Parade. Sydney (Australian Federation of Jewish Ex-Service Associations)
v.1, no 1 (1957)- v.28, no 8 (1985)
27cm; 15pp approx
Frequency: Four or five times a year
Editor: Stefan Dembinski
The journal supplies news of the Associations.
See also: Detail

NJHS Oct/Nov 1983-v.28, no 8 (Mar 1985)
NU v.9, no 7 (Nov 1961); v.13, no 4 (Apr 1966);
v.18, nos 6, 9 (Aug 1974, Jan/Feb 1975); v.23, no 1 (Feb/Mar 1980); v.24, no 3 (Oct/Nov 1981); v.25, no 3 (Oct/Nov 1982); v.26, no 1 (Apr 1983)- v.28, no 8 (1985)
VJHS v.23, no 3 (Sept 1980) v.28, no 8 (1985)
VMAK current year only
VSL v.25, no 2 (July/Aug 1982)-v.28, no 8 (Mar 1985)
**Parramatta Synagogue Bulletin**
1977
Continued by *Parramatters*
28cm; 5pp
Includes annual report, and community news.

NJHS [1977]

**Parramatters: News Bulletin of Parramatta and District War Memorial Synagogue.**
Sydney
1978-?
Continues *Parramatta Synagogue Bulletin*
21cm; 14pp
Frequency: irregular
Reports of the synagogue. Annual reports continued to be issued under the name: Parramatta & District Synagogue, but there does not appear to have been a newsletter till 1991.

NJHS July - Aug 1978

**Parramatta Synagogue. Ladies Guild Newsletter.**
Feb, [Mar], [June], [Aug], [Nov] 1991+
Continued by *Parramattas*

NU Feb, [Mar], [June], [Aug], [Nov] 1991

**Parramattas Newsletter.**
no 1 (1993)+
Continues *Parramatta Synagogue Ladies Guild Newsletter.***

NU no 5 (1993); no 1 (1994/5)+(imp)

**Paths to Peace: an independent Middle East Journal.** Melbourne
nos 1-50 (June 1974 - Mar 1986)
28-30cm; 14-24pp approx; photos
Editor: Peter Weiniger
The journal, published by Norman and Evelyn Rothfield, deals mainly with political problems in the Middle East from an anti-war pro-political settlement viewpoint. From March 1984 format varies, and includes photos. The word "peace" written on the cover in English, Hebrew and Arabic.

NU 7 (Nov 1975)

VJHS 1-7 (June 1974 - Nov 1975); 9-29 (Mar 1976 - Aug 1980); 31-50 (Feb/Mar 1981 - Mar 1986)

**Perspective: Official organ of the Zionist Youth League.** Sydney
v.1, nos 1-6 (Feb 3 - Apr 28, 1946)
28cm; 12pp approx; ill; roneoed
Editorial staff: Winston David, Sabine Furth, Eugene Kamenka, and Betty Kexelman
Price: threepence
From Yehuda Feher's collection of Zionist youth magazines.

**NU** v.1, nos 1-6 (Feb - Apr 1946)

**Preview.** Melbourne (Victorian B'nai B'rith Council)
no 1 (1963)-no 8 (Sept 1987)
30cm; 12-30pp approx; ill.
Frequency: monthly
Editor: Mrs L. Black
A newsletter to inform members of B'nai B'rith activities. The annual report is now included in the newsletter.

**NU** no 8 (Sept 1987)
**VJHS** no 6 (July 1987)

**Probe.** Sydney (New South Wales Jewish Board of Deputies)
Mar 1982 - Dec 1989
30cm; 32pp
Frequency: 10 times per year
Compiler: Jeremy Jones
Background material on Jewish and Middle East affairs.

**NJHS** v.3 (1984)-Dec 1989
**NU** v.3, no 8 (July 1984); v.4, no 3 (Feb/Apr 1985)-Dec 1989
**NUN:SH** current year only
**VJHS** v.4, no 3 (Feb/Apr 1985); v.5, no 3 (Mar/Apr 1986); v.6, no 5 (Nov/Dec 1987)-Dec 1989

**Problems.** [Melbourne]
no 1 (Aug 1962)
28cm; 10pp; roneoed
Only one number published
Yiddish title transliterated
No copy located.

**Profile.** Kew, Vic (Leo Baeck Centre)
July (1978)+
Supersedes *Olam*
30cm; 8-16pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Editors: P. Joseph (1978-1984); currently Joan Levin.
After a gap of three years Profile succeeded *Olam*
World Jewish news and local news and calendar.
NTEM current year only
NU July 1984+
VJHS v.4, no 9-Apr 1986 imp; June 1986+
VKHC July (1978)+
VLBC July (1978)+
VSL Oct 1984; Feb - Aug 1985; June 1989+

**The Progressive Outlook.** St Kilda, Vic (Temple Beth Israel Synagogue)
v.1-9 (1933-1939)
Superseded by *The Australian Jewish Review*
Frequency: monthly

NJHS v.1, no 1-v.9, no 2 (Sept 1934 - Dec 1939) imp
VJHS v.3, no 6 (Aug 1935)
VSL 1934, 1936

**Rabbi's Desk.** Rose Bay (South Head District Synagogue)
v.1 (Mar. 1987)+
21cm; 8pp approx
Frequency: bi-monthly
Issued in conjunction with *Ahavat Shalom* (see above).

NU Mar, Apr, June, July, Aug, Sept, Nov, 1987; Feb, Mar, Sept, 1989+

**Remember.** Elsternwick, Vic (Australian Holocaust Exhibition Society)
v.1, no 1 (Sept 1982)-v.1, no 8 (June 1984)
36cm; 1-2pp; ill.
The newsletter is dedicated to German Jews who experienced the Holocaust and depicts images and short extracts on the Holocaust. It also documents the progress of the Holocaust Exhibition which was held in the different States in 1982?
A supplementary sheet was also issued occasionally.

NU v.1, no 1 (Sept 1982); v.1, no 2 (Nov 1982); v.1, no 3 (Apr 1983);v.1, no 8 (June 1984); supplement v.1, no 7 (1984)

**Review.** Melbourne
v.24, no 3 (March 1999)- v,30, no 4 (Apr 2006)
28cm; 28pp
Frequency: monthly
Continues *Australia/Israel Review*
Continued by AIR: *Australia/Israel Review*
Editorial Chairman: Dr Colin Rubinstein; Editor: Adam Indikt
In March 1999, the title was changed to *The Review* to more accurately reflect its focus on both the Middle East and a range of other public policy issues.
ANL v.24, no 3 (Mar 1990)+
NJHS v.24, no 3 (Mar 1990)+
NSL:M current year only
NSS v.24, no 3 (Mar 1990)+
NU v.24, no 3 (Mar 1990)+
NUN:SH v.24, no 3 (Mar 1990)+
NMAV v.24, no 3 (Mar 1990)+
SSL v.24, no 3 (Mar 1990)+
TSL current year only
VJHS v.24, no 3 (Mar 1990)
VMAK v.24, no 3 (Mar 1990)+
VSL v.24, no 3 (Mar 1990)+
VU v.24, no 3 (Mar 1990)+
WLB v.24, no 3 (Mar 1990)+

Review: a Jewish Monthly. Melbourne
Jan - Feb 1945
Continues A Jewish Monthly
Continued by The Voice
Frequency: monthly, irregular
Editor: Isaac Gust and Dr J. Gentilli
Printed by York Press
No copies located.

Ruach: "The Jewish Spirit". Latrobe Jewish Students' Newsletter
v.2, no 1 1981
28cm; 4pp
News items for Jewish students.

NMAK v.2, no 1 [1981]

S.L.C. News
See: SLC News

The School Paper. Sydney (NSW Board of Jewish Education)
1948
Continued by Ittani
Frequency: bi-monthly
No copy located.

Scope. Melbourne (Mount Scopus Memorial College)
1951-1984

VSL 1951-1954
Scopus Newsletter. Melbourne, Vic (Mount Scopus Memorial College)
1968/9+
32pp approx
Frequency: bi-monthly
Editors: Pohl, and later Lubansky
Its purpose is to inform parents and others of matters of general interest relating to the College.
File copies held at College.

Sephardi Association of Victoria Newsletter
1990+
29cm; 6pp
Frequency: irregular
Communicates synagogue news, reports, world Jewry.

NU May 1991

Sephardi Bulletin of N.S.W. Woollahra, NSW
no 29 (Mar 1985)+
Continues The New South Wales Association of Sephardim: The Sephardi Synagogue Bulletin
20cm; 35pp approx; photographs
Frequency: bi-annual
Editorial committee: Myer Samra, Michael Meyer, and Jack Cesana
Sephardi news and articles of Jewish religious interest.

NJHS no 29 (Mar 1985)-1988
NU no 29 (Mar 1985)-1988
VJHS nos 29-42 (Mar 1985 - Sept 1988) imp

The Sephardi Voice. Sydney (World Sephardi Federation, Australian and South East Region)
v.1, nos 1-2 (Jan, Apr, 1978)
21cm; 12pp
Editor: Sydney Cohen
World Sephardic news, religious and educational articles.

NJHS v.1, no 2 (Apr 1978)
NU v.1, no 2 (Apr 1978)

The Shabbaton. Melbourne
ca 1950
[Five issues only]
No details available.

Shalom. Brisbane (Jewish National Fund Commission of Queensland)
Sept 1964+
29cm; 16pp approx
Frequency: monthly (except January)
Editor: Horst Frey
Gives Israel-oriented publicity for the Jewish National Fund plus all local Jewish community activities.

NJHS Nov 1973+ imp
NU Apr 1984+
QSL Oct 1983+
VIHS June/July 1975+
VMAK current year only

**Shalom.** Elsternwick, Vic
?-no 17 (Mar 1981)-1985?
42cm; up to 12pp
Frequency: fortnightly
In Cyrillic
Community news.

ANL no 17 (Mar 1981)+
VSL no 17 (Mar 1981) - Nov 1985

**Shammash:** Darlinghurst, NSW (Australian Jewish Welfare Society)
July 12, 1989 - June 29, 1990
Frequency: weekly
Published by the Australian Jewish Welfare Society for the intellectually handicapped.

NJHS July 2, 1989 - June 29, 1990

**Shalom News.** Sydney (the Shalom Institute)
April 2002
29 cm; 2pp; photos
The Shalom Institute at the University of New South Wales is a member of the JCA Family of Communal Organisations.

NU April 2002

**Shekel and Hide.** Sydney (Australasian Union of Jewish Students)
28cm; 8pp
Social issues affecting the Jewish community.

NMAK v.1, no 2 (Mar 1984)
NU v.1, no 2 (Mar 1984)
Sh'ma. St Kilda, Vic (Chabad Youth)
1975+
No details available
No copies located.

Shigaon. Melbourne (Monash Jewish Students' Society)
[v.1] 1984+
VJHS Mar 1984; July 1984
VSL [v.1] 1984+

[Shofar] (in Cyrillic): Sydney (Lubavitch Russian Community Centre and Synagogue, and Friends of Refugees of Eastern Europe)
v.1 issue 1 (2000)
28cm. 4pp; photos; ill.
Publisher and chief Editor: Tibor Weitzen
Editor: Michael Ullman.
Jewish items of News.

NU v.4 issue 2 (Dec 2004)

Shomrim News. Sydney
v.1, nos 1-6 (1941); special edition 1942
Format varies; roneoed
Articles on Australian and international Zionism, Australian Jewry and culture, Tatura Internment Camp.

NJHS v.1, nos 1-6 (1941); special ed 1942
NU v.1, nos 1-6 (1941); special ed 1942

Single Jewish Parents: Newsletter. Sydney
no.1 (1987), no 18 (Jan 1989)
29cm; 2pp approx
Broadsheet on the activities of the group.

NJHS nos 2, 5 (Aug, Dec 1987); nos 10, 13-17 (May, Aug, Sept, Oct, Nov, Dec 1988); nos. 18-22 (Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May 1989)
NU no 2 (Aug 1987); no 17 (Dec 1988)
VJHS no 16 (Nov 1988); no 18 (Jan 1989)

Situations. Melbourne University Jewish Students' Society
v.1-3 (1963-1966)
Superseded by The Maccabee
Frequency: bi-monthly
Editors: Serge Liberman (1963); Raymond Rockman (1964)

VSL v.1, nos 1-3 (1964); v.3, no 1 (1966)
**SLC News.** Bentleigh, Vic (Temple Beth Israel, Southern Liberal Congregation)
v.1, no 1-v.22, no 18 (1967-1981)
Superseded by *The Voice*
Size varies from 20-34cm; up to 12pp
Frequency: bi-monthly
Community news.

ANL v.1, no 1-v.22, no 18 (1967-1981)
VSL 1980-1981 (imp)

**South Australian Jewry.** Adelaide (SA Jewish Board of Deputies)
os 1-487 [Apr 1959-May 1993]
Supersedes *Yarchon*
Incorporated into *Australian Jewish News* from no 488
34cm; 30pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Editors: first by Mrs E. Berry, then Mr C. Hasda (Jan 1979 - Mar 1982), and then until its incorporation by Mrs Rebecca Oakley
Journal's purpose was to inform the Jewish Community in Adelaide of current news and activities.

ANL nos 147-488
NJHS v.1, no 1 (1959)+ imp-no 488 (1993)
NSL:M v.1, no 9
NSS no 365 (Mar 1983)-no 488 (June 1993)
NU v.1, no 1 (Apr 1959); no 130 (Oct 1971)-no 174 (July 1975) imp; no 372 (Dec 1983)-no 488 (June 1993)
SSL no 54 (Mar 1965)-no 488 (June 1993)
VJHS no 368 (June 1983)-no 428 (June 1988) imp

**The South Head and District Synagogue: Newsletter.** Rose Bay, NSW
1970s?
21cm
Frequency: irregular
Issued for various feasts and on different occasions.

NU Dec 1985
VJHS v.1, nos 4, 6 (Mar 1972, Apr 1973); Nov 1987; Sept, Dec 1988; Feb 1989+

**South Head and District Synagogue War Memorial: Journal.** Rose Bay, NSW
v.1, nos 1-7 (Feb/Nov 1971)?+
Superseded by *South Head Bulletin*
Size varies
Frequency: half-yearly
Calendar, and communal news.
NJHS v.1, nos 1-6 (Feb/Mar 1971 - Apr 1973); v.2, no 1 (Nov 1975)

South Head Bulletin. Rose Bay, NSW
1981
Supersedes South Head and District Synagogue War Memorial: Journal
Superseded by Ahavat Shalom

NJHS Sept 1981

South Head Youth: Newsletter. Rose Bay, NSW
v.1, no 1 (1985 or 6)+imp
29cm; 4pp

NJHS v.4, no 2 (Mar 1989)+

Southern Highland Jewish Community Newslink
v.1 no 1 (1990s)

NU v.4 no 4 (April 1999)March

Southern Jewish Community Congregation: Newsletter. East Brighton, Vic
v.1, no 1 (1980)-?

VSL v.1, no 5 (June 1980); v.3, nos 7-9 (1982)

v.1, no 1 (Apr 1975)
34cm; 4pp
May have been the only issue.

NU v.1, no 1 (Apr 1975)

Sportsnews: Australian Maccabi Federation. Sydney
v.2, no 22-v.2, no 26 (May 1982 - 1983)
Continues Newsletter: Australian Maccabi Federation. Melbourne
Continued by Newsletter: Australian Maccabi Federation. Melbourne
28cm; 12pp approx
Frequency: bi-annual
Editor: Lou Rose
Official newsletter of the Australian Maccabi Federation whose headquarters alternate every two years between Sydney and Melbourne.

NU May 1982; v.2, nos 23, 26 (1983)
**State and Labour.** Melbourne (Australian Poale Zion)  
v.1, no 1-v.1, no 2 (Nov 1948 - Feb 1949)  
21cm; 24pp; ill; photos  
Frequency: Designed to be a monthly  
In the inaugural issue, the editors stated that they "would use their best endeavours to acquaint readers in Australia with the striving of the Jewish Labour Movement to ensure that the State of Israel would be built on foundations of social justice, economic democracy, the dignity of Labour, and peaceful relations" with the Arab world. The first issue had a Yiddish section of 10 pages.

NU v.1, no 1 (Nov.1948)-v.1, no 29 (Feb 1949)

**State Zionist Council of N.S.W. Information Bulletin.** Darlinghurst, NSW  
no 1 (Apr 1988)-[no 8] 1989?  
Superseded by Hashbara  
29cm; 17pp approx  
Information on Israel and the Middle East situation.

NJHS (July) 1988; nos 4-6 (Sept, Oct, Nov 1988); (Dec) 1988  
NU no 1 (Apr 1988); nos 4-6 (Sept, Oct, Nov 1988); [no] 7(n.d.); [no] 8 (n.d.)

**State Zionist Council of N.S.W.: News Service**  
1978  
32cm; 2pp  
(In A.U.J.S. Archives, Archive of Australian Judaica)

**State Zionist Council of NSW: Information Bulletin**  
1988  
32cm; 6pp  
News items on Israel, Chinese-Israeli Relations, etc.

NU no 6

**Sujetion.** Sydney (Sydney University Union of Jewish Students)  
v.1, no 1 (1975)+  
34cm; 10-20pp at present; ill.  
Frequency: irregular  

NJHS no 2 (Aug 1978)+  
NU v.1, nos 1-3 (Sept 10 - Sept 25, 1975); v.2, no 5 (Sept 1976); nos 3, 4, 6 (June, July, Aug 1977); no 2 (Apr 1978); Apr, June (1979); Mar, July, Sept (1980); no 1 (June 1981); June 1982; Feb-Mar 1983; nos 1-3 (1987); nos 1-2 (1988); Feb, May (1989)+  
VJHS no 3 1987
**Survival.** Melbourne (Australasian Union of Jewish Students)
v.1, no 1 (1970); 1974-1979?; July/Aug 1983
Size varies; 8-16pp approx
Frequency: irregular
Editor: in 1983 by Steven Klimp
Name alternated with *Counterstroke*
Place of publication alternated between Melbourne and Sydney
Articles on the Middle East conflict.

| ANL | v.2, no 3; v.3, nos 1-2 |
| NJHS | July/Aug 1983 |
| NU | v.1, nos 2, 3 (Sept, Oct 1970); July/Aug 1983 |
| VJHS | v.1, nos 2, 3 (Sept, Oct 1970); July/Aug 1983 |

**Sydney Chai News.** Bondi, NSW (Yeshiva High School)
[no 1] Tishrei 1991
30cm; 16pp; ill.
Articles on religion and culture.

| NJHS | [no 1] Tishrei 1991 |

**The Sydney Jewish Museum Newsletter.** Sydney (Sydney Jewish Museum)
v.1, no 1 (Apr 1993)+
30cm; 10pp; ill; photos
Frequency: quarterly
Editors: Tara Ende, Hila Solomon, Alan Jacobs, Alex Weinberger
The newspaper includes regular sections about Museum events, as well as informative articles about the Holocaust, Jewish history and rituals.

| NU | v.1, no 1 (Apr 1993) |

**The Sydney Jewish News**
v.1, no 1-v.34, no 21 (June 16, 1939-Jan 19, 1973)
Incorporated in *Australian Jewish Times*
45cm
Frequency: weekly
Editors: Included Eugene Kamenka, Joachim Schneeweiss, David Martin and later Mike Golland
A Sydney edition of *The Australian Jewish News*, founded to cater for the needs and sensitivities of Jewish newcomers, and to champion the cause of Zionism. The paper was incorporated in *The Australian Jewish Times*, when Louis Klein, its editor, bought it out.

| ANL | v.1-34 (1939-1973) |
| NJHS | v.16, no 43-v.34, no 21 (July 15 - Jan 26, 1973) |
| NSL:M | v.1-34 (1939-1973)+ [microfilm] |
| NU | v.1-34 (1939-1973) [microfilm] |

113
Sydnier Yiddish Insel. Melbourne
v.1-17 (1965 - Mar 1971)
22cm; 40-70pp
Frequency: monthly
Journal title transliterated from Yiddish
Printer: E.H. Gibbs
A Yiddish cultural journal published by M. Alexander of Maroubra, NSW.

ANL  v.1-17 (1965 - Mar 1971)
NU    v.2-17 (1966 - Mar 1971)

The Sydney Zionist. Sydney (Junior Union of Sydney Zionists)
os 1, 2 (1928)
28cm
Two issues only were published.
The inaugural meeting of the Junior Union of Sydney Zionists was held on Sunday, 30 October 1927.
See also: The Young Zionist.

NJHS no 1 (1928)

Di Sydnier Yiddishe Naes. Sydney
1939-1944
42cm; 4-6pp approx
Frequency: weekly
Editor: Dr A. Cymmerman
Published by the larger Melbourne based Di Australisher Yiddishe Naes
Title transliterated from Yiddish: "Sydnier" in smaller type
Supplement to Sydney Jewish News
Its contents were the same as the Melbourne issue with additional social news and congregational announcements of interest to Sydney.
See Solomon Stedman, "The Jewish Press in Australia."

NU v.7, nos 2, 6, 7 (Sept 22, Oct 20, Oct 27, 1944); v.7, nos 20, 22, 24, 27, 33-35, 44, 48-49 (Jan 26 - Sept 1, 1944)

The Source: News, Issues and Perspectives from Your Jewish Communal Appeal,
Sydney
Autumn 1999+
29cm; 12pp
The autumn 1999 issue is introduced as the ‘new look, behind-the-people edition of The Source’. The Jewish Communal Appeal issues various publications to launch the appeal.
Supersedes Kesher Connections.

NU Autumn 1999, Spring 1999, April 2002
Southern Highlands Jewish Community Newslink
v. 1 no 1 (ca 19957)+
29cm., 4pp.
Editor: Betty Neumann

Synagogue Life. Caulfield Hebrew Congregation
1980s
30cm; 20pp; photos
Editor: Rabbi S. Gutnick
Articles of a religious nature and synagogue news. Two pages in Yiddish.

Tachlis: the newsletter of AUJS, NSW
Mar 1990 - Apr 1990
21cm; 12pp
News and events of the Australasian Union of Jewish Students in New South Wales.

Tagar Talks: Tagar-Zionist Student Activist Movement. Kings Cross, NSW
v.1 (Mar 1986)
21cm; 4pp
Frequency: purported to become a monthly
Issued by the Tagar group, a Zionist activist movement on Sydney campuses, with a focus on Soviet Jewry. Each month, in line with its policy of education, Tagar Talks intended to tackle a different issue. This first newsletter is about Russian Jewry and the second was to be on terrorism and Libya.

Talks and Tales. Melbourne (Merkos l'Inyonei Chinuch, Australian Branch, East St Kilda)
v.36 (1978)+
24cm; 11pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Printed by York Press
Supplement to the *Australian Jewish News*
Published in Brooklyn by Merkos l’Inyonei Chinuch (Central Organisation for Jewish Education) with a separate Australian edition.
Features essays on natural science and religious topics.

**ANL** v.1, no 9+
**NJHS** v.36, no 4 (437) (Apr 1978); no 9 (442) (Sept 1978); v.1, no 6 (Nov 1980)+ imp
**NU** v.3, no 8 (Mar 1983)+ imp

**Tasmanian Jewish Times.** Hobart
nos 1-9 (June 1986 - June 1988)
Superseded by *Hobart Jewish News*
29cm; 8-12pp approx; ill.
Frequency: monthly
Editors: South: David Clark; North: George Goldsteen
Community news in Hobart and Launceston; news on world Jewry. Issues, nos 8-9 in 21cm format. The new name of the newsletter reflects the revival of the Launceston Hebrew Congregation, after some twenty years of inactivity.

**NU** nos 1-9 (June 1986 - June 1988)
**VJHS** Sept 1986

**Tel Emanuel.** Woollahra (Temple Emanuel)
v.1, no 1 (Feb 1980)+
Supersedes *Temple Emanuel, Woollahra: Newsletter*
28cm; 6-16pp
Frequency: 8 times yearly approx
Editor: Leon Waxman, and now Lee A.M. Simmons
Community news.

**ANL** v.1, no 1 (Feb 1980)+
**NJHS** v.1, no 1 (1980)+ imp
**NTEM** v.1, no 1 (1980)+
**NU** v.1, no 2 (Apr 1980); v.1, no 8 (Nov/Dec 1980, June 1981); v.4, no 2 (Apr/May 1983); v.5, no 3 (July/Sept 1984); v.6, no 1 (Mar/May 1985)+
**VJHS** v.1, no 7-v.8, no 2 (Oct 1980 - Jan/Feb 1989) imp; v.8, no 3 (Mar/Apr 1989)+

**Temple Beth Israel, Leo Baeck Centre: Newsletter.** Kew, Vic
v.1, no 1-v.2, no 12 (1966 - Feb 1972)
Continued by *Olam*
Editors: successively by H. Messer (1966-1967), F. Lynne-Howlett (1967-1969) and by A. Isaacs from 1969 when the new name adopted was *Olam*

**ANL** v.1, no 6-v.2, no 12 (1968-1971)
**VKHC** v.1, no 1-v.2, no 12 (1966 - Feb 1972)

**Temple David Newsletter.** Mt Lawley, WA
December 1952+
Size varies from 26-33cm; 12-15pp; ill.
Frequency: quarterly
Title variation: January-December 1976 as Alternatives
Jewish local news, calendar of events; reports of Annual General meetings.

NTEm  current year only
NU  June, Sept 1972; Sept 1980
VKHC  current year only
WLB  Dec 1952+

Temple Emanuel: Newsletter. Woollahra, NSW
[1973? - Dec 1979]
Continues Temple Emanuel Gazette: Newsletter
Superseded by Tel Emanuel
22cm; 12pp approx
Frequency: bi-monthly approx
Community news, and religious articles.

NJHS  no 81 (Dec/Jan 1978/9); no 11 (July/Aug/Sept 1979); no 13 (Dec 1979)

Temple Emanuel Gazette : Newsletter. Woollahra, NSW
1940 - Sept/Oct 1973
Continued by Temple Emanuel: Newsletter
22cm; 12pp approx
Frequency: bi-monthly, then monthly
Editor: Rabbi Dr Rudolph Brasch
Community news, religious articles.

NJHS  Feb/Mar - May/June (1957-1973) imp
NU  Mar/Apr, June/July, Oct/Nov (1959); Feb/Mar/Apr 1960; Apr, May, June, Sept (1961); June, Sept (1962); Apr 1963

Temple Shalom News and Views. Adelaide (Liberal Jewish Congregation)
March 1980 - Oct 1985
Supersedes Newsletter: Liberal Jewish Congregation of SA
Continued by Beit Shalom Synagogue Magazine
34cm approx; 20pp approx
Frequency: quarterly
Community news. Calendar of events.

NTEM  current year only
SSL  Mar 1980 - 1985
VKHC  current year only
Wellington, New Zealand
no 1 (Sept 1959)+
28cm; 12pp
Frequency: monthly
Congregational news.

NU no 346 (May 1990)

Temple Time. St Kilda, Vic (Temple Beth Israel)
v.1, no 1 (Dec 1952)+
Supersedes The Liberal Jewish Digest
29cm; 11pp
Frequency: monthly
Editor: Reuben Urban. Editorial committee: Rabbi John Levi, Rabbi Karen Soria, Peter Harks, Marion Samuel, Yehuda Svoray, Pat Urban, Naomi Vallins, Joan Snyder
Community calendar, Jewish culture and traditions.

ANL v.11, no 8 (Aug 1963)+
NJHS v.25, no 9-v.27, no 6 (Sept 1977 - July 1980)+ imp
NSL:M v.11, no 8 (Aug 1963)+
NTEM current year only
NU v.1, no 1 (Dec 1952)-v.10, no 10 (Sept 1962) (microfilm); v.28, no 3 (Mar 1980); v.29, no 4 (Dec/Jan 1980/1981); v.32, no 11 (Aug 1984)+
VJHS v.5, no 12 (Dec 1957); v.28, nos 2, 5-8 (Feb-Aug 1980); v.29, nos 1, 3-9, 11 (Sept 1980 - Aug 1981); v.30, no 1 (Sept 1981)+
VMAK v.33, no 5 (Feb 1985)+
VSL v.8 (1960)+

Theodor Herzl Social Club Newsletter. North Caulfield
no 1 (Winter 1984)
30cm; 20pp
Edited by L. Klein and P. Davis
The newsletter's stated aim was to inform members of the activities of the club and to encourage participation in these events.

VJHS no 1 (Winter 1984)

This will interest your Readers! Sydney (Bureau of Jewish Affairs)
1943/4
34cm approx; 2pp
Newsletters issued by the Bureau of Jewish Affairs, a Public Relations body, which became the New South Wales Jewish Board of Deputies in 1945.

NU Nov 1944
[**Tik lamadrich**] (Hebrew) Melbourne (Bnei Akiva)
v.3, no 2 (1965); v.3, nos 1, 3 (1966); no 2 (1969)
34cm; 10-29pp; roneoed
Religious articles. Reports of meetings.
Central Zionist Archives, Jerusalem.

**Tip Topics**. Sydney. Official Organ of the Tip Toppers
v.1, no 2 (Nov 1931)-v.3, no 8 (June 1934)
21cm; 8pp; roneoed
The newsletter was issued by a well organised social group and details talks, concerts, dances and plays, as well as giving community notices of births, deaths and marriages.

**Today's News from Israel**. Melbourne (Zionist Federation of Australia)
23 June 1975 - no 17 (2 Sept 1977)
33cm; 1 sheet
Edited by Doron Ur
Current updates on the situation in Israel.

**Torah Essays and Discourses**. Bondi, NSW (Yeshiva Gedola)
Continues *Torah Thoughts*
v.1, no 1 (1986?)+
21cm; ca 48pp
Articles on Jewish festivals and religion.

**The Torch**

*See: Halapid*

**The Tree of Life**. Sydney (South Head Synagogue)
v.1, no 1 (1993)+
29cm; 1p
Edited by Rabbi Benzion Milecki
A weekly newsheet on the weekly torah reading and commentary.

**Tribal Times: Newsletter of The Lost Tribe, Sydney's Jewish Outdoors Group.**
no 6 (Dec 1989) - Mar/Apr 1992
Continues: *The Lost Tribe Newsletter*
Incorporated in *Blue Moon* (Jewish Young Adults' Forum)
30cm; 2pp
News of walks and social events for Jewish youth, aged from 21-35.

NU no 6-Mar/Apr 1992

*Tribune*. Melbourne (Australian Soviet Friendship League, Jewish Branch)
June/July 1942 - Sept 1948
21cm; 32pp
One number published
In Yiddish
Title transliterated
Printed by York Press

NU May 1944; Sept 1948
**Tuesday Group News.** Darlinghurst, NSW (Australian Jewish Welfare)
30cm; 1p
Frequency: weekly


**Tziona.** Bondi Junction, NSW
Sept 1963
29pp; ill; roneoed
Tziona was a discussion group for Zionist youth.
From Yehuda Feher's collection of Zionist youth magazines.

NU Sept 1963

**United Jewish Education Board: Magazine of the Correspondence School.** Melbourne
Dec 1957
20cm; 12pp
This was the Board's first magazine issue.

NU Dec 1957

**Unity: A magazine of Jewish Affairs.** Sydney
v.1, no 1-v.3, no 4 (14) (Mar 1948 - Aug 1951)
28cm; 26pp approx
Frequency: bi-monthly
Editor: Hyam Brezniak
Published by the Jewish Unity Association which had close links with the Melbourne Jewish Council to Combat Fascism and Anti-Semitism. The former changed its name to Sydney Council to Combat Fascism and Anti-Semitism to be a medium for informed and comprehensive analysis of Jewish affairs.

ANL v.1, no 1-v.3, no 4 (14) (Mar 1948 - Aug 1951)
NJHS v.1, no 1-v.3, no 4 (14) (Mar 1948 - Aug 1951) imp
NSL:M v.1, no 1-v.3, no 4 (14) (Mar 1948 - Aug 1951)
NU v.1, nos 1-5 (1948); v.2, nos 5, 6 (1949); v.3, nos 1, 3 (1950/51)
VJHS v.1, no 1-v.3, no 4 (Mar 1948 - Aug 1951)
VSL v.1, no 1-v.3, no 4 (Mar 1948 - Aug 1951)
VU v.1, no 1-v.3, no 4 (14) (Mar 1948 - Aug 1951)

**Unzer Gedank.** Melbourne (Bund Organisation)
no 1-? (1947-1974)?
28cm
Editor: Bono Wiener
Yiddish
Published by the Melbourne Bund Organisation, a Jewish Socialist party. The people behind the paper were the remnants of the once powerful and influential Jewish movement in Poland.
Printed by E.H. Gibbs

ANL Dec 1959; Dec 1964; Nov 1965; Dec 1966; nos 1-2 (1967); nos 1-2 (1968); no 1 (1969); nos.1-2 (1970); nos 1-4 (1971)

**Vanguard.** Melbourne (Poale Zion Movement)
1940s
Yiddish and English
Presents Labour Zionist views.
No copy located.

**The Vazac Life.** Melbourne (Aleph Zadik and B'nai B'rith Giree of the B'nai B'rith Youth Organisation in Melbourne)
v.1, no 1 (1959)+

ANL v.1, no 1 (1959)
NSL:M v.5, no 7 (Nov 18, 1963)+

**Venture.** Annual magazine of the National Union of Australasian (Australian) Jewish Students
1958 or 1959 - early 1970s
21-24cm; 40pp approx
Editors: included David Curzon, David Mushin (1962); Jeffrey Marsh (1963); Serge Liberman (1965); Catherine Lowy (1967); Ivor Indyk and Nora Isert (1970).
The National Union of Australasian Jewish Students was founded in 1953. Pre-1962 editions of the magazine for Jewish students on campus were issued more frequently and in a different format, articles being solely on Jewish themes. After 1962, the journal was issued annually in a new format, with a higher proportion of student contributions. Articles covered a broader range of subjects, including music, poetry and book reviews.


**Victorian AJGS Newsletter.** Melbourne (Australian Jewish Genealogical Society (Vic) Inc v.1, no (Feb 1999)+
Frequency: quarterly
28cm; 6pp
Editor: Lionel Sharpe
Local resources and genealogical material of direct relevance for Victorian researchers. The newsletter's aim is to take the lead from the new Belarus Special Interest Group which was founded in Los Angeles in July 1998.

NU v.1, no 1 (Feb 1999)
**Victorian Zionist Reporter.** St Kilda, Vic (State Zionist Council of Victoria)  
[Apr] 1981  
43cm; 4pp  
Editor: Pearl Lipshut  
Published only once  
Current affairs. Australian Jewry activities including news of Zionist youth movements.

NU [Apr] 1981

**Village Happenings: Newsletter of the B’nai B’rith Parents’ Home.** Sydney  
1990s  
28cm.  
Editor: Renee Simons, Mike Golland (from April 2005)  
Frequency: monthly

NU no 64 (Oct 2002) + (imp)

**The Voice.** Bentleigh, Vic (Progressive Synagogue)  
no 1 (Dec 1981)  
Supersedes *SLC News*  
Continued by *Hakol - The Voice*

ANL no 1 (Dec 1981/January 1982)  
NSL:M no 1 (Dec 1981/January 1982)  
VSL no 1 (Dec 1981/January 1982)

**The Voice: A Jewish Monthly.** Melbourne (York Press)  
Apr 1944 - June 1947  
Continues *Review: A Jewish Monthly*  
28cm; 16pp  
Frequency: monthly  
Editors: Isaac Gust (Melbourne) and Dr J. Gentilli (WA)  
Devoted to the furtherance of Jewish unity within the community and throughout the world, and against anti-Semitism.

NJHS Mar 1945 - June 1947 imp  
NSL:M Apr 1944 - June 1947  
VSL Apr 1944 - June 1947 (microfilm)

**The Voice: Jewsweek.** Kensington (NSW Union of Jewish Students)  
1981  
28cm; 6pp approx; ill; roneoed  
Frequency: irregular  
Editors: Michael Lewish, Yossi Tal.  
A variation of *Jews' Week*. Issue June, no 2, 1977, and June 1979, have "ha-kol" in Hebrew as part of the title. Also issued as a subsidiary of Jewish Students' Forum (June 1979).
The Voice of Habonim. Sydney (Kvar Giladi)
June, July 1946
28cm; 6-12pp; ill; roneoed
Editor: Yehuda Feher
Title in English and Hebrew
From Yehuda Feher's collection of Zionist youth magazines.

The Voice of Jacob or The Hebrew's Monthly Miscellany. Sydney edition
nos 1-3 (May 27, Sept 5, 1842)
30cm; 8 p
Frequency: fortnightly
Editor: George Moss
Three issues only appeared, and these relied heavily on The Voice of Jacob published in England.
The paper was actually the first Australian Jewish journal published. Some items of local Jewish news are included, as well as British news.

The Voice of the Adelaide Hebrew Congregation. Adelaide
no 1 (Sept 1982)-no 16 (May/June 1988)
10pp approx
Frequency: five times a year
Editor: Rabbi Philip Heilbrunn
Information to Congregation, events, Torah and observances, social news.

Welcare. Melbourne (Australian Jewish Welfare and Relief Society)
v.1, no 1 (1973)+?
28cm approx; 2-8pp
Frequency: irregular
First part of the newsletter is in English with a shorter section in Yiddish.
Wellington Jewish Social Club Monthly Review. Wellington
Mar 1955 - ?
4 page broadsheet
No copy located.

Western Australian Jewish Historical Society: Newsletter. Perth
v.1, no 1 (Feb 1988)
30cm; 8pp
Editor: Jeffrey Pearlman
The first issue featured two historical papers, by Louise Hoffman on Western Australian convicts, and Jeffrey Pearlman on Shenton Park. In addition, David Mossenson wrote an introductory article on Western Australian Jewry.

NJHS v.1, no 1 (Feb 1988)
NU v.1, no 1 (Feb 1988)

The Westralian Judean. Perth
v.1, nos 1-27 (Nov 1924 - Sept 1955)
28cm approx; 17-56pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Editors: Phillip Masel and Osher Silbert
A literary cultural journal including articles of historical interest, and comments on Perth Jewry.

ANL v.1, no 1-v.27, no 312 (Nov 1924 - Sept 1955)
NJHS v.5, no 49-v.20, no 231 (1933 - Nov 1948) imp
NU v.1, no 1-v.27, no 312 (Nov 1924 - Sept 1955)
WLB v.1, no 1-v.27, no 312 (Nov 1924 - Sept 1955)

Without Prejudice. Melbourne (Australian Institute of Jewish Affairs)
no 1 (Sept 1990)- no 8 (Apr 1995)
23cm; 55-65pp
Frequency: irregular
Edited by Peter Adler, W.D. Rubinstien and Michael Cohen
The journal is devoted to the study of the causes, manifestations and effects of prejudice and discrimination generally, with specific emphasis on Australia's ethnic, religious and national life, and with particular reference to anti-semitism.

NU no 1 (Sept 1990); nos 2-4 (Feb, June, Dec 1991); no 5 (Nov 1992)
VSL no 1 (Sept 1990)-no 5 (Nov 1992)

WIZO in Israel. Melbourne (WIZO Federation of Australia)
no 1/66-no 20 (Sept 1955 - May 1959)
Incorporated in WIZO Review
27cm; 24pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Expresses the views of the Women's International Zionist Federation in Australia.

ANL no 1/66-20 (Sept 1955 - May 1959)
VSL no 1/66-20 (Sept 1955 - May 1959)

**WIZO Review.** Bondi Junction, NSW (WIZO Federation of Australia)
Incorporates *WIZO in Israel*
Size varies: 24pp approx
Frequency: three times a year. Superseded by **Wizo Today** (2003); **Wizo Connections** (v. 1 issue 1 (Ja 2005)
Expresses the news and views of the Women's International Zionist Organisation in Australia.

ANL no 1 (1955)-Summer 2003
NJHS no 71 (Mar 1974) imp
NU no 100 (Apr 1984)- no 295 Spring 2001); Summer 2003.
VSL no 1 (1955)- Summer 2003

**Wolper Hospital Entertainment and Information Guide.** Sydney
Mar 1988-?
Supersedes *Wolper Video and Information Guide*
21cm; 8pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Editor: H. Aizenberg

NU Mar 1988

**Wolper News: newsletter of the Medical Board.** Sydney
1997-2000?
29cm; 2 pp. Superseded by *Medical Board News: Wolper Jewish Hospital* v.1 no 1 (Spring 2000)+

NU Winter 1999

**Wolper Newsletter.** Sydney
v.1, nos 1-7 (1984 - May 1985)
Superseded by *Wolper Video and Information Guide*
33cm; 4pp
Frequency: irregular
Editor: H. Aizenberg
Details videos shown at the hospital for patients. See also: *Wolper Video and Information Guide*.

**NU**
- v.1, no 2 (Dec 17-23, 1984); no 3 (Dec 24 - January 13, 1985); no 5 (Feb 15 - Mar 16, 1985); no 7 (Apr 19 - May 17, 1985)

---

**Wolper Video and Information Guide.** Sydney
Dec 1984 - Dec 1987
Superseded by *Wolper Hospital Entertainment and Information Guide and various others*
21cm; 8pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Editor: H. Aizenberg

**NU**
Dec 1984 - Dec 1987

---

**World Jewish Congress (Australian Section): Bulletin.** Sydney
nos 1-12 (June 1942 - 1947)
24cm; 19pp
Reflects the activities of the World Jewish Congress, a voluntary co-operative union of the Jewish communities and organizations in the world, which acted on behalf of world Jewry in relation to common problems. The Australian President was Gerald de Vahl Davis, and the official W.J.C. representative, Dr Maurice Laserson.

**ANL**
- nos 1-12 (June 1942 - 1947)
**NJHS**
- nos 1-12 (June 1942 - 1947)

---

**The Y Journal.** Sydney
v.1, no 1-v.2, no 8 (Feb 1931 - Apr 1932)
Superseded by *The Jewish Record*
28cm approx; 4pp; some editions roneoed
Official organ of the Young Men's Hebrew Association with news of lectures and functions, and literary articles.

**NJHS**
- v.1, no 1-v.2, no 2 (Feb 26, 1931 - Feb 26, 1932); v.2, no 8 (Apr 11, 1932)

---

**Y.M.H.A. News.** Sydney (Young Men's Hebrew Association)
v.8, no 1-v.25, no 12 (1937-1955)
Continues *The Jewish Record*
28cm approx; 12-24pp
Frequency: prior to January 1950 published fortnightly, then monthly
Editors: Sam Karpin and M.H. Cohen

**NJHS**
- v.12, no 6 (July 15, 1940); ns v.12, no 1-v.25, no 7 (Nov 6, 1941 - Sept 7, 1954)
**NU**
- v.16, no 1-v.25, no 8 (Mar 1945 - Nov 1954)
VJHS v.17, nos 2-22 (Feb-Dec 1946) imp; v.18-v.23 (1947-1952); v.24, no 1-v.25, no 6 (January 1953 - June 1954) imp; 28 Feb, 1955

**Yachdav (Together).** Sydney, NSW (Zionist Youth Council of NSW)
v.1, no 1 (July 1966)
28cm approx; 16-22pp; roneoed
Represents Bnei Akiva, Betar, Hashomar Hatzair and Ichud Habonim, Zionist Youth organisations.

NJHS v.1, no 1 (July 1966)

**Yachdut.** Zionist Youth movement
February 1965
28cm; 27pp; roneoed

NU Feb 1965

**Yarchon: South Australian Jewish Community Bulletin.** Adelaide
v.1, no 1-v.2, no 1 (Aug 1949 - July 1950)
Supersedes *Adelaide Hebrew Congregation: Community Bulletin*
23cm; 8-12pp
Community news and religious articles. Photo of synagogue on front cover. Printed by Hyde Press, Collins St, Adelaide.

SSL v.1, no 1-v.2, no 1 (Aug 1949 - July 1950)
VJHS v.1, no 1-v.1, no 4 (Aug 1949 - Dec 1949); v.1, no 6-v.1, no 7 (January 1950 - Feb 1950)

**[Yedion]: Federal Chinuch Iton.** Sydney (Habonim-Dror)
August 1988
30cm; 31pp; ill.
A Zionist youth periodical of the Habonim movement. Title in Hebrew.

NU Aug 1988

**Yeshurin.** Sydney (Kingsford Maroubra Hebrew Congregation)
v.1, no 1-v.2, no 5 (1962-1969)
Superseded by *Igeret Newsletter*
21cm; 8-12pp approx
Frequency: bi-monthly
Congregational activities.

NJHS v.1, no 7-v.2, no 4 (Apr 1963 - Dec 1968) imp

**Di Yiddishe Voch.** Melbourne
1934-1935
Superseded by *Di Australisher Yiddishe Naes*
Frequency: weekly
Title transliterated from Yiddish
The Yiddish part of *The Jewish Weekly News*
See: *Australier Leben*
No copies located.

**Der Yidisher Pioner.**
See: *The Jewish Pioneer*

**The Young Zionist: Official organ of the Young Zionist League of N.S.W.* Sydney
v.1, no 1-v.10 (Feb 1934 - May 1943)
28cm; 5-6pp approx
Frequency: monthly
Aimed to provide the members of the Young Zionist League with information about Zionism and its activities in Palestine, the work of the Jewish National Fund, and the values of Jewish institutions and culture.

NJHS v.1, nos 1-5 (Feb - June 1934); Apr, July, Sept 1942; Apr 1943 - May 1943
NU v.1, nos 1, 3, 4 (Feb, Apr, May 1934); Apr 1942; May 1943

**Zachor: Quarterly Bulletin of the Australian Association of Jewish Holocaust Survivors.** Sydney
Apr 1992+
29cm; 15pp; ill.
Frequency: half yearly
Editor: George Foster
Supersedes *Australian Association of Jewish Holocaust Survivors: News Digest*
Whilst the first two issues were desktop publications, the issue of April 1993 received a printed format with illustrations by Marion Pretzel on the cover. The bulletin contains information on new findings in the history of the Holocaust as well as programmes of activities and reports of the Association.

NU Apr, Oct 1992; Apr 1993

**Zeraim.** Melbourne (Bnei Akiva)
v.3, no 2 (1966); v.3, nos 5-6 (1967)
34cm; 18pp; ill.
News, religious articles.
*Copy in the Central Zionist Archives.*

**Zeraim.** Caulfield (Bnei Akiva)
v.1, no 1 (1984)+
28cm; 15pp approx
Frequency: irregular
Editor: Ian Waller
A Bnei Akiva newspaper for seniors. Political and religious articles with a Zionist slant.

NU v.1, no 4 (Nov 1984)
VMAK v.1, no 1 (1984)+

The Zionist: a monthly review of Jewish affairs. Melbourne
v.1, no 1-v.9, no 5 (Sept 1943 - 1952)
28cm; 30pp
Frequency: monthly
Editors: Abraham Samuel Leibler and Dr Aaron Patkin. During the absence overseas of A.L. Patkin from September 1948, it was edited by Joseph Solvey, assisted by E. Fraenkel.
Purpose - to promote Zionist ideas in Australia.
Ceased publication at Patkin's death.

ANL v.1, no 1-v.9, no 5 (1943-1952) imp
NJHS v.1, no 1-v.9, no 4 (Sept 1943 - January 1952) imp
NSL:M v.1, no 1-v.9, no 5 (Sept 1943-1952) imp
NU v.1, no 1-v.9, no 4 (1943-1952)
VJHS v.1, no 1-v.9, no 3/4 (Sept 1943 - Dec 1951/January 1952) imp
VSL v.1, no 1-v.9, no 3/4 (Sept 1943 - Dec 1951/January 1952)

Zionist Reporter. Melbourne (Zionist Federation of Australia)
v.1, no 1 (Oct 1975)-v.2, no 4 (Sept 1977)

NU v.1, no 2 (Nov 1975)-v.2, no 4 (Sept 1977)

Zionist Youth Bulletin. Youth Department, Zionist Federation of Australia and New Zealand
nos 1-12 (1945-1947)
28cm; 3-4pp; roneoed
Frequency: irregular
On Zionist youth activities.

NU nos 6, 8, 9, 10 (Mar, June, Sept, Dec 1946); nos 11, 12 (Feb, Apr 1947)

Zionist Youth Magazine. Sydney
December 1942
A special Hanukah edition
26cm; 20pp
Frequency: monthly?
Issued by the Youth Department Zionist Federation of Australia in conjunction with Shomrim Zionist Youth Organisation. Mainly about Zionist youth activities in Sydney and Melbourne.
Length of run unknown.

NJHS Dec 1942
Zionist Labour Party of Australia, "Poale Zion". Sydney
Information newssheets.
34cm; 2-3pp approx
Information about Israel.

NJHS v.1-v.3 [n.d.]
A.I.J.A. Briefing, no 1 (Feb 1990- no 36 (autumn 1997))
A.Z.Y.C. Bulletin, (June/July 1950); nos 1-5 (1952) + 1 undated issue; nos 1-2 (1963)
A.J.Y.C, July 1988
Academy Life, 1994+
Academy News, 1975-1985/6
Academy Update, 1984
Adass Israel Congregation: Newsletter, Melbourne, nos 1-6 (1984/5); Sept 1985
ADC Briefing, Melbourne (B'nai B'rith Anti-Defamation Commission), v.1, no 1 (1997)+
ADC Online. Melbourne. (B’nai B’rith Anti-Defamation Commission) v.1, no 1 (2000)+
Adelaide Hebrew Congregation: Newsletter, 1950s
(Australian Fellowship of the Israel Medical Association), Mar 1994-Mar 2004
AICE newsletter, Sydney (Australia Israel Cultural Exchange)
No 1 (Oct 2004)+
Aishes Chayil: Newsletter, Balaclava, Vic (Kollel Beth Ha Talmud Women's Academy), v.1, no 1 (Aug 1990)
The AJAX News, 1931-1953
The AJAX Pennant, v.1, nos 1-3, no 4 (1953 - Dec 1972)
Altalena, v.1, nos 109, no 21 (1959-1969)
Akivon, nos 1, 3 (1966); nos 1, 4, 6-8 (1967)
Aleph-tav: the Australian Friends of Tel Aviv. University Review, v.1 (1979)-?
Alon Lanoar, New Zealand Jewish Magazine. Auckland, 1970s
Alon-Limud, Sydney, Mar 1961
The Arava Reporter, Jewish National Fund Australia, v.1, no 1 (Spring 1997)
Artzeimu: Our Land, Sydney (South Head Synagogue), no 1 (1993)- v. 4, no 14 (Feb 1998)
ARZI Australian Reform Zionists, Sydney, Spring 1989
Auckland Judean, nos 1-8 (1940 -1941). Superseded by Judean Bulletin
Australasian Jewish Jewish Student, v.1, no 1-v.4, no 2 (1954-1956)
The Australasian Hebrew, v.1, no 1-v.2, no 26 (Nov 1895 - Nov 1896)
The Australasian Jewish Student, v.1, no 4-v.4, no 2 (Autumn 1954 - Jan 1958)
Australia-Israel Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Sydney, no 1 (1965 - 198-?)
The Australian and New Zealand Union for Progressive Judaism: Newsletter, nos 1-3 (1962-1964); v.1-11, no 77 (June 1930 - Feb 1931)

Australian Alumni Newsletter, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, South Caulfield (Australian Friends of the Hebrew University), July 1994

Superseded by Australian Association of Jewish Holocaust Survivors: Newsletter, Darlinghurst, NSW, July 1996; June 1998

Australian Association for Jewish Studies: Newsletter, Oct/Nov 1989+


Australian Fellowship of the Israel Medical Association, v.1 (1975)+

Australian Friends of the Tel Aviv University: Newsletter, (1983)+

Australian Hebrew Times, Jan 1894 - Dec 1894

The Australian Israelite, v.1, no 1-v.4, no 44 (1871 - May 1875)

The Australian Jewish Chronicle, v.1, no 1-v.9, no 2 (Mar 1922 - June 1930); ns v.1, no 1-v.11, no 77 (June 30, 1930 - Feb 25, 1931)-1994


Australian Jewish Forum, v.1, no 1-v.9, no 77 (Feb 4 - Sept 1949)

Australian Jewish Gazette, v.1 (1926)

Australian Jewish Welfare Society, Darlinghurst, 1985-6


The Australian Jewish Outlook, v.1, no 1-v.2, no 5 (May 1947 - 1948)


The Australian Jewish Review, v.1, no 1-v.11, no 6 (1940 - Oct 1950). Continued by The Liberal Jewish Digest


Australian Jewish Historical Society: Journal and Proceedings, v.1 (1939)+

Australian Jewish Historical Society: Newsletter, nos 1-4 (Dec 1968 - Apr 1970); ns, no 1 (Aug 1985)+


The Australian Jewish Woman's Newsletter, Bondi (Adass), v.1, nos 1-6 (1988)


Australian Zionist, Dec 1931 - Mar 1932


B'nai B'rith AD Digest, Melbourne (B'nai B'rith Anti-Defamation Commission), nos 1-6 (1996-7)?

B'nai B'rith Background, v.1, no 1 (Mar 1983)-v.8.no 5 (July 1991)


B.A. Cannon Ball, Sydney, Aug 1966


Background Information, no 1 (1982-1985)

Baderech, 1960

Banatif, v.1, no 1-v.3, no 10 (June 1947 - July 1950)

Baneinu u'vnoteinu (Our sons and daughters), Sydney (Australian Parents of Olim Association), no 1 (Aug 1986)


BBYA Times Menorah, 1967-1969

Betar, v.1 (June 1948 - Sept/Oct 1948)

Beit Chabad, v.1, no 1 (Apr 1987)-?

Beit Shalom Synagogue Magazine, Adelaide, 1985+

Blue Moon, Mar/Apr 1992 - Jan/Feb 1994. Continues Jewish Young Adult Forum (NSW Jewish Board of Deputies). Superseded by New Moon


Bnei Akiva Religious Zionist Youth Movement: Newsletter, Sydney 1987


Botz, no 1(1970s)

The Bridge, v.1, no 1-v.7, no 3 (1964 - June 1973)


Brisbane Hebrew Congregation: Newsletter, no 1 (1985)+


Bull-Iton, (CAULJSS), 1979

Bulletin of the Bund Organisation in Melbourne, 1962-?

Bulletin of the Sydney Council to Combat Fascism and Anti-Semitism, 1952-1953?

The Bulletin, Sydney (the Association of Far Eastern Jews), 1976
C.H.A.I.N. - Chabad House Activities Information and News, St. Ives, NSW (Chabad House of the North Shore), Mar 1991
Cauljss Newsletter, 1975
The Centre, Strathfield and District Congregation, v.1, no 1 (1960)-v.14, no 3(Sept 1981)
Centre News, (Jewish Holocaust Centre), v.1, no 1 (1985)-v.13, no 2 (Sept 1996)
Centre News, (Wellington Hebrew Congregation), (Aug 1981)+

Chabad House Caulfield Magazine. v.1, no 1 (Sept 1990)- v.2.no 2 (Sept 20, 1991)
The Chabad Magazine, Malvern Chabad House Newsletter, v.1, no 1 (Dec 1987-v.2.nos 1-2 (Feb-Apr 1989)-?
Chadashot, Auckland, New Zealand (Temple Shalom), May - Nov1985
Chadasshot, Mar-June 1987
L’Chaim newsletter, Purim 1990; Rosh Hashana Sept 20 & 21 1990
Chai Today, Sydney (Yeshiva Centre), Apr 1990- Apr 1993
Chayenu, v.1, no 1 (1954)
Child Survivors’ Newsletter, Apr 1990+
Christian Jewish Scene, no 1 (Mar 1985)+
The Chronicle, Moorabbin and District Hebrew Congregation, no 1 July 1966 - May/July 1979; ns v.1, no 1 (Aug 1979)
The Chronicle, Sydney (Cremorne and District Hebrew Congregation), v.1, no 1 (Aug 1960)+
The Clarion, v.1, nos 1-5 (Mar 1952 - 1952)
Collegian: a Publicationof Moriah College, 1996

COA Newsletter. Sydney (Sydney Jewish Centre on Ageing)
Jan 1994+
Continues COA News (1983-1993)
The Communal Opinion, v.1, no 1-v.2 (Oct 13, 1913 - 1914)
The Connector: Newsletter, South Yarra Jewish Singles, no 1 (Dec 1990)+
The Council Bulletin, v.1 (1926)-v.73, no 2 (June 1999)
Chutzpah, v.1, no 1 (1987)+
Confidential Briefing, May? 1981+
Contact, v.1 (April 1983)+
Contact, v.1, no 1 (Feb 1961 - Mar 1977)
Cool-Um, MONJSS Mag, 1990 (Clayton Club)
Coogee-Randwick-Clovelly Hebrew Congregation Newsletter, June 1988
Council News, Sydney (Federation of Jewish Councils to Combat Fascism and Anti-Semitism), no 1 (June 1949 - July 1954)
Courage to Care. Newsletter. Sydney (B’nai B’rith)
v 1 no 1 (Nov 2002)-no 7 (Feb 2004). Superseded by Jewish Care Matters (Winter 2005)+

Daf Harav, St Ives (Kehillat Masada), no 1 (Spring 1990)+
Daf Hashavua: a New Horizon, St. Ives (Kehillat Masada), Dec 1992; Mar 1993-?
Days of Our lives. Sydney (Women for Life), Issue 1, 1987+
Destiny, Dec 2004, Supersedes Ha- atid
Detail, v.1, no 1 (1945)- Apr 2000
Dialectic, May 1875 - Nov 1875
Dvar, Bentleigh (Bet Hatikvah) v.1, no 1 (Sept 1991)

E.C.A.J. Monthly Gazette, July 1950?
Echo: Mt Scopus Memorial College, 1954; 1957; 1958
Education Exchange, 1981-82
Education News, Sydney (Public Relations Committee of the Board of Jewish Education), no 1 (Feb 1963)
Embassy of Israel: Newsletter (Mar 1968 - July 1970)
Emet, v.1, no 1 (July 1984) - Mar 1990
Emunim, no 2 (Feb 1966), nos 4, 8 (1967); nos 5, 7 (1969); no 1 (1969) f. 1950s

Face to Face, v.1, no 1 (Nov 1988)
Focus, May 1982-?
For your Information, 1987+
Forum Supplement, 1975-1977
Foundations, no 1 (1966)+?
Freestyle, 1952
Friends of Megan David Adom: NSW Division: Newsletter, 2001

Ga Ga Garin Haroe: newspaper of the Australian B’nai Akiva, Sydney
Gachelet, Sydney (Brit Ivrit Olamit), Kislev 1979
Generation: a Journal of Australian Jewish Life, Thought and Community, no 1 (Sept 1989-
v.8,no 4 (Dec 2000)
Gesher-Bridge, Melbourne (Council of Christians and Jews), v.1, no 1 (Oct 1991)
Gezerd Tribune, Melbourne, nos 1-2 (June, Nov 1932)
Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation: Newsletter, Surfers Paradise, Queensland, 1987
The Grapevine. Sydney (AUJS, NSW), May 2002
Great Synagogue Journal, v.1 (1944)+
GSY Newsletter. Sydney, .v. 1 (winter 2005)?

Haboker, Brighton, v.1, no 1-v.7, no 1 (1970 - Jan/Feb 1976); 1980s+

Haboneh, Mar 1959-?

Habonim, July 1944 - May/June 1947

Habonim Shomrim Bulletin, nos 1-2 (Mar, Apr 1943)


Haddibur, v.1, nos 1-9 (1972-1980)

Haderech, v.1, no 1-v.3, no 7 (1950-1953)

Hagesher-the Bridge, Auckland, v.1 ed 1 (1951)-v.11, ed 2 (Dec 1961)

Hakazir, June 1951

Hakoah Star, v.1, no 1 (1977)+

Hakol, Bentleigh Progressive Synagogue, no 2 (1982)+


Halapid, The Torch, July, Aug, Sept 1943

Hamedrich, Aug 1952

Hamafshim, v.1, no 1 (Feb - Sept 1945)

Hamakasher, v.1, nos 1-7 (1970)

Hamapuch, A.C.T., no 1 (1968)+

Hamoreh, Sydney v.4, no 1 (Feb 1993)-v.11, no 1 (Mar 2000) Continues Jewish Educators' Network: Newsletter for Jewish Studies Teachers

Haoved, Oct 1943


Hashavua, Sydney (Great Synagogue), v. 1, no 1 (6 Ja 1995) –v. 5, no 51, issue 252 (18 Dec1996). Superseded by Oz Torah


Hashofar, v.1, no 1-v.10 (Apr/June 1959 - Dec? 1968)

Hashomer Hatzair, v.1, no 1 (1963)-?

Hatzair: The Youth, v.1, nos 1-8 (1948)

Hatzofeh, v.1, nos1-5 (1952); 1953 - Oct 1955?


Hebrew Standard of Australasia, v.1, nos 1-2 (Nov, Dec 1895); v.2, no 1-v.60, no 15 (July 1897 - Oct 1953). Continued by The Jewish Times

Hefker, no 1 (June 1973). Supersedes Survival


Hillel Newsletter, nos 1-2 (Jan.; July 1985)

Hillel's Voir Dire: or wine, women and Hillel, v.1, no 1-v.2, no 3 (1968-1969)


Ibaccam, 1971
Ilana Bi-monthly Newsletter. Sydney (WIZO) Feb/Mar/Apr 2006
In Touch, Bondi Junction (Women's International Zionist Organisation)

Involvement: the United Israel Appeal-Kerem Hayesod of Victoria Newsletter, 1987-?+
Ish Kabbal, 1921-1931?

Iton Bnei Akivah, Sydney, 1954
Iton Bnei Akiva, v.1, no 1 (July 1987)?
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Jewish Council to Combat Fascism and Anti-Semitism: News Letter, nos 1-16 (July 1948 - June 1951)

Jewish Youth, v.1, no 1-v.2, no 4 (July 1946 - Mar 1947)

Jewish Advocate, nos 1-4 (Apr/May - Nov/Dec 1959)

Jewish Council News, Special Edition (July 1964)

Jewish Society to Combat Fascism and Anti-Semitism: Newsletter, nos 1-16 (July 1948 - June 1951)

Tribune, June/July 1942?; May 1944; Sept 1945

Yediot, 1946-1947

New Zealand Periodicals


Auckland Judean, July 1940+?

Centre News, (Wellington Hebrew Congregation), Aug 1981+

Chadashot, Auckland, New Zealand (Temple Shalom), May - Nov 1985


Hashofar, v.1, no1-v.10 (Apr/June 1959 - Dec? 1968)

Ish Kabibel, 1921-1931?

Jewish Review, Wellington (Mar 1935 - 1944?)

Jewish Times, 1926-1932. Superseded by The New Zealand Jewish Chronicle

Jewsnews, v.1, no 1 (Mar 1980+?)


The Magazine of Beth Shalom: Newsletter, Auckland, New Zealand (Sept 1989); Teruah Nov 1996


School Magazines

Academy Life, Sydney (NSW Board of Jewish Education), v.1, no 1 (1994)?
B’Kesher (2001) + Supersedes Mount Sinai College News
Contact, v.1 (April 1983)+
Echo, Melbourne (Mt Scopus Memorial College), (1954; 1957; 1958)
The Jewish School-Fellow, 1873
Jo-Ari, Lindfield, NSW (Moriah College Primary School Magazine), (1985)
Kesser Torah College In-Review. Sydney (Nov 2004). Supersedes Connections
Ma Nishma. Sydney (Emanuel School) v.1 , no 1 (1993-99?)
Massada College: Newsletter, Adelaide, v.1 (Feb 1985)+
Moriah News, v.1, no 1 (July 1980)+
Moriah Messenger. Sydney (Moriah War Memorial College)
December 1990.
The Moriah Scene, v.1, no1 (July 1980)-v. 2, no 2 (Sept 1982)
Mount Scopus Chatter, v.1, no 1-v.4-6 (Mar 1971 - Dec 1982)
Mount Scopus Memorial College Magazine, Melbourne, (1951)
Mount Scopus Memorial College Newsletter, v.1, no 1 (Apr 1986)+
Opus (Mount Scopus College), v.1, no 1-v.16, no 2 (1967?-1982)
Mount Sinai College News, v. 1, no 1 (May 1990)-?
The School Paper, 1948. Continued by Itoni
Scope, Melbourne. Mount Scopus Memorial College, 1951-1984
Scopus Newsletter, 1968/9+
Sydney Chai News, Bondi, NSW (Yeshiva High School), [no 1] Tishrei 1991

Sporting

The AJAX News, 1931-1953
The AJAX Pennant, v.1, nos 1-3, no 4 (1953 - Dec 1972)
Freestyle, 1952
Hakoah Star, v.1, no 1 (1977)+
Ibaaccam, 1971
Judean Sports and Social New, v.11, no 1 (Nov 1946)-July 1953 imp
The Maccabeans, v.1, no 1-v.6, no 67 (Sept 1944 - May/June 1950)
The Maccabeans, Sydney, v.1, no1-v.2, no 2 (Dec 1928 - Jan 1930)
Maccabi Leisure and Sport, no 1 (Sept 1989)
**Synagogue Periodicals**

**Adass Israel Congregation: Newsletter**, Melbourne, nos 1-6 (1984/5); Sept 1985

Adass Yisrael Synagogue, Bondi, *Chadasshot*, Mar - June 1987


**Adelaide Hebrew Congregation: Newsletter**, 1950s

**ARZI News**, Israel Movement for Progressive Judaism, (Dec 1994)


**The Australian and New Zealand Union for Progressive Judaism: Newsletter**, no 1 (Apr - May 1962)-?

Australian Capital Territory Jewish Community, *Hamerkaz*, no 1 (1968)+


**Brisbane Hebrew Congregation: Newsletter**, no 1 (1985)+

**Caulfield Synagogue Congregational Review**, v.1, no 1 (1966-?); *Synagogue Life*, 1980s


Superseded by *Moshiach Matters*, v.1, no 1 (28 Jan 1993)+

**Chabad House Caulfield Magazine**, v.1, no 19 (May 1991)+


**Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation: Newsletter**, Surfers Paradise, Queensland, 1987


by The Liberal Jewish Digest, which was superseded by Temple Time, v.1, no 1 (Dec 1952)+

Temple David Newsletter, Dec 1952+


Western Suburbs Synagogue. Newtown Chai, Oct/Nov 1997+


Tertiary Jewish Student Periodicals

(a) Australasian Union of Jewish Students

Academy News, 1975-1985/6
Academy Update, 1984
Botz, no 1 (1970s)
Cool-Um: Monjss Mag, 1990
Education Exchange, 1981-1982
Emet, v.1, no 1 July 1984 - Mar 1990
Forum Supplement, (1975-1977)
Hefker, no 1 (June 1973). Supersedes Survival
The Jewish Students' Forum, v.1, no 1-v.2, no 3 (1961-1978)
Kesher, 1981
Kivun, v.1, no 1-v.4, no 7 (1979-1982)
Le-an, nos 1-3 (1982)
Meyda, Apr 1977
Tachlis: the newsletter of AUJS, NSW (Mar 1990; 16 Apr 1990)

(b) A - Z National Student Magazines

The Australasian Jewish Student, v.1, no 4-v.4, no 2 (Autumn 1954 - Jan 1958)
Bull-Iton (CAULJSS), 1979
Cauljss Newsletter, (1975)
Chutzpah, v.1, no 1 (1987+)
The Grapevine, May 2002
Jewsnews, v.1, nos 1-3 (Mar - June 1971)
Kangajoo, 1975?
Macquarie University Union of Jewish Students, nos 1-2 (1976)
Makor, [1981]
Masada, 1967-?
MOOJS Nuse, 1979
MUJS News, ca 1978; 1985
MUJSS Nuse, no 1 (Apr 1970)+. Also called M.U.J.S.S. Nuse
The Muse. Sydney (Mandelbaum House) v. 1 issues 1 (June 2005)+
New Dor, v.1, nos 1-3 (Mar, May, Sept 1973)
Newsweek, Oct 1978
Noah's Ark, no 1 (1973)
Soviet Jewry Action Newsletter, v.1, no 1 (Apr 1975)
Tagar Talks, v.1 (Mar 1986)
Venture, 1958-9 - early 1970s
The Voice: Jewsweek, 1981

(c) Hillel

Hillel Newsletter, nos 1-2 (Jan, July 1985)
Hilledight, v.1, no 1-v.3, no 1 (June 1969 - Mar 1971)
Hillel's Voir Dire: or Wine, Women and Hillel, v.1, no 1-v.2, no 3 (1968-1969)
Joseph's Coat, v.1, no 1 (May 1982)
Noo?, v.1, no 1 (1966)-no 2 (Sept 1982)
Orb, 1969

Women's Organizations

Aishes Chayil: Newsletter, Balaclava, Vic (Kolbel Beth Ha Talmud Women's Academy) v.1, no 1 (Aug 1990)+

The Council Bulletin, v.1 (1926) –v.73, no 2 (June 1999)


Ivriah, v.1, no 1-v.2, no 7 (Mar 1935 - Sept 1936); ns v.1, no 1 (Oct 1936 - Aug/Sept 1964)


Orah-Na'amat Newsletter, Aug 1986+


Yeshiva Periodicals


Beit Chabad, v.1, no 1 (Apr 1987)?

C. H. A. I. N. - Chabad House Activities Information and News, St. Ives, NSW (Chabad House of the North Shore), (Mar 1991)

Chabad House Caulfield Magazine. v.1, no 1 (Sept 1990)- v.2.no 2 (Sept 20, 1991)


The Chabad Magazine, Malvern Chabad House Newsletter, v.1, no 1 (Dec 1987-v.2.nos 1-2 (Feb-Apr 1989)+?

Fax of Life: no 1 (18 Jan 1991); no 65 (17 Sept 1992). Superseded by Moshiach Matters

Haddibur, v.1, nos 1-9 (1972-1980)


Kollel News, Sept 1987

Koretz haoros Hatmimim v’anash (Torah essays and discourses), May 1986

The Lamplighter, Sydney (Yeshiva Gedola), no 1 (1989)?-

Merkos l’Inyonei Chinuch: Newsletter, no 1 (1982)+?

Mishpacha: The Sinai Newsletter, Balaclava, Vic (Kollel Beth Ha Talmud-Yehuda Fishman Institute), (1988 or 97)+

The Mitzvah, v.1, nos 1-3 (Apr - Sept 1987)

Moshiach Matters, v.1, no 1 (28 Jan 1993). Supersedes Fax of Life

The Only One, 1987

The Shabbaton, ca 1950 - Or Hardorom see Yearbooks. Sh’mah (1975)+

Talks and Tale, v.36 (1978)+

Torah Essays and Discourses, v.1, no 2 [1986-7?]. Continues Torah Thoughts and Essays

Yiddish Periodicals


Bulletin of the Bund Organisation in Melbourne, 1962-?

Gezerd Tribun, nos 1-2 (June, Nov 1932)

The Jewish Pioneer, v.1, no 1 (Feb 1928)

Der Landsman, nos 1-19 (1964-1970)
Literarisher Journal, nos 1-4 (1938)
Dos Naie Vort, 1937
Oijboy, nos 1-26 (Sept 1945 - Jan/Feb 1948)
Problem, no 1 (Aug 1962)
Di Sydnier Yiddishe Naes, 1939-?
Sydney Yiddish Insel, v.1-17 (1965 - Mar 1971)
Tribune, June/July 1942
Unzer Gedank, nos 1-? (1947-1974)? Yiddish section of The Jewish Weekly News
Vanguard, 1940s
Welcare, v.1, no 1 (1973)

Youth Periodicals

BBYA Times Menorah, 1967-1969
Foundations, no 1 (1966)+
Itony, v.1, no 1 -? (1962?)
Jewish Youth, v.1, no 1-v.2, no 4 (July 1946 - Mar 1947)
JIPPA., v.1, nos 1-5 (Dec 1927 - June 1932)
Kol ha-na'ar, v.1, no 1 (1943)-v.2, no 3 (Feb 1944). Continued by Kol ha-no'ar, v.2, no 4 (May 1944) - v. 3, no 5 (Apr 1945)
Maccabi Times, 1953-1954?
The National Magazine of the Australia and New Zealand B’nai B’rith Youth Organisation, no 1 (Dec 1965)+?
Vazac Life, v.1, no 1 (1959)+

Zionist Periodicals

Auckland Judean, nos 1-8 (1940 -1941)
Superseded by Judean Bulletin
Australian Zionist, Dec 1931 - Mar 1932
Confidential Briefing, May? 1981+
Haoved, Oct 1943
In Touch, Bondi Junction (Women's International Zionist Organisation)
July 1987, Apr/May 1988, July 1989
Ivriah, v.1, no 1-v.2, no 7 (Mar 1935 - Sept 1936); ns v.1, no 1 (Oct 1936 - Aug/Sept 1964)
Jewish Call, nos 1-20 (late 1930s - early 1940s)
Judean Bulletin (1941). Supersedes Auckland Judean
The Middle East This Week, (1961-1962)
Oleh, v.1 (1969)+
State and Labour, Melbourne (Australian Poale Zion), v. 1, nos 1-2 (Nov 1948 - Feb 1949)
SZC Faxnews, Sydney (NSW State Zionist Council), (Feb 1995 - Dec 1998)
Superseded by Hasbara
Vanguard, 1930s
Victorian Zionist Reporter, Apr 1981
WIZO in Israel, no 1/66-no 20 (Sept 1955 - May 1959). Incorporated in WIZO Review, no 1
(1955)+
The Zionist, v.1, no 1-v.9, no 5 (Sept 1943 - 1952)
The Zionist Reporter, v. 1, no 1 (1975)-v.2, no 4 (1 September 1977)

Zionist Youth

1972)
A.Z.Y.C., July 1988
Altalena, v.1, nos 1-9, no 21 (1959-1969)
Australian Zionist Youth Council: Bulletin, no 1 (July 1963)
Baderech, v.1 (1960)
Banatif, v.1, nos 1-13 (June 1947 - July 1950)
Betar, v.1 (June 1948 - Sept/Oct 1948)
Haboneh, Mar 1959-?
Habonim, July 1944 - May/June 1947
Habonim Shomrim Bulletin, nos 1-2 (Mar, Apr 1943)
Haderech, v.1, no 1-v.3, no 7 (1950-1953)
Hagesher-the Bridge, Auckland, New Zealand, v.1, ed 1 (1951)-v.11, ed 2 (Dec 1961)
Hakazir, June 1951
Halapid, The Torch (July, Aug, Sept 1943)
Hamadrich, Aug 1952
Hamafil Habonim, v.2, no 1 (Feb - Sept 1945)
Hamagshim, v.1, no 1-v.2, no 1 (1945-1946); (June 1959)
Hashomer Hatzair, v.1, no 1 (1963)-?
Hatzair: The Youth, v.1, nos 1-8 (1948)?
Hatzofeh, v.1, nos 1-5 (1952); 1953 - Oct 1955?
Kadimah (Forward), v.1, no 1 (Aug 1963)+?
Kadimah Habonim, v.1, nos 1-2 (1945)
Kol Hanoar, Last published 1984
Ma nishma b'Sydney, no 1 (Feb 1965-?)
Ma nishma minobah!, Sydney (1986)
Magazine for Zionist Youth, July 1944; Oct/Nov 1944)
Melbourne Jewish Youth Council: Bulletin, no 1 (1942)
Mishmar, June 1953
Perspective, v.1, nos 1-6 (Feb - Apr 1946)
Shomrim News, v.1, nos 1-6 (1941); special ed 1942
The Sydney Zionist, nos 1, 2 (1928)
Tagar Talk, v.1 (Mar 1986)+
Tziona, Sept 1963
The Voice of Habonim, June - July 1946
Yachdav, v.1, no 1 (July 1966)
Yachdut, Feb 1965
The Young Zionist, v.1, no 1-v.10 (Feb 1934 - May 1943)
Zionist Youth Bulletin, nos 1-12 (1945-1947)
Zionist Youth Magazine (Dec 1947)

B'nei Akiva

Akivon, nos 1, 3 (1966); nos 1, 4, 6-8 (1967)
Alon - Limud, Sydney, (Mar 1961)
Chayenu, v.1, no 1 (1954)
Emunim, no 2 (Feb 1966); nos 4, 8 (1967); nos 5, 7 (1969); no 1 (1969)
Hamakasher, v.1, nos 1-7 (1970)
Iton Bnei Akivah, Sydney, (1954)
Mizrachi Message, Bondi, v. 1, no 1 (Jan 1989)
Tik Limud, Melbourne, v.3, no 2 (1965); v.3, nos 1, 3 (1966); no 2
Zerain, Melbourne, v.3, no 2 (1966); v.3, nos 5-6 (1967)
V. ANNUAL REPORTS

A.C.T. Jewish Community Inc. Canberra
f. 1950
President's report

NJHS 1978/9; 1979/80; 1985/6
NU 1978/9; 1979/80
VJHS 1985/6; 1986/7

Adelaide Hebrew Congregation. SA
f. 1848
Annual Report and general statement of income and expenditure

NJHS 1925-1972 imp
NSL:M *1935; 1942-1944 (Percy J. Marks' Collection); 1949-1958
NU 1918; 1928; 1937; 1942; 1943; 1966/7; 1984; 1986; 1987

Adelaide Hebrew Congregation. SA
f. 1848
Jewish Calendar


The Association of Hebrew Teachers. Balaclava, Vic
f. 1956

NJHS 2nd annual general meeting, 10 June 1957
NU 2nd annual general meeting, 10 June 1957.

Auckland Hebrew Congregation. NZ
f. 1855
Report and statement of accounts
(Formerly Beth-Israel Congregation)

NJHS 1929-1971
NSL:M 1941 (Percy J. Marks' Collection)
VJHS 1938; 1978-1979

Auckland Zionist Society
f. 1903
Annual Report

NSL:M nos 11-12 (1914/15-1915-16)
**Australasian Union of Jewish Students**
f. 1970
Reports to the Annual Assembly
Formerly the National Australasian Union of Jewish Students (f. 1953), N.A.U.J.S.
A.U.J.S. acts as the roof body for twenty-three Jewish campus societies throughout Australia and New Zealand. Its activities provide political, educational, social, religious and cultural programmes for its members.

NJHS 17-29 Apr 1976; Mar 1981
NU nos 3-6, Mar 1977; 3-6 Apr 1980; 17-20, Mar 1983

**Australian Federation of Jewish Ex-Servicemen's Associations**
f. 1948
Conference proceedings
Emerged from the first interstate conference of Jewish Ex-Service associations held in the Jewish War Memorial, Sydney.
The Federation also issues a newspaper, *Parade* (Victoria) and *Detail* (NSW).

ANL 8th (1962)
NJHS 8th (1962); 18th (Sept 1982)

**Australian Friends of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem.** New South Wales Branch
f. 1936
Annual Report and financial statement
See also: NSW Friends of the Hebrew University
In 1962 changed name to *NSW Friends of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem*

NJHS 12th-25th (1948/9-1961/62) imp
NSL:M *1940-44; 1946 (Percy J. Marks' Collection)
NU 17th-24th (1953/4-1960/1)

**Australian Friends of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem.** Victorian Branch
f. 1940s

VJHS 1970-1971

**Australian Jewish Genealogical Society** (Victorian Branch)
f. 1995

NU 2nd (1997)

**Australian Jewish Welfare and Relief Society.** Melbourne
f. 1937
Annual Report
See also: United Jewish Overseas Relief Fund in Victoria
In 1947 the Victorian Branch of the Australian Jewish Welfare Society merged with the United Jewish Overseas Relief Fund and took over the overseas fund. The words "and Relief" were added to the organization's name.

ANL 1957/58-1975; 1981
NSL:M 1969; 1971
NU July 1974; July 1975; Sept 1976; Aug 1977; 1981
VJHS 1955/6-1986 imp; 1971-1973; 1979
VSL 1981

Australian Jewish Welfare Society. Sydney
f. 1936
Annual Report
See also: German-Jewish Refugees Fund; United Jewish Overseas Relief Fund in NSW.
From 1981 published in The Australian Jewish Times. The Society developed from the German-Jewish Relief Fund (f. 1936). The name Australian Jewish Welfare Society was used first in 1937 and in 1939 the Society was incorporated, and the German-Jewish Relief Fund went out of existence. The United Jewish Overseas Relief Fund (f. 1944) amalgamated with the Australian Jewish Welfare Society (Sydney, NSW) in 1952. In 1992 the name was changed to Jewish Community Services and then to Jewish Care which see

ANL 1977/8; 1981
NJHS 2nd (1938-41); 1948; 18th-19th (1955-56); 22nd-24th (1959-61); 26th-27th (1963-64); 29th-30th (1966-67); 37th (1974); 39th (1976)-48th (1989) imp
NSL:M 25th (1962)+
NU 20th (1957); 34th (1971); 36th (1973); 39th (1976); 42nd (1979); 44th (1983)

Australian Zionist Federation
See: Zionist Federation of Australia and New Zealand

Ballarat Hebrew Congregation
f. 1855
Committee's Report; balance sheet; auditor's report
The first service was held in 1853 at the Clarendon Hotel, and a wooden synagogue consecrated on November 12, 1855, with Rev. David Isaacs as Minister. The present synagogue was established on March 17, 1861.

NSL:M *1942 (Percy J. Marks' Collection)
NU 99th (1954)

Bankstown and District War Memorial Synagogue. NSW
f. 1913

NJHS 73rd (1984/5); 74th (1985/6)
Beth-Israel Congregation. Auckland
See: Auckland Hebrew Congregation

Bialystoker Centre. Melbourne
f. 1929?
Annual Report
A charitable and socially orientated organisation (Landmanschaft) for immigrants from Bialystock (formerly Poland).
Promotes Yiddish culture

NU 1954/5

B'nai B'rith District Grand Lodge. No. 21 of Australia and New Zealand
f. 1964
Triennial conference minutes
In 1974 the name was changed to B'nai B'rith District 21 of Australia and New Zealand.

NJHS 1991
NSL:M 1964

B'nai B'rith, N.S.W., Lodge Home Ltd. Report of Directors. Sydney

NSL:M 1963

B'nai B'rith - Sir John John Monash Lodge No 1895. Reports for the Term. Sydney

NSL:M 1970/71

Bnei Akiva. Sydney
f. ca 1940
Annual Veidah (Meeting) of Bnei Akiva of Australia and New Zealand

NJHS 2nd (Aug 1987); 3rd (Aug 1988)
NU 3rd (Aug 1988)
VJHS 3rd (1988)

Bondi Mizrachi Synagogue. Sydney
f. 1933
Annual Report and balance sheet

NJHS 23rd-26th (1954-57)
Brighton Hebrew Congregation (Marriage Rd) Victoria
f. 1948
Annual Report and balance sheet
Formerly Southern District Hebrew Congregation.

NJHS 22nd (1971/2); 23rd (1972/3); 24th (1973/4); 25th (1974/5)

Brisbane Hebrew Congregation (Margaret St)
f. 1865
Annual Report of the Board of Management

NJHS [43rd] 1928/9-1987/8
NSL:M 49th (1935); *1940-41 (Percy J. Marks' Collection)
NU 50th (1936)-80th (1965/66) imp; 109th (1973/74); 121st (1985/86)
VJHS 51st (1937); 54th (1940); 59th (1944/5); 72nd (1957/8); 74th-79th (1959/60-1964/5); 102nd-120th (1966/7-1984/5) imp

Brith Ivrit Olamit. Australia
f. 1944

NU 6th Hebrew Congress, Sydney, 1982

Carlton Hebrew Congregation. Palmerston St, Carlton, Vic
f. 1912
Annual Report and balance sheet

NSL:M *1940/1-1942/3 (Percy J. Marks' Collection)

Caulfield Hebrew Congregation. Melbourne
f. 1941

NJHS 44th (1983/4)
VJHS 21st (1960/1); 24th (1964); 25th (1966); 33rd (1972/3); 35th-41st (1972/3-1980/1)

Caulfield Hebrew Congregation (Jewish School and Culture Centre). Melbourne
f. 1943

VJHS 8th (1950)

The Central Synagogue. Bondi Junction, NSW
f. 1912
Annual Report of the Board of Management
Established as the Surry Hills Congregation and given the name "Orach Chayim" (Way of Life). Renamed the Central Synagogue in 1913 with the purchase of a property in
Paddington. In 1921 the Congregation moved to Woollahra, amalgamated with the Bondi-Waverley Congregation (f. 1918), the name being changed to The Eastern Suburbs Central Synagogue. The Hebrew School was built in 1930. In 1960 the Synagogue moved to its present location in Bon Accord Avenue, Bondi Junction.

NJHS 1st-72nd (1914-88) imp  
NSL:M 1st (Dec 1914/15); 1956-60; 1971/72+  
NU 22nd-30th (1947-52); 38th-40th (1954-56); 45th (1960/1)  
VJHS 1948; 1954-1956; 56th (1971)

Central Synagogue. Brisbane  
See: South Brisbane Hebrew Congregation

Council of Jewish Women - N.S.W.  
f. 1923  
Annual Report and financial statement  
See also: National Council of Jewish Women of Australia and New Zealand  
Founded by Dr Fanny Reading. By 1929 Councils had been established in Victoria and Queensland. At the first interstate conference in 1929 the National Council of Jewish Women of Australia and New Zealand was formed.

NSL:M *1st-3rd (1924-26) (Percy J. Marks' Collection)

East Melbourne Hebrew Congregation (Albert St)  
f. 1855  
Annual Report  

NJHS 65th-119th (1922-1975-6) imp  
NSL:M *1941-1942 (Percy J. Marks' Collection)  
VJHS 90th-130th (1947-1986/7) imp; 131st (1987/8)+

Eastern Suburbs Central Synagogue and Hebrew School  
See: Central Synagogue. Bondi Junction, NSW

Elwood Talmud Torah. Melbourne  
f. early 1940s  

VJHS 1958/9

Executive Council of Australian Jewry. Sydney/Melbourne  
f. 1944  
Annual conference  
The E.C.A.J., the roof body of all the Jewish community organisations throughout Australia, was established in 1944. Its principal constituents are the State Boards of Deputies which represent the state constituents to the E.C.A.J.
Federation of Synagogues (N.S.W.)
See: United Orthodox Synagogues of New South Wales, Sydney

German-Jewish Relief Fund. Sydney
f. 1936
President's Report and Balance Sheet
First annual general meeting
See also: Australian Jewish Welfare Society
Founded at the request of the London Fund, with Sir Samuel Cohen, president of the Great Synagogue, as President. The Fund was the forerunner of the Australian Jewish Welfare Society (f. 1937), Sydney, with which it amalgamated in 1939.

Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation
f. 1960
Annual Report
NU 17th (1977/78)

Great Synagogue. Sydney
f. 1878
Annual Report of the Board of Management

Great Synagogue Youth. Sydney
f. 1964
Annual Report
NJHS 8th (1952); 12th (1955/6)

Hakoah - Ajax Cricket Club. Victoria
VJHS 1972/3

**Hakoah Eastern Suburbs SFC Limited.** Sydney
f. 1970
Annual Report

NJHS 5th (1974)

"**Hatchiah**". Vic
See: Victorian Zionist Association *Hatchiah*

**Help-In-Need Society.** Sydney
f. 1897
Annual Report

NJHS 16th (1914)
NU 87th (1985)
VJHS 78th-79th (1976, 1977); 84th-85th (1982, 1983); 87th (1985)

**Hobart Hebrew Congregation**
f. 1842
Annual Report

NU 1983+

**Jewish Amateur Sports Association of New South Wales**
f. 1946
Annual Report
Rabbi Dr A. Fabian was a patron of this organisation, whose life members included Lou Rose and Leo Kellerman.

NU 22nd (1967); 23rd (1968)

**Jewish Communal Appeal.** Sydney
f. 1967
Report
See also: *New South Wales Community Chest*
The forerunner of the J.C.A. was the New South Wales Community Chest (1947-54).

NJHS June 1971+imp

**Jewish Care.** Sydney (Jewish Communal Appeal)
Formerly *Australian Jewish Welfare Society.*
Jewish Community Council of Victoria
f. 1948
Annual Report
Formerly called the Victorian Jewish Board of Deputies

Jewish Council to Combat Fascism and Anti-Semitism. Melbourne
f. 1942
Annual Report

ANL 1947-1965/66
NSL:M nos 13-28 (1954-1964/5)
VJHS no 4 (1949/50)
VSL 1955/6; 1958/9-1964/5

Jewish Cultural Centre and National Library "Kadimah. Melbourne
f. 1911
Annual Report and balance sheet
See also: Jewish National Library "Kadimah"

NJHS 42nd; 61st (1973)
VJHS 38th (1949); 47th-48th (1958-1959)
VSL 1st (1912)+

Jewish Employment and Welfare Bureau. Sydney
See: Maccabean Institute Employment and Welfare Bureau, Sydney

Jewish Folk Centre in Sydney
f. 1941
Annual Report
Founded as a library of Yiddish and Hebrew books and as a community centre. It is essentially a Yiddish speaking cultural organisation.

NJHS 1988
NU 1990, 1991+

Jewish Girls' Guild. Sydney
1894
Annual Report
Founded by Rev. Landau's wife to help the poor and visit the sick.
Jewish Literary and Debating Society of Sydney
f. 1901
Annual Report
[With syllabus 1910/11, 1922/23]
NSL:M 1911/12-1912/13; 1919/20; *1909-1915 (Percy J. Marks' Collection)

Jewish Maternity Society, Sydney
f. 1844
Annual Report
See also: *Sydney Hebrew Ladies' Maternity and Benevolent Society*
There appears to be doubt as to the original name of the Society. Hilda V. Marks wrote that the Society's name was the Sydney Hebrew Ladies' Dorcas Society which merged with the Sydney Ladies' Aid Society to form the Sydney Hebrew Ladies' Maternity and Benevolent Society (Australian Jewish Historical Society: Journal and Proceedings, v.2). According to the 1844 rules of the Society, its original name was the Hebrew Ladies' Benevolent Institution and in the late 1880s became the Hebrew Ladies' Dorcas and Benevolent Institution (Australian Jewish Historical Society: Journal and Proceedings, v.2, pt 2, 1944, p. 77). Another name cited is the *Hebrew Ladies' Dorcas Society for the Relief of Distressed Jewish Women*. In 1946 the Society became the Jewish Maternity Society and was dissolved in 1981.
The Society cooperated with other welfare societies, and was assisted by the Sir Moses Montefiore Jewish Home, later the Montefiore Home.

Jewish National Fund (KKL Commission of Victoria)
f. 1913

Jewish National Fund of Australia and New Zealand, Bondi Junction, NSW
f. 1944
Annual calendar/diary
1946+
File copies since 1946 held by the *Jewish National Fund*
First federal conference held 1946

172
Jewish National Fund of N.S.W. Bondi Junction
f. 1937

NSL:M *1942-1944 (Percy J. Marks' Collection)
NU Oct 1946 - Sept 1947

Jewish National Fund of W.A. Perth

NJHS 1968

Jewish National Fund (Commission) of Queensland). Brisbane
f. 1944
Annual Report
As the volume of the work of land redemption in Palestine increased, the responsibility was placed on a broader basis, and the JNF was formed as an executive committee, which was first a sub-committee of the State Zionist Council, and then affiliated with it as an autonomous body.

NU 1st (1 July 1944 - 30 Sep. 1946); 2nd (1946/7); 9th (1953/4); 10th (1954/5); 15th-17th (1960/61-1962/3); 19th (1965)

Jewish National Library "Kadimah". 59 Bourke St, Melbourne
f. 1911
Annual Report and balance sheet
See also: Jewish Cultural Centre and National Library "Kadimah"
The "Kadimah" organisation promotes Jewish culture in Australia with special emphasis on Yiddish.

NSL:M *1st (Sept 1912) (Percy J. Marks' Collection)
VSL 1st (1912)+

Jewish Orphan Society. Sydney
f. 1950

NJHS 11th-19th (1861-1868)
See also: Sydney Hebrew Philanthropuic and Orphan Society

Jewish Peoples' Relief Fund. Sydney
See: United Jewish Overseas Relief Fund, Sydney

Jewish Territorial Organisation. Perth
f. 1906
The Jewish Territorial Movement was formed in Britain in 1905 by Israel Zangwill. Its aim was to "procure a territory upon an autonomous basis for those Jews who cannot or will not remain in lands in which they at present live". Theodore Herzl had originally thought of Uganda as a possibility. By 1912 Zangwill had abandoned his plans for a Jewish colony in Australia. However, in the late 1930s, Dr I. Steinberg from the Jewish Territorial Movement in London came to Australia, with the proposal that the Kimberleys be the place for a Jewish State. Among the supporters of such a plan was Sir Isaac Isaacs. A movement in Australia called the Freeland League was founded, which publicised its ideas in a journal called The Australian Jewish Forum (See Periodical List). The Central Zionist Archives in Jerusalem hold the original of the first annual report of the Perth branch. Correspondence records from the movement have been microfilmed for the Archive of Australian Judaica.

NU 1st (1907), 7pp (microfilm)

Joint Committee for Tertiary Jewish Studies
f. 1979-1996

The idea for the committee arose in 1979. and affiliated with the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies. Contacts were established with Israel and other overseas centres. Its function was to provide programmes necessary to meet the requirements of Tertiary Jewish Studies. In 1997 it was replaced by the joint Committee for Jewish higher Education.

NU 1980 + imp

Joint Committee for Jewish Higher Education
f. 1997

The inaugural meeting of the new committee was held on Wednesday February 26th, 1997. The new committee was the consequence of the ad hoc symposium in October 1994.

NU 1997+

Judaean League of Victoria, Victorian Jewish Competitions

VJHS 1st (7-11 Oct 1934); 3rd (16 Aug - 1 Sept 1936); 5th (2 July 1938)

Kashrut Commission of Victoria
President's report

NJHS 1952; 1953

Kew Hebrew Congregation. Melbourne
f. 1949

VJHS 23rd-37th (1971/2-1985/6) imp

King David School. Edgecliff, NSW
In 1967 the School merged with Moriah War Memorial College, the name being retained for the Rose Bay campus.

**King David School.** Melbourne
f. 1977

**Kingsford-Maroubra Hebrew Congregation.** Sydney
f. 1948

**Maccabean Institute Employment and Welfare Bureau.** Sydney
f. 1926

**Masada College.** Sydney
f. 1968

**Melbourne Chevra Chadisha**
f. 1908
Melbourne Hebrew Congregation. (Toorak Rd, South Yarra)
f. 1841
Annual Report
The formation of the Jewish Congregation Society in 1841 marked the beginning of Jewish congregational life in Melbourne.

NJHS 1891/2-140th (1985) imp
NSL:M *1937/8-1944/5 (Percy J. Marks' Collection); 1980+
NU 1990/1991 +
VJHS 1948/9-1979/80 imp; 1981/2-1985/6

Melbourne Hebrew Congregation Ladies' Auxiliary
f. 1931
VJHS 20th-21st (1950/1-1951/2)

Melbourne Hebrew Ladies' Benevolent Society
f. 1857
Annual Report and balance sheet
The Society was formed with the aim of assisting the Melbourne Jewish Philanthropic Society.

NU 110th (May 1967)
VJHS 90th (1947); 93rd-129th (1950-1986); 131st (1987/8)+

Melbourne Hebrew Ladies' Benevolent Society Auxiliary
f. 1927
VJHS 23rd (1949/50)

Melbourne Jewish Aid Society
f. 1888
Annual Report and balance sheet
In 1889 changed name from Melbourne Jewish Benevolent Loan Society to Melbourne Jewish Aid Society. After 1945 worked in co-operation with the Australian Jewish Welfare Society, Melbourne, as a loan society.

NSL:M no 7 (1894/5)
NU no 1 (1888); (1956)
VJHS 64th (1952/3); 67th (1956)

Melbourne Jewish Benevolent Loan Society
See: Melbourne Jewish Aid Society
Melbourne Jewish Orphan and Children's Aid Society  
f. 1884
VJHS 67th-68th (1949-1950); 70th (1952); 74th (1957). (Earlier annual reports in Minute Books (microfilm) 1884-1945.)

Melbourne Jewish Philanthropic Society  
f. 1848  
Annual Report and financial statement  
Re-established 1848 (formerly Hebrew Philanthropic Society, f. 1839?)  
The Society amalgamated with the Jewish Orphan and Neglected Children's Aid Society (f. 1886), and in 1889 merged with the Sir Moses Montefiore Jewish Home to become the Melbourne Jewish Philanthropic Society and Montefiore Homes for the Aged.  
The Society cares for social needs in the Melbourne Jewish community, especially the aged and infirm.

NU 105th-107th (1955-1957)  
VJHS 100th-101st (1949, 1950); 107th (1957); 111th (1960)

Melbourne Jewish Women's Guild  
f. 1896
VJHS 1st-3rd (Sept 1897 - Aug 1899); 5th-25th (July 1901 - July 1921) imp; 50th (1945/6); 54th-90th (1949/50-1985/6) imp; 92nd (1988+)

Melbourne and Sydney Councils to Combat Fascism and Anti-Semitism: Newsletter.  
Sydney  
First Interstate Conference of Councils

NU Mar 22/23, 1952

Melbourne Jewish Sick Visiting Society  
f. 1918
VJHS 32nd (1949/50); 35th (1952/3); 37th (1954/5); 39th-40th (1956/7-1957/8)

Mizrachi Hapoel Hamizrachi. Melbourne  
f. 1933  
Annual Report  
A religious organisation with Zionist ideals which sends aid to Israel.

NJHS 24th (1957/8); 33rd (1976/7)  
NU 36th (1979/80)  
VJHS 28th (1971/2); 37th (1980/1)
Mizrachi Synagogue. Bondi, NSW
See: Bondi Mizrachi Synagogue

Montefiore Home. Hunters Hill, NSW
f. 1889
Annual Report
See also: Sydney Hebrew Philanthropic and Orphan Society; Sydney Hebrew Philanthropic Society
Formed by the amalgamation of The Sydney Hebrew Philanthropic Society (f. 1833) with the Orphan Society (f. 1850) to become the Sydney Hebrew Philanthropic and Orphan Society which then merged with the Sir Moses Montefiore Jewish Home in 1889.

NJHS 2nd (1890)+ imp
NSL:M 1889-1967; 1968+
NU 25th (1914); 67th-68th (1957-58); 71st (1961); 79th (1968); 82nd-84th (1971-1973); 89th-94th (1978-83)+
VJHS 84th (1973); 86th-97th (1975-1986)

Montefiore Homes for the Aged. Melbourne

VSL (1982)+

Moorabbin and District Hebrew Congregation
f. 1952

NJHS 23rd (1972/3)
VJHS 21st (1970/1); 26th-27th (1975/6-1976/7); 30th-37th (1980/1-1986/7)+

Moriah War Memorial College. Sydney
f. 1942
Annual Report and financial statement
See also: North Bondi Jewish Day School and Kindergarten, Sydney

NJHS 4th (1956)+ imp
NU 21st (1973)
VJHS 20th-21st (1972-1973); 31st (1983)

Mount Scopus Memorial College. Melbourne, Vic
f. 1947
Annual Report
1952+

NJHS 1955-78 imp
NU 1986
Mount Scopus Memorial College. Melbourne. Old Collegians

VJHS 4th (1962/3)

N.S.W. Association of Jewish Ex-Servicemen and Women. Sydney

NJHS 1946-1950

N.S.W. Board of Jewish Education
f. 1909
Annual Report and financial statement
See also: Sydney Jewish Education Board; Sydney Jewish Sabbath School.
A Sabbath school was opened in 1863 with Rev. Alexander Bernard Davis as the first principal. In 1909 the Sabbath school and the Sydney Jewish Education Board (f. 1882) amalgamated to form what became the N.S.W. Board of Jewish Education. In 1943 and 1944 no reports were issued. For history see: Kellerman, Maurice H., New South Wales Board of Jewish Education. History 1909-1979, with background summary 1863-1909 Sydney, N.S.W. The Board. 1980.

NJHS 1910-1980 imp.
NSL:M 1907-1919; 1923; 1926-1936; 1938+
NU 1910-1942; 1945-1991
VJHS 1946-1950; 1954-1985 imp; 1988+

N.S.W. Federation of Synagogues
See: United Orthodox Synagogues of New South Wales, Sydney

N.S.W. Friends of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem
f. 1936
Annual Report and financial statement
See also: Australian Friends of the Hebrew University
Changed name from Australian Friends of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem, New South Wales Branch.

NJHS 25th-34th (1961/2-1970/1) imp
NSL:M 1962; 1966; 1970/71
NU 28th (1964/5); 29th (1965/6); 32nd (1968/9); 33rd-34th (1969/70-1970/1)
VJHS 34th (1970/1)

N.S.W. Jewish Association
1902-1903
Report and balance sheet
Founded to promote interest in the Jewish Community and in Jewish culture.
In April 1902 a Provisional Committee was formed under the chairmanship of David Levy, MLA.

NSL:M 1902/3

**N.S.W. Jewish Joint Communal Appeal**
See: Jewish Communal Appeal

**N.S.W. Jewish War Memorial.** Darlinghurst, NSW
f. 1921
Annual Report and balance sheet

ANL 1948-77
NJHS 4th (1924)+ imp
NSL:M *1922; 1925-26; 1932-43; 1945-47 (Percy J. Marks' Collection)
NU 34th-39th (1954/5-1958/9); 42nd (1962/3); 65th (1985/6); 66th (1986/7)
VJHS 4th-5th (1924/5-1925/6); 7th (1927/8); 21st (1941); 40th (1960/1); 1985/6

**N.S.W. Maccabi**
See: New South Wales Maccabi

**N.U.J.S.U. New South Wales University Jewish Students' Union**
Annual Report, financial statement and balance sheet.

NU 2nd (1968)

**National Council of Jewish Women of Australia and New Zealand**
f. 1929
Conference [proceedings]
1929+
See also: Council of Jewish Women - N.S.W.

NU 1st Conference May 21-27, 1929; 2nd Conference March, 1932; 3rd Conference November 1934
VJHS 10th Triennial Convention, Apr 21-May 21, 1975; 14th, Jun - 25 July 1964; 22nd, May 27-June1, 1988
VSL 1st (1929)

**National Council of Jewish Women. Victorian Section**
f. 1928

NJHS 58th (1981); 59th (1982)
VJHS 39th (1966); 50th (1987)
The New South Wales Association of Sephardim. Woollahra, NSW f. 1954 Annual Report
NU 1954-60

New South Wales Community Chest
f. 1949 Annual Report
See also: Jewish Communal Appeal
Forerunner of the Jewish Communal Appeal (J.C.A.), the first joint Appeal being held in 1949. The Community Chest ended in 1954.
NU 1952/3

New South Wales Federation of Synagogues
See: United Orthodox Synagogues of N.S.W., Sydney

New South Wales Hebrew Benevolent Society
NJHS 1931/2-1968
NSL:M nos 50-52 (1941-43)

New South Wales Jewish Board of Deputies
f. 1944 Annual Report
1st (1945)+
The N.S.W. Congregational Advisory Board (also called Jewish Advisory Board) was formed in 1932. In 1942 the Public Relations Committee of the Advisory Board became the Bureau of Jewish Affairs. In 1945 the Advisory Board was reconstituted on a more democratic basis and renamed the New South Wales Jewish Board of Deputies. From 1979 the annual report was issued in the New South Wales Jewish Board of Deputies: Information Bulletin.
NJHS 1968; (1982)+ imp
NU 1945-70; 1982+

New South Wales Board of Jewish Education
See: N.S.W. Jewish Board of Jewish Education

New South Wales Jewish Hospital. Point Piper, NSW 1947-1960
Annual Report
See also: Wolper Jewish Hospital

NJHS 1st-2nd (1948-50); 4th-6th (1951-1953)
VJHS 4th-6th (1951-1953)

**New South Wales Jewish War Memorial**
See: N.S.W. Jewish War Memorial

**New South Wales Maccabi. Sydney**
f. 1946
President's report
Founded as the N.S.W. Jewish Amateur Sports Association. In 1976? the Association adopted the name N.S.W. Maccabi.

NJHS 4th (1974); 7th-8th (1976/78)

**Newcastle Hebrew Congregation**
f. 1905
Annual Report and financial statement
The name adopted was K.K. Beth Yisroel. The Synagogue was built in 1927.

NJHS 26th+ imp
NU 38th-78th (1948-1985) imp

**Newtown Hebrew Congregation**
f. 1899
In 1943 changed name to Western Suburbs Synagogue
See also: Western Suburbs Synagogue

NSL:M *1922; 1924; 1926-29; 1931; 1933-42 (Percy J. Marks' Collection); 1929-1933.

**North Bondi Jewish Day School and Kindergarten. Sydney**
f. 1942
Annual Report and balance sheet
Established as the North Bondi Hebrew School and Kindergarten. In 1953 merged into Moriah War Memorial College, Bellevue Hill.
See also: Moriah War Memorial College, Annual Reports (both combined in one publication)
NJHS 2nd-28th (1942-5-1972) imp.

**North Eastern Jewish War Memorial Centre. Doncaster, Vic**
f. 1962
Annual Report

NJHS 15th (1967/77)
North Shore Jewish Kindergarten and Day School
See: Masada College, Sydney

North Shore Synagogue. Lindfield, NSW
f. 1940
Annual Report
Established as the Northern Sydney Hebrew Congregation. In 1951 the name was changed to North Shore Synagogue.

NJHS 1st (1943/4)+ imp
NSL:M 12th (1952)
NU July 1, 1947-June 30, 1949; 25th (1965)-42nd (1981/2) imp; 46th (1985/6)+
VJHS 26th-27th (1965/6-1966/7); 29th-30th (1968/9-1969/70); 32nd (1976/7)+

North Shore Temple Emanuel. Chatswood, NSW
f. 1959
Annual Report
In 1979-81 and 1983 incorporated in a special issue of Hatikvah, or as a supplement 1977/8 and 1985.

NJHS 6th-25th (1964/5-1984) imp
NSL:M 1940+
NU 24th (Aug 1983); 25th (Aug 1984); 26th (1984/5)

Northern Sydney Hebrew Congregation. Lindfield, NSW
See: North Shore Synagogue. Lindfield, NSW

Parramatta and District Hebrew Congregation
f. 1949
Annual Report
See also: Parramatta and District Synagogue Ltd
In 1971? the name was changed to Parramatta and District War Memorial Synagogue. In 1985 the name became Parramatta and District Synagogue Ltd.

NSL:M no 1 (1949/50)

Parramatta and District Synagogue Ltd
f. 1949
Annual Report
See also: Parramatta and District Hebrew Congregation

MJHS nos 5-16 (1953-1964)
NU no 36 (1985/86); 1988/89
Perth Hebrew Congregation
f. 1897
Annual Report and balance sheet

NJHS 33rd-92nd (1929-88) imp
NSL:M *45th-48th (1941-44) (Percy J. Marks' Collection)
NU 86th (1982); 88th (1984)
VJHS 84th-89th (1980-1985)
WLB 63rd (1959)+

St Kilda Hebrew Congregation
f. 1871
Annual Report of Board of Management and balance sheet

NJHS 57th-101st (1928-88) imp
NSL:M *36th (Aug.31, 1907) (Percy J. Marks' Collection)
NU 108th-111th (1979-82); 113th (May 1984)+
VJHS 1926-1944 imp; 1946-1959; 1961+

The Sephardi Association of Victoria. East Malvern, Vic
f. 1965
Annual Report

NU 1985

The Shalom Institute. University of New South Wales
f. 1970s
Annual Report

NU 2001

The Shomrim. Sydney
f. 1939
Annual Report

Shomrim was a movement founded by young European migrants with Zionist tendencies.

NU 1940, 1942, 1943

Sir Moses Montefiore Jewish Home. Hunters Hill, NSW
See: Montefiore Home. Hunters Hill, NSW

Society of Friends of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem (N.S.W.). Sydney
See: Australian Friends of the Hebrew University
South Caulfield Hebrew Congregation. Melbourne
f. 1963

VJHS 1974/5; 1976/7-1981/2

South Brisbane Hebrew Congregation. (Deshon St)
f. 1910
Annual Report of the Board of Management
Formerly Central Synagogue to 1949/50

NJHS [no 24]-56th (1939/40-1971/2) imp; 58th (1973/4)
NU 38th (953/4); 41st (1956/7)-44th (1959/60); 51st-54th (1966/7-1969/70)

South Brisbane Jewish Help-in-Need Society.
f. 1913

NU 45th (1957/8); 46th (1958/9); 48th (1960/1)

South Head and District Synagogue War Memorial. Rose Bay, NSW
f. 1950

NJHS 1975
NU 9th (1959); 1965; 1966; 1968-72; 1974-79; 1980-85
VJHS 1967/8; 1968/9

Southern District Hebrew Congregation
See: Brighton Hebrew Congregation

State Zionist Council of New South Wales
f. 1941
Annual Assemblies

NU 1941-1969 (microfiche); 1988 (biennial conference)

State Zionist Council of Queensland. Brisbane

NU 1958; 1959; 1961; 1962

State Zionist Council of Victoria
f. 1938
Annual Report
Till 1973 the sub-title was: Report to the Annual Assembly.
Sydney Chevra Kadisha
f. 1817; established 1912
Annual Report and balance sheet
This first Australian Jewish organisation was founded in 1817, when convict Jews formed a Chevra Kadisha - a burial society.

Sydney Hebrew Ladies' Bazaar. Martin Place. NSW
f. 1875
Report and balance sheet
NSL:M *March 1, 1876 (Percy J. Marks' Collection)

Sydney Hebrew Ladies' Maternity and Benevolent Society
f. 1844; ceased 1981
Annual Report
Formed as the Ladies' Dorcas Society for the relief of Distressed Jewish Women. In 1946 the Society became the Jewish Maternity Society, and was dissolved in 1981.

Sydney Hebrew Philanthropic and Orphan Society
f. 1833
Annual Report
See also: Montefiore Home. Hunters Hill, NSW
It appears that the Society continued the numbering of their reports from the Sydney Hebrew Philanthropic Society. In 1889 the Society merged into the Sir Moses Montefiore Jewish Home later known as the Montefiore Home at Hunters Hill, NSW.

Sydney Hebrew Philanthropic Society
f. 1833
Annual Report
See also: Montefiore Home. Hunters Hill, NSW
In 1888 the Society amalgamated with the Sydney Orphan Society (f. 1876) and the Sydney Hebrew Philanthropic and Orphan Society.

**Sydney Hebrew School**

f. 1859  
Report and rules

**Sydney Jewish Aid Society**

1895-1966  
Annual Report and balance sheet

[Nos 35-37 published in *Hebrew Standard*]

After 1937 "incorporated" added to name

**Sydney Jewish Centre on Ageing**

f. 1982  
Annual Report

Founded in 1982 to provide domiciliary services for the Jewish aged.

**Sydney Jewish Education Board**

f. 1882  
See also: N.S.W. Board of Jewish Education

In 1909 the Board amalgamated with the Sydney Jewish Sabbath School (f. 1863) to form the N.S.W. Board of Jewish Education.

**Sydney Jewish Sabbath School**

f. 1863  
See also: *N.S.W. Board of Jewish Education*
Sydney Talmudic College Association
See: Yeshivah College, Sydney

Sydney Zionist Society
f. 1908-1918
Annual Report
The Society grew out of the ashes of the New South Wales Zionist League. There was a complaint in the sixth annual report about the lack of interest shown in it by the "majority of their co-religionists in the State". The same report notes that since the formation of the Society in 1908, over £475 had been collected and forwarded to Zionist purposes which included practical objects for the permanent improvement of Palestine, being donations to the National Fund, Tree Plantation Fund and the Building Fund for Yemenite Jews. In 1918, the Sydney Zionist Society amalgamated with the Young Men's Zionist Association to form the Union of Sydney Zionists. See also: Union of Sydney Zionists.

VJHS 9th-10th (1916/17-1917/18)
VSL 6th-7th (1913/14-1914/15); 9th-10th (1916/17-1917/18)
NU 6th (1913/14); 9th-10th (1916/17-1917/18)

Temple Beth Israel. Melbourne
f. 1930
Annual Report and balance sheet

NSL:M *12th-13th (1940/41-1942) (Percy J. Marks' Collection)
VJHS 20th-21st (1948/9-1949/50); 27th (1956/7); 39th (1968/9); 42nd (1971/2); 46th (1975/6)

Temple Emanuel. Woollahra, NSW
f. 1940
Annual Report

NJHS 1st-41st (1940-80) imp
NSL:M *1940-41; 1943 (Percy J. Marks' Collection)
NU 20th (1959)

Temple Shalom. Brisbane
f. 1972
President's Report and Annual General Meeting

NU 1986/7

Union of Sydney Zionists
f. 1918
Report of the Committee 1920/21, 1922/3, 1923/4
See also: The Sydney Zionist Society
Formed from the amalgamation of the Sydney Zionist Society with the Young Men's Zionist Association, Sydney.
NSL:M 1920/21; 1922/3; 1923/4

United Board of Hebrew Education of Queensland

NU 1962/3

United Emergency Committee for European Jewry
See: United Jewish Overseas Relief Fund in New South Wales, Sydney

United Hebrew Friendly Society of N.S.W.

f. 1920
Balance sheet, statement of income and expenditure
The Society looked after war loans and sickness benefits, and was formed in 1920 by the amalgamation of three Jewish Lodges, whose members belonged to families that had migrated from Britain in the early 1900s.

NSL:M *June 30, 1942 (Percy J. Marks' Collection)
NU 1918-73

United Jewish Education Board. Melbourne
f. 1893
Annual Report and balance sheet

NJHS 59th-85th (1958-84) imp
NU 56th (Mar 1955); 1983
VJHS 41st (1938); 51st-53rd (1949-1951); 59th (1958); 70th (1969/70); 74th (1973/4); 81st (1980); 83rd (1982)+

United Jewish Overseas Relief Fund in New South Wales. Sydney
f. 1944
Annual Report
See also: Australian Jewish Welfare Society
Formed from the amalgamation of The Jewish People's Relief Fund, Sydney, with the Clothing Appeal for Destitute Children in Europe. Incorporated with the Australian Jewish Welfare Society, Sydney, 1952.

NJHS 1st-3rd (1944/5-1946/7); 6th (1949/50)
NSL:M *1st-2nd (1944/5-1945/6) (Percy J. Marks’ Collection)
NU 1947/8
VJHS 1946/7
United Jewish Overseas Relief Fund in Victoria
f. 1942
Annual Report
See also: Australian Jewish Welfare and Relief Society
In 1946 moves were made to amalgamate with the Australian Jewish Welfare Society, Melbourne, to form the Australian Jewish Welfare and Relief Society, Melbourne.

NJHS 2nd (1943/4); 1945; 1946/7

United Orthodox Synagogues of New South Wales. Sydney
f. 1960
Annual Report and financial statement
Formed as the Federation of Orthodox Synagogues of New South Wales. By 1971 the Organisation was called the United Orthodox Synagogues of New South Wales, and in 1979 the name was changed to Federation of Jewish Orthodox Institutions.

NJHS 1978

United Orthodox Synagogues of New South Wales. Sydney
f. 1960
President's report

NJHS 1964; 1971/2; 1972/3; 1973/4

Victorian B'nai B'rith Council
f. 1957
Annual Report
Supplement to Preview

NU 1984/85; 1985/86

Victorian Friends of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem

NU 1964/5

Victorian Jewish Board of Deputies
f. 1948
Annual Report
Formed from the Victorian Jewish Advisory Board (reconstituted in 1936 from the Melbourne Jewish Advisory Board founded in 1921).
The Board is the state forum for all Victorian Jewish Community organisations.
Changed name to Jewish Council of Victoria in 1988.

NJHS 1953-1987 imp
NU 1969; 1970; 1971; 1974/5; 1976/7; 1984/5-1986/7
Victorian Union for Progressive Judaism and Liberal Properties Limited. St Kilda, Vic
Annual Report
Supplement to Temple Time, October 1985
Supplement to Profile, October 1985
Supplement to Hakol, October 1985
NU June 1, 1984-May 31, 1985; June 1, 1985-May 31, 1986; June 1, 1986-May 31, 1987
VJHS 4th-10th (1979/80-1985/6)

Victorian Zionist Association "Hatchiah". 313 Drummond St, Carlton, Vic
f. 1913
Annual Report and balance sheet
Formed as a result of a merger between the Victorian Zionist League (f. 1902) and an "independent" Zionist Society (f. 1912). From 1919 to 1926 "Hatchiah" was merged with "Kadimah".
NSL:M *16th (Dec 31, 1917) (Percy J. Marks' Collection)

W.I.Z.O.
See: WIZO

Wellington Hebrew Congregation
See: Wellington Jewish Community Centre

Wellington Jewish Community Centre. NZ
f. 1843
Report and statement of accounts
Formerly Wellington Hebrew Congregation to 1979/80
NJHS nos 62-? (1935-1984) imp
NSL:M *1941 (Percy J. Marks' Collection)
NU 1984/5
VJHS 1978/9

Western Suburbs Synagogue. Newtown, NSW
f. 1889
Annual Report and balance sheet
See also: Newtown Hebrew Congregation
Founded as a minyan. In 1901 the "Mikvah Yisroel Congregation", incorporating Hebrew classes, was established. In 1918 the Synagogue was consecrated, and in 1943 the Congregation changed its name to Western Suburbs Synagogue.
NJHS 1920+ imp
WIZO State Council of New South Wales
f. 1935
Annual general meeting

NU 25th (1968); 35th-39th (1978-82)

Wolper Jewish Hospital. Woollahra, NSW
f. 1959
Annual Report
See also: New South Wales Jewish Hospital
In 1960 the New South Wales Jewish Hospital amalgamated with the A. and G. Wolper Convalescent Home of the National Council of Jewish Women and transferred to Woollahra as the Wolper Jewish Hospital.

NJHS 1st-4th (1959-1985/6) imp
NU 2nd (1963)+
VJHS 19th-21st (1979/80-1981/2); 25th (1985/6)

"Y"
See: Young Men's Hebrew Association (N.S.W. Division)

Y.M.H.A.
See: Young Men's Hebrew Association (N.S.W. Division)

Yeshiva College. Sydney
f. 1955
Annual Report and balance sheet
Formerly called Sydney Talmudic College Association

NJHS 1970-72; 1986
NU 1970-71

YMHA
See: Young Men's Hebrew Association (N.S.W. Division)
York St. Synagogue. Sydney
1844-1877
Report of the Board of Management
Established when the Bridge Street Synagogue (f. 1831) moved to a larger site in York Street in 1944.

NJHS 1845 reprint; 1855-1957/8; 1867; 1869-1877
NU 1845 reprint
VJHS 1855/6-1857/8; 1867; 1869-1872; 1874-1875; 1877

Young Men's Hebrew Association (N.S.W. Division)
f. 1929
Annual Report and balance sheet
See also: Union of Sydney Zionists
Founded as a male counterpart to the National Council of Jewish Women. Known as the "Y" when leaders of different social, cultural, welfare and youth groups merged into the one organisation. The Y.M.H.A. was dissolved in 1956.
The Society sought to perpetuate Jewish social and cultural ideals.

NJHS 16th-24th (1945-53) imp

Zionist Federation of Australia and New Zealand
f. 1927
Plenary sessions
1st (1927)+
In 1928 the Z.F.A. resolved to change its name from Zionist Federation of Australia to include New Zealand. The aim was to co-ordinate the activities of the State Zionist Councils of Australia and New Zealand.

NJHS 2nd-30th (1929-1984) imp
NSL:M 1st-3rd (1927-30)
NU 1st-2nd (1927-29); 3rd (1934); [4th] (1934); 6th (1937)+
VJHS 22nd (1966)
VSL 2nd (1929); 26th (1974); 32nd (1984/6); 33rd (1986/88)

VI. YEARBOOKS

Adass Israel. Luh Zmanim (Calendar). Melbourne
1984/5+

NU 1984/5

Australia and New Zealand Jewish Year Book. Balaclava, Vic (B'nai B'rith District 21)
Editors: Yehuda Svoray (1985); Jacqueline Langley (1988). Editorial committee: Louis Waller (Chairman); Kurt Lippman and others. 
Topics covered include: New Zealand Jewry now; Portraits - Dr Fanny Reading, Julius Stone; The Adelaide Synagogue; Towards the year 2000 (Rabbi Dr A. Fabian); The Jewish contribution to Australian Literature (Nancy Keesing); short stories (Serge Liberman, Bronwen Lichtenstein); Australian Jewish artists.

NU 1985; 1988
VSL 1985; 1988

**Australian Friends of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem.** New South Wales Branch

VJHS 17th-18th (1953/4-1954/5); 23rd-24th (1959/60-1960/1)

**Australian Friends of the Hebrew University Yearbook**

no.1 (1971)+

NJHS 1979/80; 1980/81; 1982/3; 1985/6
NU no 1 (1971)+

**Australia-Israel Trade Guide.** Sydney (Australia-Israel Chamber of Commerce and Industry)

NSL:M 1973

**[Great Synagogue].** Jewish Calendar and Synagogue Handbook.

NSL:M 1955/6; 1973/74+

**[Great Synagogue]** Timetable and Table of Lessons from the Pentateuch and Prophets for the Great Synagogue

NSL:M 1908/9; 1910/11; 1915/16


NJHS 1992-3
NSL:M 1992-3
NU 1992-3
VJHS 1992-3

**Hebrew Standard of Australasia.** Sydney Annual
Hineni iton. Sydney
v.1, no 1 (Oct 1980)
28cm; 100pp
Frequency: yearly
Replaced by the monthly Hineni news
No copy located.

Itoneinu. Melbourne (United Jewish Education Board)
?-1977-?
26cm; 5pp
Frequency: annual
Editor: this edition by Anita Flieg
The title translated means "Our Newspaper"
Letters from children in Victoria, Tasmania and New Zealand who had taken the United
Jewish Education Board correspondence course.

NJHS 1965; 1966; 1967; 1977
NU 1977

Jewish National Fund of N.S.W.: Yearbook (and Annual Report)

NSL:M 1943-1944 (Percy J. Marks' Collection); Oct 1954 - Sept 1956
NU Oct 1954 - Sept 1956; 1959 (see also annual reports)

Jewish National Fund. Sydney. Pocket Calendar
1943/44+

NU 1981/2; 1982/3; 1983/4; 1984/5; 1991/2+

Jewish Year Book (Victorian Jewish Board of Deputies)
In 1961/2 called Victorian Jewish Year Book

NJHS 1955/6; 1961/2
NSL:M [no1] (1955/6); 1961/2

v.1, no 1-v.1, no 2 (May 1964 - May 1965)
Only two volumes published
Frequency: annual
Under the auspices of the New South Wales Board of Jewish Education jointly sponsored by
the B'nai B'rith Lodges and Women's Chapters of New South Wales.
NSL:M v.1, nos 1-2 (May 1964 - May 1965)
NU v.1, nos 1-2 (May 1964 - May 1965)

**Ka-Ari: Mount Moriah College Magazine.** Sydney
1974+
28cm; 120pp approx
Frequency: annual
Photographs and articles on the school. Contains a Hebrew section.

NJHS 1979+ imp
NU 1979; 1980; 1981; 1986

**Maccabi Soccer Club.** Perth
1980+

NU 1985

**The Mizrachi Guide to Pesach**
1980s
15-22cm


**Mizrachi Kosher Food Bulletin.** Caulfield
1980s+
15-22cm; 12pp approx; ill.


**Mount Scopus Memorial College.** Melbourne
f. 1947
Annual ball

VJHS 27th (1976); 38th (1987)

**Mount Scopus Memorial College.** Melbourne
f. 1947
Yearbook

VJHS 1976; 1978

**Mount Sinai Tablet.** Sydney
1981+
Yearbook
Reports and photographs on school activities.

NJHS 1983+

**New South Wales Jewish Board of Deputies: Yearbook**
[no 1] (1956/7)+
Nos 1-2 entitled Communal Handbook

ANL 1961-66; 1969
NSL:M no 1 (1956/7)+
NU 1956/7; 1959; 1961; 1968/9
VJHS 1968/9

**New South Wales Jewish Board of Deputies. Diary and Directory of the Jewish Community of N.S.W.**
1978/79+

NSL:M 1980/1; 1985/86
NU 1979/80+

**Oistralisher-Yidisher Almanack.** Melbourne (Yidisher Kulter-Tsenter un Natsionale Bibliotek - Jewish Cultural Centre and National Library "Kadimah")
1st-3rd (1937, December 1942, 1967)
21cm; 340pp and 45pp
Title in Yiddish and English
Printed by York Press
Initiated by Arthur Rose and Israel Sher
Historical articles on Australian Jewry, and articles of a literary and cultural nature. The almanac was the first book in Australia to be written in Yiddish.

NSL:M 2nd (1942)
NU 1st-3rd (1937, Dec 1942, 1967)
VSL 1st-3rd (1937, 1942, 1967)

**Or Hadorom: The Australian Journal of Torah Thought.** Melbourne (Kollel-Yeshivah Centre)
No 1 (Feb 1984)+
20cm; 260pp approx
Editor: Faitel Levin
Title in Hebrew and English
Hebrew-English journal produced annually by The Kollel-Yeshivah Centre. Articles on such subjects as psychiatry and religion, and religious customs.

NU no 3 (Summer 1986)
VJHS v.1, nos 1-3 (Feb 1984, Spring 1984, Summer 1986)
VSL no 2 (1984); 4 (1987)+
**Scope.** Melbourne (Mount Scopus College)
See also *Mount Scopus College*

NJHS    May 1959

**Sydney Bet Din**
1981+
A guide for Pesach (Pesach handbook)

NU    1983; 1985-7; 1989

**Sydney Bet Din**
1981+
Kosher Products Directory (excluding Pesach)
Second printing sponsored by the Yeshiva, Flood St, Bondi.

NJHS    1981
NU    1983; 1985-7; 1989

**United Israel Appeal of N.S.W.** Sydney

NSL:M    1966

**Victorian Jewish Board of Deputies. Diary.**
1976/77

NU    1983/4+

**Yakhad (Together).** Sydney (Masada College)
1978+
Supersedes *Masada Herald*
28cm; over 60pp; ill.
Title in Hebrew and English
Reports on the activities of the school. Graduates' section edited by Sophie Caplan.

NJHS    1978+
NU    1980; 1982; 1983; 1985

**Yeshiva Centre: Digest and Calendar.** Sydney
1982/3+
Subtitle 1985/6: Calendar and digest 5745

NJHS    1983-1986
NU 1983/4+

Yeshiva College. Sydney Yearbook

NJHS 1990
Ejournals

A number of journals are being sent electronically to members of an email list. Some incur no charge, whilst others exact a fee. This has become more common in Australia in the last three years.

ADC News Digest
v.1 no 9 (May 2003)+

ADC ONLINE (B’nai B’rith anti-Defamation Commission, Melbourne)
v.2 no 1 (Feb 2001)+

ADC Special Report
no 1 (2001)+

AJN Newsletter
2006+

Central eTorah
2006+

Mesmerising Klezma
2006+

Network
2004+

NSW Jewish Board of Deputies-News Review
2004+

OzTorah
2004+

The Shalom Institute
2006+